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Abstract 

This thesis is concemed with the syntax of productive morphological causatives in the Finno

Ugric language North Sâmi, within the thooreticaI setting of the Chomskian Principles and 

ParametersIMinimaIist framework. Providing rich and novel data, the thesis situates North Sâmi 

in the general typology of causative constructions, demonstrating that causatives in this language 

invariably are of the so-called Faire Par-variety. The issues treated in this thesis are directly 

concemed with the anatomy of the verb phrase and the fine-grained details of its syntactic 

decomposition. Specifically, it is argued that the syntactic head that introduces the external 

argument and which provides the locus of agentivity must be distinct from the head hosting the 

Cause component of an agentive verb. It is shown that the Faire Par causative selects as its 

complement a truncated verbal projection corresponding to this Cause component. This captures 

a long-standing observation that the Base Verb in a Faire Par construction is restricted to a class 

!hat can descriptively he characterized as agentive. We thus take issue with other proposais that 

seek to constrain the formation of Faire Par caüsatives on other grounds. Furthermore, it is 

shown that the Base Object in a Faire Par causative is an argument of the causative formative, and 

not of the Base Verb. This conclusion is based on a number of selectional asymmetries that 

depend on whether the verb bas undergone Faire Par-causativization or not. 
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Résumé 

Cette thèse explore la syntaxe des constructions morphologiques causatives productives dans la 

langue finno-ougrienne, le sami septentrional, dans le cadre de la théorie des principes et 

paramètres/programme minimaliste de Chomsky. Apportant des données riches et nouvelles, la 

thèse situe le sami septentrional dans la typologie générale des constructions causatives, 

démontrant que les constructions causatives dans cette langue sont invariablement de la variété 

appelée Faire Par. Les points discutés se rapportent directement à l'anatomie du syntagme verbal 

et aux détails de sa décomposition syntaxique. Spécifiquement, nous proposons que la tête 

syntaxique qui introduit l'argument externe et qui procure le lieu de l' agentivité doit être distinct 

de la tête contenant la composante causale d'un verbe agentif. Nous montrons que le causatif 

Faire Par sélectionne comme son complément une projection verbale correspondant à cette 

composante causale. Ceci capture une observation de longue date selon laquelle le verbe de base 

d'une construction Faire Par est confiné à une classe qui peut être caractérisée descriptivement 

comme agentive. Nous critiquons alors d'autres propositions qui cherchent à contraindre la 

formation dë constructions Faire Par causatives sur d'autres bases. De plus, nous montrons que 

l'objet de base dans une construction causative Faire Par est un argument de la tête causative et 

non du verbe de base. Cette conclusion est fondée sur un nombre d'asymétries sélectionnelles qui 

dépendent du fait que le verbe a subi ou non la causativisation Faire Par. 
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This thesis uses the following abbreviations in glosses of examples: 

1, 2 , 3 -person 

Ace-accusative case 

Act-actio 

Appl-applicative 

Ben-benefactive 

Cause-causative 

Dat-dative case 

Erg-ergative case 

fact-factual 

FV-final vowel 

Gen-genitive case 

Ill-illative case 

. lnf-Infinitive 

Intr-Intransitive 

Loc-locative case 

M-masculine 

Nom-nominative case 

N-neuter 

O-object marker 

Pass-passive 

Prs-present tense 

Ptc-past participle 

Pst-past tense 

punc-punctual 

Px-possessive 

Rel-relative marker 

s-singular 

d-dual 

p-plural 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1. Preliminaries 

This thesis will oodertake an investigation of North Sâmi morphological causatives within the 

general theoretical setting of the CUITent Chomskian Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995, 1998, 

1999), with some consideration of certain aspects of Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 

1993, Marantz 1997,2001), North Sâmi belongs in the Finno-Ugric family, and it ts by far the 

most widely spoken Sâmi language. l North Sâmi can he subdivided into three main dialects, or 

variants, namely the Tome, Kautokeino and KaraSjok dialects. This study Îs exclusively 

concemed with the Tome dialect, and therefore, what we oonsistently refer to 'as North Sâmi 

throughout tms thesis, may more accurately be called the Tome dialect of North Sâmi. Consider 

the pair of sentences in Cl): 

(1) a 

b 

Mâhtte cuvkii lase. 

Mâhtte.Nom break.Tr.Pst3s window.Acc 

'Mâhtte broke the window.' 

Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte lase. 

LNom break. Tr-Cause-Pst 1 s Mâhtte.Acc window.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte to break the window.' 

(la) is a simple transitive clause consisting of the subject Mâhtte (Nom), the verb &Y.Ykii 'break,' 

and the direct object~ 'window.' The causative sentence (lb), obtained by attaching the suffix 



-h- to the verb, has one argument more than the simple transitive clause.2 In (lb) the causative 

agentmQll 'I.Nom' serves as the subject and the DP corresponding to the logical subject of (la) is 

expressed as an accusative object (the Causee). Although causatives have been thoroughly 

investigated in numerous languages, very httle is known about the Tome dialect of North Sâmi 

beyond sorne basic facts, documented in Konrad Nielsen's (l926-29) grammar of North Sami, 

which more or less exhausts the accumulated scholarly knowledge. 3 This thesis deals with a 

number of facts concerning North Sarni causatives, and it touches on interrelated issues in Sarni 

syntax, as weIl as questions pertaining ID causativization in general. 

A major theoretical hypothesis in this thesis is that causativization provides a probe into 

the finer details of the internal structure of the verb phrase. Within the narrowly Chomskian 

tradition, a decompositional mood prevails in the view of the verb phrase. It has become widely 

accepted that the external argument of a verb is introduced in a higher, distinct phrase, such as 

Voi(ce)P (Kratzer 1996), or vP (Chomsky 1995). Consequently, a notion like agentivity is 

entrusted to this higher domain in the verbal complex. It is also commonly assumed that Kratzer's 

.Voi or Chomsky's v include a Cause component by virtue of introducing an Agent (see Harley 

1995a, b). This thesis argues on the hasis of North Sami that the Cause component must be 

divorced from the head that introduces the external argument, and constitutes a distinct joint in 

the verbal anatomy. While this view is not novel (e.g. Baker & Stewart 1999), it lends support to 

the decompositional approach and it has consequences for the way we view certain variants of 

causative constructions. 

The present chapter will review sorne basic facts of causativization, and win outline 

empirical issues in North Sâmi causative constructions that will he discussed in the foUowing 

chapters. The larger organization of the thesis wiU be given at the end of this introductory 

chapter. 
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2. Issues in cau.sativizatioD. 

In this section we oudine sorne basic issues in causativization, and how North Sâmi relates to 

these. 

2.1. Variations in the expression of causatives 

Morphological causatives have attracted much attention ove! the years, largely because they 

interface with three areas of the gramrnar, namely syntax, rnorphology and lexical sernantics. The 

syntactic nature of morphological causatives has been thoroughly demonstrated in various 

studies, perhaps most notably Baker (1988a), who provided a unified theory for rnorphological 

and periphrastic causatives alike, such as Japanese (2) and English (3) (=translation of (2»): 

(2) Gengogaku-no sensei-ga LGB-o yom-ase-ta. 

hnguistics-Gen prof essor-Nom students-Dat LGB-Acc read-Cause-Pst 

(3) The linguistics prof essor made the students read LGB. 

Assuming a bi-clausai structure, Baker crystaHizes the difference between Japanese and English 

to a question of whether the embedded verb (the Base Verb) incorporates via syntactic movement 

into the causative matrix verb or remains in-situ. The situation is depicted in (4), where the 

indicated V-to-V movernent derives a Japanese-style morphologieal causative and the lack of such 

movement results in an English-style periphrastic construction. 4 

(4) 
S 
~ 

DP VP 
Hnguistics ~ 
prof essor V S 

make ~ 
• DP VP 
i students ~ 
1 V DP 
L-----r~d LGB 

3 



This analysis implies that the morphological and lexical semantic complexity associated with, 

say, (2) are direct consequences of the syntax. The former is a result of movement, which has the 

effect of blurring the underlying syntactic structure that provides the actual source for the lexical 

semantic complexity. Consequently, there are no profound differences among causative 

constructions that cut across the morphological - periphrastic dimension. 

There is, however, strong evidence that not a11 causatives are created equaUy, as shown 

most pmminently in work by Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986). As shown in (5), a language like 

French has two alternative ways to express causatives. 

(5) French (Patrick Campana, p.c.) 

a Yai fait lire un livre *(à Claude). 

1 made read a book Dat Claude 

fI made Claude read a book.' 

b Yai fait lire un livre (par Claude). 

1 made read a book by Claude 

'1 made Claude/someone read a book.' 

In (Sa), the Causee à Claude is obligatorily expressed. The situation is slightly different in (Sb), 

where the Causee surfaces as a h-phrase in a fashion akin to what ts commonly found in 

passives, which is further emphasized by the fact !hat the Causee is entirely optional. F ollowing 

Kayne (1975), (Sa) win he caUed a Faire Infinitive and we refer to (Sb) as a Faire Par causative. 

Chomsky (1988:13), for instance, notices that even when the Causee in (Sb) is not expressed, the 

causative agent is interpreted as the entity that causes the book-reading event, but it itself is not 

understood as the actual reader of the book. The dual causative pattern of (5) is also found in 

languages with morphologicaHy formed causatives, for instance the Bantu language Chichewa 

(Alsina 1992:518): 
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(6) a Nungu i-na-phik-its-a kadzidzi maungu. 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV owl pumpkins 

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkins.' 

b Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme S·pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

Within the Chomskian tradition, the contrast between the (a) and (b) sentences in (5) and (6) is 

standardly analyzed as a structural difference. Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986) argue that (5a), 

and by extension also (6a), bas a structure like (4) above, where the causative verb takes a full 

clausal complement. (Sb) and hence also (6b) are assumed to involve a truncated structure, where 

the complement of the causative verb is VP, as shown in (7): 

(7) - Faire Par 
-S 

-----DP VP ------,.. 
agent V VP . \ 

~----
cause V DP ---PP(Causee) 

base vero base object . 

There are a number of differences between the two types of causatives given in (a) and (b) of (5) 

and (6). What the standard analysis captures most straightforwardly is phenomena that pick out 

the Causee. For instance, the C~usee in (Sa) and (6a) may serve as an antecedent for the purposes 

of A-binding and Control since these causatives are based on structure (4) above, in which the 

causative verb is assumed to take a clausal complement, and the Causee is analyzed as the Subject 

of the emhedded clause. In contrast, the Causee in (Sb) and (6b) behaves radically different in tbis 

regard, as would he expected from structure (7), the truncated causative. 

However, there are asymmetries that do not immediately foUow from the structural 

distinction between (4) and (7). For instance, the range of possible Base Verbs is narrower in 

causatives based on (7) than what is found in those based on (4). Consider the following contrast: 

5 



(8) Chichewa (Alsina 1992: 528): 

a 

b 

Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso. 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV children noise 

'Chatsahra is making the children hear the noise.' 

*Chatsahra a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso (kwa ana). 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV nOlse by children 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

(9) Latin American Spanish (Bordelois 1988: 58): 

a Hicieron ver lacuidad a los turistas. 

made.3p see the city Dat the tourists 

'They made the tourists see the city.' 

b *Hicieron ver la cuidad (por los turistas). 

made.3p see the city by the turistas 

'They made the tourists see the city.' 

Two main approaches are found in literatureto deal with the contrast between (a) and (b) of (8) 

and (9). One view is that the Base Verb in the (b) sentences must he agentive (Bordelois 1988, 

Guasti 1990, Travis 1991, 1992), and another influential idea is that the Base Object must he 

affected (Alsina 1992, Guasti 1993, 1996). Neither of these auxiliary assumptions are necessary 

consequences ofthe hypothesis thatthe causative verb in (8b) and (9b) takes a VP complement 

rather than a larger chunk of structure. 

A further difference between causatives based on (4) and (7) is ooncemed with what kind 

of object the Base Verb may take. Consider the French examples in (10). Specifically, causatives 

where the Causee has the status of an embedded Subject, the Base Vero may take a dausal 

complement, (10a), whereas dausal complements are illicit in the truncated causative, (lOb): 

6 



(10) French (Patrick Campana, p.c.) 

a On a fait affirmer à Mary [que John est innocent]. 

we made confmn Dat Mary that John 1S innocent 

'We caused Mary to confirm that John is innocent.' 

b *On a fait affirmer (par Mary) [que John est innocent]. 

we made confirm by Mary that John 1S innocent 

'We caused Mary/someone to confirm that John is innocent.' 

For approaches assuming that the Base Verb in the Faire Par construction must take an agentive 

verb, this issue is independent of the in formedness of (Rb) and (9b), whereas for the competing 

hypothesis relying on an affectedness condition these two facts reduce to a single issue. 

In sum, there are three descriptive issues relevant to causativization. These are listed in 

(lI): 

(11) (i) the expression of the Causee, 

(ü) the range of possible Base Verbs, and 

(iii) the range of possible Base Objects. 

While point (lU) follows from the standardly assumed structural distinction (4) versus (7), 

points (lUi) and (11.iii) are more problematic. 

2.2. PheMtnemm of interest: Nmth Sami causatives 

With this background, let us now tum to North Sami causatives. (1) above provided a typical 

example ofa North Sami causative sentence, repeated below as (12a). As a tirst approximation it 

is reasonable to assume that (l2a) involves an underlying structure in which the Causee is an 

embedded subject as shown in (12b), that is, a causative of the Faire Infinitive variety. 
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(12) a 

b 

Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte lase. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.1s Mahtte.Acc window.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte to break the window.' 

S 
~ 

DP VP 
mon ~ 
'-Nom V S 

-h- ~ 
Cause DP VP t Mâhte ~ 

V DP 
cuvke- Aase 
break window 

We should also notice that the Causee may also be omitted, as shown in (Ba), wruch suggests 

that we are dealing with a F aire Par construction, (13b), where the causative vero takes a bare VP 

complement: 

(13) a 

b 

Mon cuvke-h-in 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst,ls window.Acc 

'1 caused someone to break the window.' 

S 
~ 

DP VP 
mon ~ 

INom V VP 
-h- ----------

Cause V DP 
cuvke- lâse 
break window 

If the structures given in (12) and (13) are representative of North Sâmi, then we expect to detect 

an asymmetry in what kind of verb may head the complement of the causative complement, as 

we discussed in section 2.1. SpecificaHy, a perception verb like gy11at 'hear' should be fuUy 

possible when the Causee is realized, whereas this verb should be incompatible with the 

syntactic frame of (13). The reason, as may he recaUed, is hecause structures like (Db) require 
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that the Base Verb be agentive, or altematively that the Base Verb take an affectoo object. 

Consider now (14): 

(14) a *Mon gula-h-in bajana. 

LNom hear-Cause-Pst.ls child.Acc thunder.Ace 

'1 caused the child to hear the thunder.' 

b *Mon gula-h-in bajana. 

I.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.ls thunder.Acc 

'1 caused someone to hear the thunder.' 

Contrary to expectations, both (14a) and (14b) are ungrammatical, wmch in mm suggests that 

(12b) is not the correct representation for causatives where the Causee is expressed. Rather, the 

indication is that (128.) is associated with the same kind of syntactic structure as the Causeeless 

causative ln (13). This suspicion receives further support when we consider the possibilities for 

the Base Verb to appear with a clausal complement. Recall that clausal complements of the Base 

Verb are possible in the Faire Infinitive construction, but are incompatible with the truncated 

Faire Par causative. Consider the pair of sentences in (15): 

(15) a *Hoavda muital-aht-ii mu 
boss. Nom say/tell-Cause-Pst.3s LAce 

[ahte bâlka lea buorre]. 
that salary.Nom be.Prs.3s good] 

'The boss caused me 10 say that the salary is good.' 

b *Hoavda muital-aht-ii 
boss.Nom say/teH-Cause-Pst.3s 

[allte bâlka lea buorre]. 
that salary.Nom be.Prs.3s good] 

'The boss caused someone to say that the salary is good.' 

While the Causeeless sentence (15b) is ungrammatical as expected, we see that a180 (15a) is 

ungrammatical, in spite of the presence of the Causee. 
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In short, what makes North Sami interesting in the light of the basic observations we have 

presented in (12) through (15), is the fact that the surface appearance of causatives like (12) and 

(13) suggests two alternative causative structures akin to what exists in Romance and Cbichewa. 

However, once we consider slightly more sophisticated data, aH indications are that North Sâ.mi 

has only one causative variant, namely the truncated type. Assuming that tbis conclusion is 

correct, North Sami provides an appropriate testing ground to choose between the agentivity and 

atfectedness based theories that have proposed with the purpose of constraining the application 

of the truncated causative. The fact that North Sâmi probibits causativization of unaccusative 

verbs, as shown in (16) and (17), supports the agentivity based approach over the atfectedness 

oriented theory, because the sole obligatory argument of the Base Verbs in these examples is 

clearly affected. Nevertheless, causativization fails in these cases: 

(16) a Mâret heavvanii. 

Maret.Nom drown.Intr.Pst.3s 

'Maret drowned.' 

b *Mâhtte heavvan-aht-ii Mâreha. 

Mâhtte.Nom drown.lntr -Cause-Pst.3s Mâret.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused Maret to drown.' 

(17) a Fanas gopmami. 

boat.Nom upside down.Intr.Pst.3s 

'The boat flipped over.' 

b *Mon gopmân-ahtt-en fatnasa. 

I.Nom upside down.Intr-Cause-Pst.ls boat.Acc 

'1 caused the boat to flip over.' 

The ill formedness of(l6b) and (17b) is, however, predicted by the agentivity hypothesis. 
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3. Basic proposaI 

Focusing on North Sami causatives, this thesis will present an analysis of the Faire Par 

causative. We shaH incorpora te insights from the agentivity based approach (e.g. Travis 1991, 

1992), and we shaH also borrow from the affectedness based theory of Alsina (1992). A key 

issue is agentivity. We shan argue that agentive verbs are structurally distinct from verbs that are 

incompatible with an agentive interpretation, assuming that agentivity is a specification of 

Voicelv. In doing so, we propose that Kratzer's Voi(ce)P and Chomsky's vP are distinct syntactic 

projections (cf. Baker & Stewart 1999, Pylkkànen 1999). VoiP provides the locus for the external 

argument and agentivity, whereas vP is the syntactic expression of the Cause component 

standardly assumed to be present in agentive transitive verbs. Non-agentive verbs, in contrast, 

although they may combine with an external argument, crucially lack a v-projection: 

(18) a Agentive verbs 
VoiP 

--------DP~ 
Voi R 

cuvke- .. . 
breakTr- .. . 

b Non-agentive verbs 
VoiP 

--------DPV~ 
gulla-.. . 
hear-... . 

We will argue that the causative formative in the truncated construction selects a vP complement. 

This accounts for the optionality of the Causee, and at the same time we capture the selectional 

characterizations provided by the agentivity approach. Simultaneously, we are aiso predicting 

that the Base Verb is in fact not agentive as it does not combine with a VoiP, as we shall 

demonstrate in detail. Henee we arrive at the basic structure shown in (19a): 

(19) a b 

c~ 
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We furthermore propose that the Base Verb in these causatives does not take a direct internal 

argument (i.e. ThemelPatient). Instead, following Alsina (1992), we analyze the Base Object as 

an object of the causative formative. This analysis is enabled by another basic assumption. 

FoUowing work in Distributed Morphology (e.g., Ralle & Marantz 1993, Marantz 1997,2001) 

we assume that lexical categories are syntactically determined Phrase structure, Chomsky (1995) 

suggests, is built by successive combinations of syntactic objects. The indispensable operation 

for performing tbis task is Merge, which combines an element A with B, where either A or B 

projects. Specifically, a verb is created by a oombmmg a verbalizing head such as v or V (see (18) 

aoove) and a category neutral Root. 1 will furthermore assume that Roots never take direct 

internal arguments. These are projected in the specifier of the verbalizing projection. Renee we 

arrive (20): 

(20) 
vP 
~ 

DP ~ 
v "Root 

The assumption now is that the causative formative in, say, North Sâmi selects and combines 

with a vP that is not composed of a direct internaI argument. Rather, as we have mentioned. the 

object that is interpreted as the Base Object is generated in the specifier of the causative head, 

(21). 

(21) 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Agent Voi vp 

------------DP /~~~~----~ 

Base V vP 
Ob. Cause ~ 

"iject V "Root 

Base Verb 
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This analysis, we shaH- daim, captures the fact that the range of possible objects in an FP is more 

limited than what is found when the same verb is used as the main predicator in a clause. The 

reason, we daim, is directly related to the vicinity of the position of the DP that is interpreted as 

the direct internai argument and the Root. In (20), the Root is directly predicated of the DP, 

whereas in (21) this relation is only indirect. Our analysis also has consequences for the 

formation of idioms. 

One consequence of analyzing North Sâmi causatives like (14a) as instances of F aire Par 

causatives is that the accusative Causee must he treated in a way that renders it in the same 

family· of expressions as the llx.-phrases in (14b) and (14c). 

(14) a 

b 

c 

Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte lâse. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst Is Mâhtte.Acc window.Acc 

'I caused Mâhtte to break the window.' 

lai fait lire un livre par Claude. 

1 made read a book by Claude 

'1 made Claude read a book.' 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu kwa kadzidzi. 

porcupme S-Pst-cook--Ca~e-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

NorthSami 

French 

Chichewa 

It will he claimed that the situation ts parallel to the expression of benefactives in, for instance, 

Sesotho (15a) and Brazilian Portuguese (15b). 

(15) a Sesotho (Machobane 1989:12) 

Banana ba-pheh-el-a ~ nama. 

girls S-oook-Appl-FV mother mem 

'The girls are oooking meat for mother.' 
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b Brazilian Portuguese (Sônia Katsuura, p.c.) 

Eu li um livro para Leila. 

1 read a book for Leila 

'1 read a book for Leila' 

That is, the benefactive argument in Sesotho appears in an applicative phrase (Marantz 1993), 

whereas in Portuguese it is a prepositional object. Thus, 1 wiU argue that the North Sâmi Causee 

is an applied object. This analysis also has consequences for the possibilities to base Faire Par 

causatives on unergative verbs, and it has some drastic repercussions for passive formation, for 

instance. 

4. Organization of the thesÎs. 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 situates North Sami in the broader perspective of 

causative typologies. We review in detail Kayneis (1975) distinction hetween Faire Infinitive and 

Faire Par constructions. We also oonsider some well-known cases of cross-linguistic variation in 

the domain of grammatical functions within the class of Faire Infinitives, treated for instance in 

Baker (1988a). Given the discussion in Section 2 above, we wiU he forced to oonclude that North 

Sami causatives are of the Faire Par variety, in spite of what initial impressions might suggest. 

The agentivity restriction on the Base Verb plays a crucial role in the decision making process. 

The main concem in Chapter 3 is agentivity. Assmning that the Base Verb in North Sami 

causatives can he descriptively charncterized as agentive, we must establish if there are any 

independent tests for agentivity in the language. We present novel data from North Sâmi using 

time-honored tests involving the distribution of purposive clauses and agent-oriented adverbs. 

These will be shown to serve as reliable diagnostics for agentivity. However, we also point out 

that the agentivity restriction on the Base Verb is at odds with Kratzer's (1996) hypothesis that 

the externat argument is severed from the verb. Moreover, the agentivity tests clearly show that 
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the Base Verb in the North Sarni causative does not involve a VoiP. Rather, the agentivity 

restriction on the Base Verb in Faire Par causatives must be seen as a requirement that the verb 

has the potential ofheing agentive. 

In Chapter 4 we seek to untangle the contradictory finrungs from Chapter 3. Here we 

examine the hehavior of lexical causatives in North gami, taking as our starting point Harley's 

(1995a, b) hypothesis that VoiP indudes a Cause component. Harley's account is, among other 

things, motivated by the ambition to provide a unified account for lexical and syntactic 

causatives, where the main idea is that the Cause component bas the prominent consequence of 

introducing the extemal argument, and therefore it must he equated with VoL However, North 

Sarni lexical causatives can undergo syntactic causativization, without introdudng an argument, 

and on these grounds we propose a separation of Voi and Cause. With this modification, the 

basic insights ofHarley's analysis can be maintained. 

Chapter 5 is concemed with the projection of arguments in Faire Par causatives. Here we 

spell out the idea that the Base Object is not an object of the Base Vern. Instead we adopt the 

Alsinian view that the causative formative takes an object, which is interpreted as the direct 

internaI argument of the verb. We suggest that this is the underlying reason why sentential 

objects are iUidt in the Faire Par causative. We extend this idea to Verb-Object idioms, which are 

also illicit in this variety of causatives. On the topic of argument realization, we bring up the 

issue of the Causee in North garni. wmch we daim is an applied object. 

Chapter 6 is concemed with one particular consequence of the idea that the North Sami 

Causee is an applied object, namely passivization possibilities. As pointed out in Julien (1996), 

North garni causatives resist passivization, at least in the presence of both a Base Object and a 

Causee. We shaH present an analysis that rests on McGinnis's (1998) Case Identity Constraint.5 

In essence, because the Causee enters a Case motivated AGREE relation with a licensing head 

other than T, the Causee is prevented from becoming the subject of a passive clause, wmle at the 

same time it blocks the Base Object from raising to subject 
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In Chapter 7, the findings of the thesis are summarized, and we address sorne further 

issues and complications. 

Notes to Chapter 1 

1 The Sâmi area (or sapmi) spans rrom central Sweden and Norway to the eastem tip of the Kola peninsula. Roughly 
speaking, three main areas can be distinguished, namely the Southern, Central and Eastern regions. The Southem 
languages are represented by South and Ume Sâmi, Central Sarni consists of Pite, Lule, North and Inari Sarni, and 
the Eastern dialects are Skolt, Kildin and Ter. There are no reliable sources as to how large the Sarni population is, 
and the numbers are even more uncertain when lt cornes to numbers of speakers. It is estimated, however, that 80-
90% of aU native speakers speak North Sâmi, meaning that the situation for the other dialectsllanguages is indeed 
~recarious (Svonni, in press). 

The causative suffix exhibits a phonoiogically govemed alIomorphy. When it attaches to vowel-fmal stems 
(corresponding to even-parity stems in Nielsen (1926-29) and Nickel (1994», as is the case in (lb), the suffix is 
real.ized as -:h,-. However, when the stem ends in a consonant (Nielsen's (1926-29) and Nickel's (l994) odd-parity 
stems), the shape of the suffix is -a.bili}; at least that is how it wiU be represented in tbis thesis. It is probably more 
correct to say that -aJlt(U- is -aJlt(UV- (V=Vowel), but 1 will abstract away nom thls, for expository reasons. 
3See also Julien (1996) and SammaUahti (1999, 2000) for discussions about causatives in dialects where the Causee 
is marked with IUative Case (Kautokeino and KaraSjok). However, it is impossible to express the Causee with 
lllative in the Tome dialect (see Svonni & Vinka 2002a). There are good reasons to believe that the Tome dialect 
differs rrom the lllativewalects in important respects and there are further differences aIDong the IlJ.a.tive dialects (see 
e.g. Vinka 1998). This issue, _which is of great importance and interest, will be a matter of future investigations. 
4Ignormg the Head Parameter (Travis 1984). 
'Comparable to Chomsky's (1998, 1999) Defective Intervention Constraint. 
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Chapter2 

North Sami and the Typology of Causative Constructions 

1. Introduction 

Upon a quick glance at a North Sami causative sentence like (l), one might mtiaUy be tempted to 

hypothesize that causativization proceeds along the lines of what is known about the behavior of 

causatives in other languages exhibiting the same kind of surface profile, namely what Kayne 

(1975) caUs the Faire Infinitive construction. 

(1) Mahtte cuvke-h-ii Mareha lâsè. 

Mahtte.Nom break.Tr ... Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused Maret to break the window.' 

Indeed, the surface pattern in (l) is familiar from a wide range of weU-studied languages, for 

instance Bantu languages such as Chichewa (see Baker 1988a, Alsma 1992). A typical example of 

a Chichewa Faire Infinitive causative, such as (2), is quite similar 10 the Sami example in (l). Both 

are obtained morphologicaUy and word orders are identical. 1 

(2) Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a 

porcupine S-Pst-cook -caus-FV 

kadzidzi 

owl 

maungu. 

pumpkins 

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkins.' 



Causatives like (2) have been subject to extensive study (Baker 1988a, Marantz 1984, Li 

1990, Hoffman 1991, Alsina 1992, Watanabe 1996, to mention a few) and their fundamental 

theoretical underpinnings are reasonably weIl understood. However, as we wiU explore in detail in 

. this thesis, the North Sâmi causative construction in (1) is in fact not comparable to the 

Chichewa causative (2). Rather, largue extensively below that (1) corresponds to an alternative 

realization of the Chichewa causative, namely the Faire Par construction exemplified in (3):2 

(3) Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

The most conspicuous difference between (2) and (3) lies in the expression of the Causee. In (2) 

it is expressed as a direct object, whereas in (3) it is realized as an optional adjunct hx.-phràse. In 

other words, we shan argue that the North Sâmi Accusative Causee corresponds to the Chichewa 

adjunct Causee. This is supported by the fact that the Causee in North Sarni is optional, just like 

-- the Chichewa hx.-phrase. Hence, in addition to (1), (4) is also a possible causative sentence: 

(4) Mâhtte cuvke-h-ii lâse. 

Mâhtte.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused someone to break the window.' 

It would of course be undermotivated to daim that (1) and (3) represent two different sides of 

the same coin if the reaHzation of the Causee were the sole factor involved in distinguishing one 

causative from another. In this chapter we shaH therefore provide a fairly descriptive overview of 

some basic causative types and in the process we shaH provide substantial additional evidence 

that (1) and (3) are two instances of the same variety of causative construction. First, one must 

be aware that the Chichewa causatives (2) and (3) differ in various basic details. For instance, 

causatives like (3) have a more limited distribution than (2), such that the syntactic frame of (2) 
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where the Causee is expressed as a direct object is well-fonned not orny with agentive Base Verbs 

(as in (2)), but also with causativized non-agentive verbs, (Sa). However, causatives like (3) are 

ill-fonned in such contexts, (Sb): 

(S) Chichewa (Alsina 1992: 528) 

b 

Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso. 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV children noise 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

"'Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso (kwa ana). 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV nOIse by children 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

One compeHing reason for claiming that the North Sâmi causative (1) is comparable to Chichewa 

(3) emerges from the fact that non-agentive verbs in North Sâmi cannot participate in productive 

causativization, regardless ofwhether the Causee is ~xpressed or not: 

(6) a "'Mon gula-h-in mana bajana. 

lNom hear-Cause-Pst.l s childAcc thunder.Ace 

'1 caused the child to hear the thunder.' 

b *Mon gula-h-in bajana. 

I.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.ls thunder.Ace 

'1 eaused someone to hear the thunder.' 

Thus, the contrast between the two superficially similar sentences (6a) and (Sa) strongly suggests 

that the two are not equivalent. Similarly, both examples in (6) pattern like (Sb), and 

consequently they should be assimilated. On these grounds, we are also forced ID the conclusion 

that the Accusative Causee in North Sâmi and the h-phrase Causee in Chichewa are on a 

syntactic par with each other. 
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The chapter is orgarnzed as foUows. Section 2 discusses a basic distinction among 

causative constructions, namely the so-caUed Faire Infinitive and Faire Par varieties (Kayne 

1975, Burzio 1986). (2) above exemplifies the Faire Infinitive (FI) and (3) is an example of a 

Faire Par (FP) causative. Tbis section bighlights the properties of the Causee in the two 

varieties. (2) is characterized by the fact that the Causee is an argument, whereas the Causee in 

(3) is an adjoined phrase, sirnilar to the m::.-phrase in a passive clause. Kayne's (1975) theory 

captures tbis asymmetry by analyzing (2), but not (3), as bidausal. In tbis section we also bring 

to light that North Sami, in addition to Cl) also has causatives that uncontroversially fit the Faire 

Par profile. 

Section 3 discusses Faire Infinitives and concentrates on two well known patterns that are 

found across languages. We compare the behavior of North Sâmi causatives against languages that 

are representatives of each variety of Faire Infinitives. The survey shows that North Sarni is both 

similar to and ditferent from these representatives in fairly contradictory ways. 

In section 4 we mm to the Faire Par causative. Here we emphasize the fact that only a 

subset of the verbs that can participa te in the Faire Infinitive construction can also appear in the 

Faire Par construction (e.g. Guasti 1990, Travis 1992). The surprising fact about North Sâmi, 

regardless of whether the Causee is realized or not is that these considerations unequivocally 

indicate that causatives in this language are of the FP variety. We shall also consider asymmetries 

in the argument taking properties of the Base Verb found in Faire Infinitive and Faire Par 

constructions. Section 5 concludes the chapter and summafÏZes the major points of the chapter. 

The discussion in this chapter will by and large he descriptively oriented, in the sense that 

we shaH employ sorne fairly blunt thooretical tools to tease out the basic behavior of North Sarni 

causatives. This win allow an empirical point of reference to which we will frequently refer back 

to in later parts of the thesis. 
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2. Basic causativ~ typ~s 

In tbis section we will consider the distinction between the so-called Faire Infinitive and Faire 

Par variants among causative constructions. 

2.1. The Kayne-Burzw Hypothesis 

Ever since Kayne (1975) it has been recognized that in many languages causative constructions 

based on transitive verbs cau' appear in at least two different syntactic frames. As this view is 

also vigorously argued for in Bunio (1986), we win frequently refer to the specific approach 

about to be outlined as the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis throughout the thesis. The first of the two 

variants and no doubt the one whlch has received most attention in the literature is the so-caUed 

Faire Infinitive (henceforth FI) causative, whose basic structure is schematically illustrated in (7): 

(7) Faire Infinitive 
S 
~ 

DP VP 
agent V 

cause 
S 
~ 

DP Vp 
~ 

causee V DP 

base verb base object 

Structure (7) has a long bistory in the syntactic literature on causatives, among others Kuno 

(1973), Shibatani (1976), Inoue (1976), Aissen (1979), Burzio (1986), Baker (1988a).3 Acoording 

to (7) causativization involves sentential complementation, with the immediate consequence that 

the Causee is analyzed as the Subject of the embedded clause. The Cbichewa and French 

examples in (8a) and (8b) respectively iHustrate causative sentences that are derived from the 

basic structure (7). 
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(8) a Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a kadzidzi 

porcupme S-Past-cook-caus-FV owl 

maungu. 

pumpkins 

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkins.' 

b French (patrick Campana, p. c.) 

.rai 

1 

fait 

made 

lire un livre 

read a book 

'1 made Claude read a book. f 

à Claude. 

Dat Claude 

From a cross-linguistic perspective, the term Faire Infinitive is at best confusing. In many 

languages where this particular type of causative occurs, French notwithstanding, there is neither 

afaire nor an infinitive, as is evident from (8a). This naïve observation can be interpreted in a 

number of ways, with varying degrees of relevance. Trivially, most languages in the world are not 

French, or indeed Romance. However, if we view faire as referring to a causative verb, the term 

immediately heoomes more technical in the sense that Kayne (1975) intended it to be. 

Nevertheless, a fair number of languages do not, at least pretheoretically, form causatives solely 

by means of an independent causative verb, but rather utilize sorne form of affixation, as 

Chichewa and North Sâmi for instance. If we add the theoretical ingreœent proposed in early 

work on causativization in the syntactic literature, for instance by Kuno (1973), Shibatani 

(1976), Inoue (1976), Aissen (1979) among others, that also morphological causatives should he 

analyzed as involving a bona fide causative verb,4 we cau in a meaningful way refer to this 

causative formative asfaire. While the infinitive part of Faire Infinitive makes sense when we talk 

about French (8b), it is not a particularly eruightening piece of terminology in the oontext of 

Chichewa (8a). Infinitive is however aberrant just as long as we associate it with its perhaps most 

transparent meaning, namely infinitival morphology. For Kayne (1975), it certainly subsumed 

this meaning, but it also had a deeper, more important connotation, namely that of a non-finite 
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clausal complement. In other words, the notion Faire Infinitive refers to a biclausal causative, 

regardless ofwhether it is expressed periphrastically or morphologically (see also Baker 1988a). 

The second of Kayne's (l975) two causatives, the Faire Par (FP) causative, is given in 

(9) below. (9) has aiso figured prominently in the syntactic literature, notably BurZÎo (1986), but 

aiso for instance Guasti (1990, 1993, 1996) and Travis (1991, 1992). 

(9) Faire Par 
S 
~ 

DP VP 
~oot ~r-~------------~ 

V VP 
cause ~-----

V DP --(PP) 
base base causee 
vern object 

(9) differs from (7) in important ways. The complement of the causative vero in (9) is a bare VP 

and not a clause, and therefore (9) does not provide a capomcal Subject position in the embedded 

domain. Consequently, the Causee is not realized in (9), unless it is expressed in an adjunct h,}L

phrase. Also the FP causative is found in Chichewa (lOa) and French (lOb). (8) and (10) thus 

differ in the expression of the Causee. 

(10) a Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

b French (Zubizarreta 1985:268) 

On a fait construire la maison (par Casimiro) 

we have made build a house by Casimiro 

'We have had a house built by Casimiro.' 

Let us briefly remark on the par component of the notion Faire Par. We May simply let par be 

equivalent to ah-phrase that expresses an agent associated'with the Base Verb of the causative. 
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However, tms is not good enough. We must also be aware of another thing about ~-phrases, 

namely that they are optional. Thus, Faire Par denotes a kind of a causative construction where 

the Causee is either expressed as a ~-phrase, or altematively is not expressed at aU. Therefore, 

in a technical sense, par is irrelevant for the charactenzation of FPs; as indicated in (9), the 

significant point, as mentioned above, is that the complement of the Base Verb 1S a bare VP. 

Most work on syntactic causativization has concentrated on the FI-causative, as it 

presents some deep problems relating to long-standing issues in syntactic theory, such as locality 

and locality-related phenomena and phrase structure. The specific challenge of FIs is that they 

exhibit significant variation across languages. While our particular focus will he on the FP-variety, 

it is nevertheless important that we consider FIs in some detai!, because as we mentioned in the 

introductory section, North Sâmi causatives are superficially similar to the FI -profile. Apart from 

this initial discussion, however, FI causatives faU outside the present scope and will not be 

treated in any significant or novel way in tms thesis. 

2.2 The subjecthood of theCtm.. .. ee 

We shall"now discuss sorne further consequences of the Kayne-Butzio hypothesis, in particular 

!hat FIs involve sentential complementation and hence that this complement includes an 

embedded subject, whereas FPs are analyzed as consisting of a bare VP complement. 

2.2.1 The FI iEM the subjecthood of the Cimsee 

As we mentioned above, syntactic research in the 1970s (see the references cited aoove) 

established !hat morphological causativizes, just like periphrastic ones, are derived from a 

biclausal source. One of the basic motivations for the biclausal hypothesis comes from the fact 

that the Causee functions as a Subject, regardless of other factors that may vary across languages, 

such as variations in Case marking and periphrastic vs. morphological distinctions. Perhaps the 

most weIl known diagnostic !hat the Causee is a Subject in volves binding of reflexive anaphors. In 

many languages such anaphors are strictly Subject-oriented, i.e. they must be anteceded by a 
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structural Subject, rather than by an Object (Kuno 1973, Aissen 1979, Baker 1988a, 1995b, 

among others).5 For instance, consider the non-causativized Japanese sentence in (11) below. 

Kuno (1973) reports that the indirect Dative Object of a "simplex" ditransitive vern in Japanese 

cannot serve as a binder. The only possible antecedent for the anaphor zil:wn 'self in (11) is thus 

the nominative DP 12hn. 

(11) Johni-ga Billj-ni zibuni/*j-nO syasm-o mise-ta. 

John-Nom Bill-Dat self-Gen picture-Acc show-Pst. 

'Johni showed Billj a picture ofhimselfi/*j.' 

Aiso Aceusative objects cannot serve as the antecedent for reflexive anaphors in Japanese, as 

shown in (12). Here we see that ziliml cannot take Mruy-o 'Mary-Ace' as its antecedent. Only 

the Subject Jobn-ga 'John-Nom' may bind the anaphor: 

(12) Johni-ga MarYj-o zibuni/*j-no 

John-Nom Mary-Ace self-Gen 

uti-de koros-ta. 

house-i kill-Pst 

'Johni killed ~aryj in selfSi/*j own house.' 

Kuno (1973) points out that the binding possibilities in Japanese causatives are radically 

different from what we encountered in the non-causative (11) and (12). Consider (13). Since 

causativization in Japanese is obtained morphologically by suffixation, causative verbs look 

superficially similar to "simplex" verbs, as both kinds of verbs are inseparable phonological 

words. 

(13) a John-ga MarYi-ni zibuni-no uti-de hon-o yom-ase-ta. 

John-Nom Mary-Dat self-Gen house-in book-Acc read-Cause-Pst 

'John made Mary read a book in her own house.' 
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b John-ga MarYi-o zibuni-no uti-de hasir -ase-ta. 

John-Nom Mary-Acc self-Gen house-in ron-Cause-Pst 

'John made Mary fun in her own house.' 

In stark contrast to (11) and (12) above, the Dative DP in (Ba) and the Accusative DP in (Bb), 

i.e. the Causee, can serve as the antecedent of zilm.n 1 self for the purposes of A-binding. The faet 

that the Causee has tms ability, on par with the nominative Subjects in (11) and (12), is captured 

by the idea expressed in (7) above, namely that causatives are biclausal and conseq,:!ently the 

Causee is the Subject of the embedded clause. 

The pattern in (13) extends far beyond Japanese.6 Regardless ofvarious cross-linguistic 

differences in the expression of causatives, wmch we shaH tum to in Section 3, the Causee in the 

FI constructions has the ability to antecede reflexives and possessive pronouns. Some examples 

are given in (14), with (14a) from Turkish, (14b) from Chichewa and (14c) from ltalüm. 

(14) a 

b 

c 

Turkish (Aissen 1979:95) 

Ayse ballai kendim-ii yak-tir-di. 

Ayse.Nom I-Dat myself-Acc bum-Cause-Pst 

'Ayse caused me to bum myself' 

Chichewa (Alsina 1992:520) 

Alimi a-m-Iémb-éts-a mkangÔi ndakatulo yâkCi. 

farmers S-Prs-write-Cause-FV lion poem ms 

'The farmers are making the lioni write hisi poem.' 

Italian (Guasti 1996:295) 

Ho fatto riparare la propnai macchina a 

(I) have made reprur the own 

'1 made Gianni repair ms own car.' 

Dat Gianni 
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Bach language in (14) exhibits different ways of realizmg causation~ Turkish and Chichewa have 

morphological causatives, whereas ltalian causatives are periphrastic. In Turkish and ltalian the 

Causee is marked by Dative Case, whereas in Cruchewa the Causee appears with (abstract) 

Accusative Case. Nevertheless, the Causee in each example in (14) can serve as the antecedent for 

the purposes of A-binding, which has been adduced as further support for the biclausal analysis. 

The differences in the surface expression of the sentences in (14) emerge from various language 

particular factors, sorne ofwruch are Case Theoretic (see Baker 1988a and Watanabe 1996). 

Let us now mm our attention to North Sâmi. We mentioned in the introductory section 

that a surface string like (15) bears a pronounced resemblance to FI causatives, since the Causee 

appears with Accusative Case. 

(15) Mon oastti-h-in MAreha biepmu. 

I.Nom buy-Cause-Pst.ls Maret.Acc food.Ace 

'1 caused MAret to buy food.' 

When we consider binding phenomena and the ability of the Causee to serve as the antecedent for 

anaphors, the initial impulseto regard (15) as an FI is quite justified. As shown in (16), the 

Causee can serve as the antecedent for a reflexive anaphor: 

(16) a 

b 

Mon oastti-h-in MArehai biepmu alcces-ÎSi. . 

I.Nom buy-Cause-Pst.ls Maret.Acc food.Ace self.Ill-3s.Px 

'1 caused Maret to buy food to herself.' 

Mon divu-h-in Mahtei skohtera ieZasi 

I.Nom repair-Cause-Pst.ls Mahtte.Acc ski-doo.Acc self. Gen.3Px 

'1 caused Mahtte to repaîr the ski-doo for rus own father.' 

Mon loga-h-m rucces-iSi. 

I.Nom read-Cause-Pst.ls Maret.Acc book.Ace self.IB-3s.Px 

'1 caused MAret to read a book to herself' 

â.hCCâi. 

father.Ill 
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(16) is thus consistentwith and supports the hypothesis that North SAmi causatives are FIs. 1 

therefore remind the reader to keep in mind that we promised at the outset of this Chapter to 

show that North SAmi causatives like (16) are flot FIs, but rather FPs that happen to look 

deceptively similar to FIs. 

The observant reader might have noticed that the North SAmÎ binding examples in (16) 

above aU involve reflexive IUative indirect objects or reflexives oontained in an indirect object.8 1 

will therefore take a brief moment te point out that there is a reason for fuis particular choice of 

data. It tums out that a reflexive direct object of the Base Vern cannot take the Causee as its 

antecedent, as shown in (17) through (19). The (b}examples are added as a point of reference 

showing that the intended binding relations indeed obtain in simplex clauses. 

(17) a *Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhtei ieZasi lâse. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pstls Mâhtte.Acc self Gen.3s.Px window.Acc 

. '1 caused Mâhtte to break bis own window.' 

b Mâhtt~ cuvkii ieZasï lâse. 

Mâhtte.Nom break. Tr.Pst.3s selfGen.3s.Px window.Acc 

'Mâhtte broke bis own window.' 

(18) a "'Mon basa-h-in Mâhtei ieZasi. 

I.Nom wash-Cause-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc selfAcc.3s.Px 

'1 caused Mâhtte to wash himself' 

b Mahttei basai ieZasi. 

'Mâhtte.Nom wash.Pst.3s selfAcc.3s.Px 

'Mâhtte washed himself' 

(19) a "'Mon divu-h-in Mâhtei skohter-iSi. 

I.Nom repair-Cause-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc ski-doo.Acc-3s.Px 

'1 caused Mâhtte to repair his own ski-doo.' 
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b divui skohter-isi. 

Mâhtte.Nom repair.Pst.3s ski-doo.Acc-3s.Px 

Mâhtte repaired his own ski-doo.' 

For space considerations, I will have to set aside here the intriguing question of why the Causee 

cannot bind the Base Object. One possible direction, however, would be to consider (a) of (17) to 

(19) as some kind of antilocality effect (see e.g. Lidz 1997), such that the Causee in some sense is 

too close te the Base Object for binding to obtain.9 Suffice it to say, for the time being, !hat many 

aspects ofBinding in North Sâmi are largely unknown, and at best poody understood. 10 

Notwithstanding these problematic cases, we have nonetheless shown that the Causee to 

some extent is a possible antecedent for a reflexive anaphor. The Causee differs in fuis regard 

from other accusative direct objects, such as the direct object of a "simplex" ditransitive vero. 

Thus, on par with Japanese, (11) and (12) above, the accusative object cannot bind an indirect 

object reflexive (20a). Nor is it possible for the illative object te bind into the accusative object, 

(20b): 

(20) a Mâhttei - aijeha Mâreha.ï 

Mâhtte.Nom show.Prs.3s Mâret.Acc 

'Mâhttei shows Mâretj te himselfi/*herselfj.' 

alcces-iSi/*j

self.Ill-3Px 

b Mâhttei aijeha Mârehiij ieZasi/*j goya 

Mâhtte.Nom show.Prs.3s Mâret.Ill sdf.Gen.3Px picture.Acc 

'Mâhttei shows Mâretj a picture ofhimselfj/*herselfj.' (Outakoski 2002) 

It is therefore clear !hat the Causee is distinct from the objects of simple ditransitive verbs in a 

fashion reminiscent of Japanese. 11 

In sum, North Sâmi complies to an albeit limited but important extent to the biclausal 

analysis of causatives, according to which the Causee is the Subject of a complement clause. 
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2.2.2. The FP and the non-subjecthood of the Causee 

In order to appreciate why the Subjecthood of the Causee has been considered a hallmark of FIs, 

we can now contrast the binding possibilities in FIs like (21a) and (22a) with the FP in (21b) and 

(22b):12 

(21) Chichewa (Alsina 1992:520) 

a Alimi a-ku-lémb-éts-a mkângOï ndakatulo yâkei. FI 

farmers S-Prs-write-Cause-FV lion poem ms 

'The farmeTS make the liOlli write mSi poem .! 

b * Alimi a-ku-lémb-éts-a ndakatulo yâkei kwa mkângOï. FP 

farmers S-Prs-write-Cause-FV poem ms by lion 

'The farmeTS are having mSi poem written by the lioni.' 

(22) Italian (Guasti 1996:295) 

a Ho fatto riparare la pro priai macchina a Giannii. -FI 

(I) have made repair the own car Dat Gianni 

'1 made Gianni repair ms own car.' 

b "'Ho fatto riparare la propriai macchina da Giannii. FP 

(1) have made repair the own car by Gianni 

'1 have had ms own car repaired by Gianni.' 

As we mentioned previously, Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986) assumed that the crucial 

difference between FIs and FPs lies in the type of complement that the causative verb appears 

with. FIs are biclausal «7», whereas FPs are assumed to take a bare VP complement «9»). The 

bare VP-hypothesis for FPs entails that the embedded verb is not associated with a Subject 

position, and therefore the Causee can only be expressed in an adjoined h-phrase, if it is to 

surface at aU. This analysis captures the fact that the indicated binding relations in (21 b) and 

(22b) are iUicit, since the antecedent in the intended binding relations is contained in an adjunct, 
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rather than a Subject, in contrast to (2Ia) and (22a). The only possible antecedent in these cases 

is the matrix Subject, as it is the only Subject in the structure: 

(23) ltalian (Burzio 1986:249) 

a 

b 

sii/*j é fatm 

self made 

accusare 

accuse 

(da Giovannij). 

by Giovanni 

'Maria made Giovanni accuse herselfï*himself' 

Mariai si*i/j é fatm aceusare a Giovannij. 

Maria self made aceuse Dat Giovanni 

'Maria made Giovanni accuse bimselfï*herself' 

FP 

FI 

In sum, the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis states that the Causee in an FI is the Subject of a 

complement clause and therefore it may serve as the antecedent for anaphoric elements. In 

contrast, the Causee in an FP, if expressed at aH, is an adjunct, hence not a Subject and therefore 

it is not a possible antecedent in an A-dependency. 

Recrul that the Causee in North Sâmi ts only optionaUyrealized (e.g. (4) above). Since one 

of the signifying characteristics of FPs· is the possibility to omit the Causee, the Causeeless -

causative fits comfortably into the FP-profile. However, unlike what we find in languages like 

ltalian and Cbichewa, the North Sarni Causee cannot he expressed as a ~-phrase, as shown in 

(24a). For the sake of comparison, we should also mention the fact that~-phrases are not found 

in tbis language. 13 Hence, it is impossible to express the agent in a passive clause as a ~-phrase 

as weU, (24b): 

(24) a Mon oastti-h-in biepmu (*Mahtes 1 *Mahttii). 

I.Nom buy-Cause-Pst.ls food.Ace Mahtte.Loc 1 Mahtte.Ill 

'1 caused (*Mahtte) to buy food' 
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b Biebmu osto~juvvu-i (*Mâhtes / *Mâhttii). 

foodNom buy-Pass-Pst.3s Mâhtte.Loc / Mahtte.m 

'Food was bought ("'by Mahtte).' 

Regardless of whether .lu:..-phrases are available or not (in fact, we shaH argue in this thesis that 

the Accusative Causee in (15) is the equivalent of the ltalian/Chichewa .lu:..-phrase), we expect 

!hat a reflexive occurring in a Causeeless sentence like (25) could only take the matrix Subject as 

ils antecedent, which tums out to be correct 14 

(25) a Mo ni oastti-h-in biepmu 

I.Nom buy-Cause-Pst.ls food.Ace selfIll-ls.Px/3s.Px 

(i) '1 caused someone to buy food to myself.' 

(H) *'1 caused someone to buy food to herlhimseU.' 

Moni loga-h-in 

I.Nom read-Cause-Pst.l s book.Ace self.Ill-ls.Px/3s.Px 

(i) _ '1 caused someone to read a book for myseU.' 

(H) *'1 caused someone to read a book to himlherself.' 

c Moni divu-h-in skohtera ieh~i/*i~j âhcœi. 

I.Nom repaîr -Cause-Pst. 1 s ski-doo.Acc self.Gen.3Px11Px father.Ill 

(i) 'Icaused someone to repaîr the ski-doo for my own father.' 

(ii) *'1 caused someone to repaîr the ski-doo for Ms own father.' 

It is therefore reasonable to condude on the basis of the assumptions spelled-out so far tOOt 

Causeeless North Sâmi causatives are instances of Faire Par causatives. 

2.3. Interim conclusions 

In this section we have reviewed some of the arguments that have been raised in the literature 

over the years conceming the analyses of FI and FP-causatives. FI causatives are assumed to 
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involve a clausal complement which includes an embedded Subject, whereas the complement of 

an FP causative is a bare VP. This split predicts a number of distinctions among FIs and FPs, for 

instance with regard to the ability of the Causee to serve as the antecedent for the purposes of A

binding. Needless to say, as the theory has developed considerably since the appearance of 

Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986), a modem account would look different; for instance, the 

deepened understanding of the structure of the verb phrase that has emerged in the last decade 

virtually eliminares the need to posit an S-complement for the FI-causative (e.g. the VP-intemal 

Subject Hypothesis (Kuroda 1986, Kitagawa 1986, Koopman and Sportiche 1992)} Also the 

various "Split-VP" hypotheses (e.g. Larron 1988, Bowers 1993, Chomsky 1995, Kratzer 1996) 
"", 

have serious consequences for the analysis ofFP and raise serious questions about what a "bare" 

VP is. These questions win he addressed in Chapters 3 and 4. Nevertheless, the Kayne-Burzio 

hypothesis sets the mark for what any theory must be able to capture, and as such their tools, 

which may seem fairly crude by today's standards, do a remarkably good job. 

We have also seen, on the basis of binding possibilities, that North Sami also appears to 

exhibit causatives of both the FI and the FP variety. Ii should aIso he rememher~ that the 

evidence in favor of an FI-causative in North Sâmi will he discarded as mvalid at a larer stage. 

3. FI parameters 

One of the key issues in the study of causativization has been the variation in the expression of 

FIs, which was brought to general attention in for instance Aissen (1979) and Gibson (1980), and 

subsequently in Marantz (1984) and Baker (1988a). We briefly noticed the most easily 

detectable sign of cmss-linguistic variation in (14) above, namely that the Causee in for instance a 

Chichewa FI ts expressed as a direct object, whereas in ltalian and Turkish it appears as an 

indirect object: 
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(26) a Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a krulzidzi maungu. 

porcupine S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV owl pumpkins 

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkins.' 

b Italian (Guasti 1996:295) 

Ho fatto 

(I)have made 

riparare la maœhina a Gianni. 

repau the car Dat Gianni 

'1 made Gianni repaîr the car.' 

c Turkish (Ais sen 1979:15) 

Mehmet Hasan-a bavul-u aç-tir-di. 

Mehmet.Nom Hasan-Dat suitcase-Aœ open-caus-Pst 

'Mehmet caused Hasan to open the suitcase.' 

The difference in Case marking of the Causee in Chichewa and ltaliann'urkish have far-reacmng 

consequences for the interaction of causation with, for instance, passivization. In fuis section we 

shall provide a characterization of the properties that set (26a) apart from (26b)/(26c), and in the 

process briefly summanze the theories of Baker (1988a) and Watanabe (1996). We shan begin by 

considering the syntactic behavior of the Base abject, and then proceed to the Causee. In fuis 

section we also encounter indications that North Sâmi does not entirely fit in under the FI-label. 

3.1. Type 1 and Type:1 FIs 

It is generaUy heM that FI causatives come in at least two different varieties, cross-linguistically. 

On the one hand, we have the Chichewa pattern illustrated above in (26a), where the Causee is 

expressed as a direct object, and on the other hand, the Italian pattern where the Causee appears 

as an indirect object, (26b)/(26c). Chichewa exemplifies what Baker (1988a), with reference 10 

Gibson (1980), caUs a Type 2 causative, and consequently Type l is represented by Italian. The 

descriptive parameters are given in (27) and (29) below: 
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(27) Causative Rule 1 (Type 1) 

GF in embedded clause 

ergative 

absolutive 

GF in su ace clause 

indirect object 

direct object (Baker 1988a: 162) 

A brief note is in order regarding the tenuinology in (27), where referenœ is made to an ergative

absolutive distinction. The crucial point here is that the expression of the Causee varies 

depending on the transitivity of the Base Verb. Absolutive, then, is a coyer tenu for the object of 

a transitive Base Verb and the sole argument of an intransitive Base Verb. As we saw in the Type 

1 causative examples (26b) and (26c) above, the Causee is expressed as an indirect object if the 

Base Verb is transitive, and in this case the Base Object is a direct object. This represents the 

ergative pattern. However, if the Base Vero is intransitive in such Type 1 causatives, as in (28), 

then the Causee functions as the direct object; in other words, the pattern is absolutive. 1S 

(28) Turkish (Aissen 1979:20) 

a pro çocug-u kos-tur-du-k 

child-Acc run-Cause-Pst-l p 

'We made the child nm.' 

b *pro çocug-a kos-tur-du-k 

child-Dat run-Cause .. Pst-l p 

'We made the child run.' 

Let us now tum our attention to Causative Rule 2, or the Type 2 causative, given in (29): 

(29) Causative Rule 2 (Type 2) 

GF in embedded clause 

Subject 

object 

GF in su ace clause 

direct object 

2nd object (Baker 1988a: 164) 
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A Type 2 causative is characterized by the fact that the Causee is always expressed as a direct 

object, whereas the Base Object is identified as a secondaI)' object in the surface clause. As we 

shaH make explicit, tms essentially means that the Base Object is syntacticaUy inert and does not 

participate actively any operations that affect grammatical functions, e.g. passivization. In other 

words, unlike the Type 1 causative, the Causee always functions as the direct object regardIess of 

the valence of the embedded Base Vero: 

(30) Chichewa 

a Catherine a-na-kolol-ets-a mmma wake chimanga 

Catherine S-Pst-harvest-Cause-FV child her corn 

'Catherine made her child harvest the oorn.' 

b Buluzi a-na-sek-ets-a m:m. 

lizard S-Pst-laugh-Cause-FV children 

'The lizard made the children laugh.' 

(Baker 1988a: 165) 

(Baker 1988a: 162) 

In sum, the Type 1 - Type 2 distinction among FIs is ooncerned with the grammatical 

functions borne by the objects in causative sentences. We· shan now oontinue by considering the 

empirical oonsequences of the descriptive parameters (27) and (29). 

3.2. The behavio? of the Base Object umie? passivization 

We will now oonsider the properties of the Base Object in the two causative types. The 

Causative Rules (27) and (29) state that the Base Object is assigned different grammatical 

functions in Type 1 and Type 2 oonstructions. Therefore, a Type 1 language like Turkish and a 

Type 2 language like Chichewa should behave quite differently with respect to syntactic 

operations that single out the direct object of the clause. Passivization provides an appropriate 

diagnostic, since it has the descriptive effect of promoting the underlying direct object to Subject. 

In the Principles and Parameters framework (Chomsky 1981 and subsequent work) passive is 

analyzed as the suppression of the extemal argument of a verb, along with absorption of the 
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verb's structural case (cf. Burzio 1986). This, along with the Case Filter (cf. Chomsky 1981) and 

the Extended Projection Principle (Chomsky 1982), forces the underlying direct object to raise to 

the Subject position of the clause. 16 Hence we loosely define "direct object" as the argument that 

receives structural Accusative case from an active verb. Consequently, indirect objects do not 

play a mie in passive formation, since their case licensing is not directly contingent on the verb. 

The Causative Rules (27) and (29) make important predictions about the outcome of 

passivization. Under the hypothesis that Turkish has Type 1 causatives, the Base Object serves 

as the direct object of the whole causative construction. We therefore expect that the Subject of a 

passivized causative based on a transitive verb should correspond to the Base Object of a 

comparable active sentence. Indeed, this prediction is borne out, as shown in (31): 

(31) Turkish (Aissen 1979:15) 

a Mehmet Hasan-a bavul-u aç-tir-di. 

Mehmet.Nom Hasan-Dat suitcase-Acc open-caus-Pst 

'Mehmet caused Hasan to open the suitcase.' 

b Bmrnl Hasan-a aç-tir-il-di. 

suitcase.Nom Hasan-Dat open-Cause-Pass-Pst 

'The suit case was caused to be opened by Hasan (by someone).' 

The Base Object in causatives derived by Causative Rule 2 is by comparison syntactically inert 

(cf. Baker 1988a) and therefore it is anticipated that passivization of a Type 2 causative with a 

surface string similar to (31 b), where the Base Object serves as Subject, should be impossible. 

The Chichewa example (32) iHustrates the point, and the iH-formedness of (32b) is correctly 

predicted. It is this fact that is referred to by the notion "2nd object" in Causative Rule 2, (29). 
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(32) Chichewa (Baker 1988a: 164-5) 

a Catherine a-na-kolol-ets-a mwana wake chimanga 

Catherine S-Pst-harvest-Cause-FV chlld her corn 

'Catherine made her chlld harvest the corn.' 

b *Chimanga chl-na-kolol-ets-edw-a mwana wake nru Catherine. 

corn S-Pst-harvest-Cause-Pass-FV child her by Catherine 

'The corn was made to be harvested by her chlld by Catherine.' 

In sum, the Base Object functions as the direct object of the whole causative construction in 

Turkish (Type 1), but not in Chichewa (Type 2). 

Let us now consider North Sami. Previously we noticed that the Causee in this language 

appears with Accusative case, thus resembling Chichewa. This similarity to the Bantu language is 

further enhanced when certain aspects of passivization is considered. That is, passivization of a 

North Sami causative cannot result in the promotion of the Base Object to Subjcct, as illustrated 

in (33) through (35): 

(33) a 

b 

(34) a 

b 

Mon cuvke-h-in Mahte guysSl. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.1s Mahtte.Acc cup.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte to break the cup.' 

cuvke-h-uvvu-i Mahte. 

cup.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Mâhtte.Acc 

'The cup was caused to be broken by Mahte (by someone).' 

Mon divu-h-in Mahte .biil1a. 

I.Nom repair -Cause-Pst. 1 s Mahtte.Acc car. Ace 

'1 caused Mâhtte to repaîr the car.' 

*Bü).a ruvu-h-uvvu-i Mâhte. 

car. Nom repaîr -Cause-Pass-Pst. 3 s Mahtte.Acc 

'The car was caused to be repaired by Mâhtte (by someone ).' 
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(35) a Mon loga-h-in Bireha gwjl. 

I.Nom read-Cause-Pst.l s Biret.Acc book.Acc 

'1 caused Maret to read a book.' 

b *Girji loga-h-uvvu-i Bireha. 

book.Nom read-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Biret.Aœ 

'The book was caused to be read by Biret (by someone).' 

To reiterate, the fact that the Base Object is illicit as a passive Subject in (33) makes North Sami 

look more like Chichewa than Turkish. Consequently, we have an indication that North Sami 

forms causatives according to Causative Rule 2, a seemingly sound conclusion, which ts aiso 

supported by case marking facts in active clauses. The reader is again reminded, however, that 

this tentative conclusion will be rejected. 

The ill-formedness of the passivized Type 2 causatives above is straightforwardly 

captured under the Kayne-Burzio hypothesis that the FI involves clausal complementation. In 

fact, it is possible to assimilate the starred sentences (32b), (33b), (34b) and (35b) with so-called 
- --

super-raising constructions (see Chomsky 1986a), iBustrated in (36): 

(36) *[s musseh'i [vp seem [s John to [vp like ti ]m 

(36) is ruled out because the DP mussels has illicitly moved from the object position of the 

complement clause, across the embedded Subject, intothe matrix Subject position Thus, (36) 

constitutes a violation of conditions concemed with syntactic locality. Baker (1988a) suggests 

that the trace left behind by DP-movement in (32b) (which is comparable to tj in (36)) violates 

Binding Principle A; Chomsky (1986a) proposes that super-raising of the kind in (36) is 

prohibited by the Empty Category Principle. More modem theories invoke the Minimal Link 

ConditioniShortest Move, which we shan retum to in Chapter 6. Suffice it to say that a locality 

condition, whichever way it ts formulated, requires that the candidate closest to the landing site 
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move. Thus in a structure of the schematic form [ ... o. ... f3 ... y ... ], where a. is a landing site for A

movement, f3 and y arguments, and f3 asymmetrically c-oommands y, y cannot move to o.. 

The weB -formedness of the corresponding Type 1 causatives is more challenging, as they 

involve apparent violations of the locality requirement. Burzio (1986) and Baker (1988a) 

propose that FIs of tms variety involve VP-raising, which traces its origin to the rule of 

predicate-raising in earlier transformational grammar (e.g. Aissen 1979). Baker (1988a) proposed 

that the entire VP headed by the Base Verb mises into the specifier position of the projection of 

the complement clause, which Baker takes to be a CP, thus assuming the more articulated clausal 

architecture of Chomsky (1986a). 

(37) a [IF Mehmet [vp Cause [cp [vp open suitcase] [IF Hasan tvp] 

b [IF suitcasei [vp Cause-Pass [cp [vp open li ] [IF Hasan tvp] 

By moving the whole embedded VP into SpecCP, as shown in (37a), the embedded Subject does 

not block further movement of the Base Object, (3Th). Another approach, developed for instance 

in Watanabe (1996), argues!hat the Base Object in Type 1 FIs involves local movement of the 

Base Object to a position .that C-oommands the CauSee. This proposaI mnges on the idea of 

Equidistance (see Chomsky 1993, 1995), according to which a moved item may skip a potential 

landing site, if the potentiallanding site and the actuallanding site are technicaUy equally close to 

eachother. For Watanabe AgrOP is the complement of Cause, a consequence of the VP-intemal 

Subject Hypothesis (e.g. Kuroda 1988, Kitagawa 1986, among others). 

(38) a [AgrSP Mehmet [AgrOP suitcasei [vp Cause [AgrOP ti [vp Hasan open ti ]l]]] 
1 11 1 

b [AgrSP suitcasei [AgrOP ta [vp Cause-Pass[AgrOp ti [vp Hasan open ti ]]]]] 
t 1 t 1 t 1 

In (38a), sui1case moves into the embedded AgrO-projection, which in Watanabe1s theory cannot 

license Case, and therefore suitcase continues to move from there into the matrix AgrOP, which 

in contrast is a Case licenser. In the passive (38b), the crucial movement to Subject proceeds from 
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the matrix AgrOP, not from the base position. Thus, for Watanabe (1996), the distinction 

between Type 1 and Type 2 constructions lies in whether or not the Base Object is always 

forced to move into the matrix domain, which is deterrnined by Case Theory. 

The findings so far are surnrnarized in (39): 

(39) T 2 NQrth Sami 

Base Object to Subject Yes No No 

3.3. The behavior of the Causee under passivization 

We now shift our focus from the Base Object to the Causee. Let us begin by considering the 

Causee in causatives based on intransitive verbs. As we mentioned above with regard to the 

Causative Rules (27) and (29), the distinction between the two types is neutralized in these 

cases, as shown in (40): 

(40) a Turkish (Aissen 1979: 15) 

Mehmet Hasan-i agla-t-ti. 

Mehmet Hasan-Acc cry-Cause-Pst 

'Mehmet made Hasan cry.' 

b Chichewa (Baker 1988a: 162) 

Buluzi a-na-sek-ets-a .m:m. 

lizard S-Pst-Iaugh-Cause-FV children 

'The lizard made the children laugh.' 

In both (40a) and ( 40b ) the Causee is a direct object. Therefore passivization of causatives based 

on intransitive verbs have the result that the Causee becomes the Subject, as shown in (41): 
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(41) a 

b 

Turkish (Aissen 1979: 15) 

Hasan (Mehmet tarafmdan) agla-t-il-di. 

Hasan Mehmet by cry-Cause-Pass-Pst 

Hasan was made to cry (by Mehmet).' 

Chichewa (Baker 1988a: 163) 

Am a-na-sek-ets-edw-a (ndi buluzi) 

children S-Pst-laugh-Cause-Pass-FV by lizard 

'The cmldren were made to laugh (by the lizard).' 

North Sâmi is no different in tms regard. In other words, the Causee in causatives based on 

intransitive verbs appears with Accusative Case in active clauses, and when the causative verb ts 

passivized, the Causee functions as the Subject of the clause, as shown in (42) through (44): 

(42) a Mon viega-h-in Mahte. 

I.Nom run-cause-Pst.1s Mâhtte.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte to fUll.' 

b Mâhtte viega-h-uvvu-i. 

(43) a 

Mahtte.Nom run-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte was caused to ron.' 

Maret danse-h-ii Bireha. 

Maret.Nom dance-Cause-Pst.3s Biret.Acc 

'Maret caused Biret to dance.' 

b .B.iœ1 danse-h-uvvu-i 

Biret.Nom dance-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'Biret was caused to dance.' 

(44) a Sii vacci-h-edje mânaid. 

they walk-Cause-Pst.3 p children.Acc 

'They caused the children to walk. 1 
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b Mimât vâcci-h-uvvo-jedje. 

children.Nom walk -Cause-Pass-Pst.3p 

'The children were caused to walk.' 

The situation becomes more complex when we consider causatives based on transitive 

verbs. According to the typology in (27) and (29) above, it is expected that the Type 1 FI (27) 

cannot produce a passive where the Causee serves as the Subject. This foUows from the 

assumption that the Causee functions as an indirect object, rather !han a direct object. Thus while 

we have seen that the Base Object in a Turkish FI can become the Subject in a passive clause, the 

foUowing example shows that the Causee cannot: 

(45) Turkish (Aissen 1979:15) 

a Mehmet Hasan-a bavul-u aç-tir-di. 

Mehmet.Nom Hasan-Dat suitcase-Acc open-Cause-Pst 

'Mehmet caused Hasan to open the suitcase.' 

b *Hasan bavul-u aç-tir-il-di. 

Hasan.Nom suitcase.Acc open-Cause-Pass-Pst 

'Hasan was caused to open the suitcase.' 

On the other hand, sentences that are comparable 10 the ill-formed example (45) are expected to 

be well-formed in Type 2 constructions, since Causative Rule 2 states that the Causee is a direct 

object. Chichewa provides a good exemplification, (46): 

(46) Chichewa (Baker 1988a:164-5) 

a Catherine a-na-kolol-ets-a mwaua will chimanga 

Catherine S-Pst-harvest-Cause-FV child her corn 

'Catherine made her child barvest the corn.' 
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b Mnyamata a-na-kolol-ets-edw-a chimanga ndi Catherine. 

boy S-Past-harvest-caus-Pass-FV corn by Catherine 

'The boy was made to harvest the corn by Catherine.' 

In short, Type 1 and Type 2 FIs are more or less each other's mirror images with regard to the 

assignment of grammatical functions to the arguments in causative sentences based on transitive 

verbs. 

Let us now consider North Sami from the perspective of the Causee. As we saw above, 

passivization cannot result in the promotion of the Base Object to Subject, and thus we 

concluded that causatives in this language are not of Type 1. However, as illustrated in (47) 

through (49) below, it is equally impossible for the Causee to become the Subject of a passivized 

causative when the Base Vero is transitive: 

(47) a 

b 

(48) a 

b 

(49) a 

Mon cuvke-h-in Mahte guvSSl. 

INom breakTr-Cause-Pst.ls Mahtte.Acc· cup.Acc 

,!caused Mâhtte to break the cup.' 

*Mahue cuvke-h-uvvu-i guvssi. 

Mahtte.Nom break Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s eup.Acc 

'Mahtte was caused to break the eup.' 

Mon divu-h-in Mâhte biilla 

INom repaîr-Cause-Pst. 1 s Mahtte.Acc car.Ace 

'1 caused Mâhtte to repair the car.' 

*Mâhtte divu-h-uvvu-Î biilla. 

Mahtte.Nom repair-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s car.Ace 

'Mahtte was caused to repair the car.' 

Mon loga-h-in BiIeha gllJJl. 

I.Nom read-Cause-Pst.ls BiretAce bookAce 

'1 caused Biret to read a book' 
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b loga-h-uvvu-i 

Biret.Nom read-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s book.Acc 

'Biret was caused to read the book (by someone).' 

While examples (33) through (35) above can be viewed instances of locality violations, as the 

Base Object bas been illicitly promoted to Subject, the same reasoning does not carry over to (47) 

through (49). Rather, these examples seem to be iU-formed for the same reason as the Turkish 

sentence (45b). Furthermore, given the well-formedness of the passivized causatives (42b), (43b) 

and ( 44b) above, which are based on intransitive verbs, we know that there is no specific ban on 

passivization of causatives in North Sâmi. 17 

Let us briefly consider Baker's (1988a) and Watanabe's (1996) treatment of Type 2 

causatives. To put it simply, these authors deal with Type 2 causatives on a par with ECM 

construction like (50). They differ in that Baker assumes that the Causee receives Accusative 

Case under govemment from the causative verb in the classical GB-fashion, whereas Watanabe 

argues that the Causee Taises into the matrix AgrOP along the lin es of early Minimalism 

(Chomsky 1993). 

(50) 1 believe John to like mussels. 

The Type 2 causative passivization facts given in (46), which showed that it is the Causee that 

becomes the Subject of a passive in such cases are easily accommodated in both theories. 

Again, matters are somewhat more intricate when it comes to the Type 1 causative. In the 

earlier discussion we noted that Baker's (1988a) and Watanabe's (1996) approaches to Type 1 

FIs differ more profoundly than their respective treatments of the Type 2 construction. 

However, what we did not bring forth in the previous subsection was their views on how the 

Causee in the Type 1 causative receives Dative Case. In this regard the two scholars converge on 

the assumption that it involves an instance of a speciallicensing mechanism, which we may refer 

to as Dative-insertion (see also Burzio 1986). 
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For both Baker and Watanabe, Case Theoretic considerations constitute the underlying 

basis for the distinction between Type 1 and Type 2 causatives, while assuming, however, very 

different theoretical underpinnings. Baker makes the specifie assumption that languages with 

Type 2 causatives may sometimes license the Base Object with an inherent Case, whereas in 

Type 1 constructions this is never an option. II! Conversely, Type 1 causatives aHow the Causee 

to be licensed by an inherent Case, such as Dative Case. SpecificaHy, in Type 1 causatives, the 

Base Object must always he assigned a structural Case, and the derived verb in such languages 

can assign exactly one such Case. Consider again (37a), repeated as (51): 

(51) [JI> Mehmet [yp Cause [cp [vp open suitcase J [JI> Hasan tvp] 

Here suitcase is assigned structural Accusative Case, and the Causee Hasan win appear with 

Dative Case, as a result of the above-mentioned special rule of Dative-insertion. Consider now 

the impossible derivation from this structure of a passive in whicn the Causee beoomes the 

Subject, (52): 

---

(52) [JI> Hasani [yp Cause-Pass [cp [vp open suitcase J [JI> ti tvp] 

In principle, the Causee Cali move to matrix Subject position and receive Nominative Case. The 

problem is that passive has absorbed the sole structural Case of the verb, and consequently the 

Base Object cannot receive Accusative Case, and as a result (51) involves a violation of the Case 

Filter (Chomsky 1981) with respect to suitcase. 

In Watanabe's theory on the other hand, the case at hand is viewed as a locality violation. 

Since the Base Object appears with Accusative Case, it must have raised into the matrix AgrOP, 

as shown in (53a): 

(53) a [AgrSP 

b [AgrSp Hasanj [AgrûP suitcasei [yp Cause-Pass [AgrOP ti [yp tj open ti ]]]]] 
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However, in order for the Causee Hasan to reach the matrix Subject position as in (53b), it must 

move from its base position across two potential intermediate landing sites (the specifiers of the 

embedded and the matrix AgrO projections) in one feH swoop, which gives rise to a locahty 

violation. Altematively, if the Causee moves locally through the Agr-projections into the matrix 

Subject position, then the Base Object fails to he Case licensed. 

Where does North Sami fit into the picture? When viewed in isolation, the sentences 

(47b), (48b) and (49b) justify an account like the ones just reviewed. That is, the indication is 

that the relevant North Sami sentences are Type 1 causatives, therefore it is not possible for the 

Causee to serve as the Subject of a passivized causative based on a transitive verb (recall !hat it 

can serve as the Subject if the Base Verb is intransitive (42) to (44». However, an account along 

these tines contradicts the finding from the previous subsection that the Base Object cannot he 

promoted to subject for reasons of locality. 

Table (54) summanzes the passivization findings so far: 

(54) T 1 North Sâmi 

Yes No No 

Causee to Sub' ect intransitive Yes Yes Yes 

Causee to Subject (transitive) No Yes No 

4. More on the Faire Par Causative 

In tms section we consider Grammatical Functions in FP-causatives, and then we shan discuss 

the important question that deals with the selectional restriction imposed on the Base Verb in 

FPs. We then discuss the additional fact that FIs and FPs differ with regard to what kinds of 

complements the Base Verb can occur with. At each point the behavior of North SâmÎ causatives 

is compared with the established cases of FI and FP causatives. Sami win he shown to pattern 

entirely with FPs. This will allow us to posit that the North Sami causative is solely an FP, with 
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no FI instantiation whatsoever. The conflicting behavior just seen with respect to Type 1 versus 

Type 2 FIs will be shown to become fully predictable, once it is realized that the relevant 

examples are not FIs at aU, but rather FPs. 

4.1. Grammatical Functions 

In section 2.2.2 above we showed that binding phenomena suggest that FP causatives, in contrast 

to FIs, do not have an embedded subject. The absence of an embedded subject does not orny 

affect Binding, but also other aspects of the syntax that are sensitive to Grammatical Functions. 

Consider the pair ofChichewa causatives in (55) below. 

(55) Chichewa 

a Faire Infinitive (l'ype 2) (Baker 1988a: 164) 

Catherine a-na-kolol-ets-a mwana wake chimanga 

Catherine SP-Pst-OP harvest-Cause-Asp child her corn 

'Catherine made her child harvest the corn.' (Baker 1988a: 164) 

b Faire Par (Baker 1988a:163) 

Anyani a-na-meny-ets-a ana (kwa buluzi). 

baboons SP-Pst-hit-Cause-Asp children by lizard 

'The baboon made the lizard hit the children. t 

Recall that the subject of a passivized Type 2 FI is expressed by the Causee and never by the 

Base Object as we saw in (32b) and (46b) above, repeated below as (56a) and (57a) respectively. 

We also concluded in our previous discussion that the ill-formedness of (57) for Type 2 FIs is 

due to a violation of locality, whether it be Principle A of the Binding Theory as in Baker 

(1988a), the Empty Category Principle (Chomsky 1986) or Shortest Move (see Watanabe 1996). 
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(56) Faire Infinitive (Baker 1988a: 165) 

(57) 

a 

b 

a 

Mnyamata a-na-kolol-ets-edw-a cmmanga ndi Catherine. 

boy S-Past-harvest-caus-Pass-FV corn by Catherine 

'The boy was made to harvest the corn by Catherine.' 

[IF bOYj [w hiti-Cause-Pass [s tj [yp ti corn ]]] 

Faire Infinitive (Baker 1988a: 165) 

*Chimanga cm-na-kolol-ets-edw-a mwana wake 

corn S-Pst-harvest-Cause-Pass-FV cmld . her 

ndi Catherine. 

by Catherine 

'The corn was made to be harvested by her child by Catherine.' 

b [IF cornj [w harvesti-Cause-Pass [s herchild [yp ti 1:j ]]] 

In contrast to the ill-formed (57), the Base Object may become the subject when an FP is 

passivized, (58). 

(58) Faire Par (Baker 1988a: 163) 

a Ana a-na-meny-ets-edw-a (kwa 

children SP-Past-hit-caus-Pass-FV by 

buluzi) (ndi anyani). 

lizard by baboons 

'The children were made to be hit by the lizard by the baboons.' 

b [IF childrenj [VP hiti-Cause-Pass [VP ti 1:j 1]] 

The approximate derivation of (58a) is given in (58b), which ignores all adjuncts. Since the 

complement of the causative formative does not include a subject, the Base Object can move into 

the matrix subject position, without violating any locality conditions on movement. 

In section 2.2.2 we also showed that North Sâmi allows causatives that fit into the FP

profile, and we have also demonstrated that causatives where the Causee is overtly expressed 

cannot be passivized, for instance (33b) and (47b) above, repeated here as (59): 
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(59) a *Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-i Mahte. 

cup.Nom break Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Mahtte.Acc 

'The cup was caused to be broken by Mahte (by someone).' 

b * Mahtte cuvke-h-uvvu-i gUVSS1. 

Mahtte.Nom breakTr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s cup.Acc 

'Mahue was caused to break the cup.' 

As we shan see in later discussion, the iU-formedness of (59) is compatible with the overaH 

conclusion to he drawn, namely that North Sami causatives are not FIs. 19 The Sarni Causeeless 

causative is different in this regard, however: it can be passivized, with the ensuing result that the 

Base Object becomes the Subject: 

(60) a Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-i. 

cup.Nom breakTr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The cup was caused to be broken.' 

b Biila divu-h-uvvu-i. 

Car.Nom repair-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The car was caused to be repaired.' 

c Fanas gomih-ahtto-juvvu-i 

boat.Nom rom upside down.Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The boat was caused to be tumed upside down.' 

The well-formedness of the sentences in (60) is thus consistent with the Kayne-Burzio 

hypothesis that FPs do not involve an embedded subject. The passivization facts are also 

consistent with the binding facts presented previously. 
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4.2. Restrictions on the Base Verb 

In the previous sections we have discussed cross-linguistic variations among FIs on the one hand, 

and on the other hand we have also considered sorne systematic differences between FIs and FPs. 

Furthermore, we have considered languages that have both FIs and FPs, for instance Romance 

languages and Chichewa. Also, preliminary fmdings point in the direction that North Sami too 

has causative variants that belong in the FI and FP categories, although there is no perfect match 

with any of the two FI varieties. 

We shan now mm to another contrast between FIs and FPs, nrunely. the range of Base 

Verbs each allows. Up to this point, we have encountered Chichewa examples like (61), which 

seem to suggest that FIs and FPs are in free variation, as further illustrated in (62) by Latin 

American Spamsh and North Sâmi, (63): 

(61) Chichewa 

a Nungu i-na-phik-its-a kadzidzi maungu. 

porcupme S-Past-cook-caus-FV owl pumpkins 
- --

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkins.' (Alsina 1992:518) 

b Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme S-Past-cook-caus-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' (Alsina 1992:518) 

(62) Spanish 

a Hicieron destruir la cuidad a los soldados. 

made.3p destroy the city to the soldiers 

'They made the soldiers destroy the city.' (Bordelois 1988:57) 

b Hicieron destruir la cuidad (por los soldados). 

made.3p destroy the city by the soldiers 

'They made the soldiers destroy the city.' (Bordelois 1988:58) 
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(63) NorthSami 

a Mon divu-h-in Mareha biilla 

I.Nom repair -Cause-Pst ls MaretAcc car. Ace 

'1 caused Maret to repaîr the car.' 

b Mon divu-h-in biilla 

I.Nom repaîr-Cause-Pst Is car.Ace 

'1 caused someone ID repaîr the car.' 

Given the Kayne-Burzio dichotomy, the pattern in (61) through (63) is what we expect to find; 

that is, if one variant can occur, so can the other. Therefore, aU things heing equal, we now also 

predict that both the (a) and the (b) examples in (64) and (65) below should he grammatical, on a 

par with (61) and (62) above. However, as shown in (64) and (65), and as we mentioned in the 

introductory section, the prediction is only partly correct; the FIs are well-formed, whereas the 

FPs are ungrammatical. 

(64) a ~Faire Irifinitive 

Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso. 

Chatsalira S-pres-hear-caus-FV children noise 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

b *FairePar 

(65) a 

*Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso (kwa ana). 

Chatsalira S-pres-hear-caus-FV nOIse by children 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

~Faire Infinitive 

Hicieron ver la cuidad a los turistas. 

made.3p see the city dat the tourists 

'They made the tourists see the city.' 

(Alsina 1992: 528) 

(Alsina 1992: 528) 

(Bordelois 1988:58) 
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b *FairePar 

*Ricieron ver la cuidad (por los turistas). 

made.3p see the city by the turistas 

'They made the tourists see the city.' (Bordelois 1988:58) 

Various researehers have noted that although (61)/(62) and (64)1(65) involve transitive Base 

Verbs, the thematie properties of these Base Verbs are subtly different (Bordelois 1988, Guasti 

1990, Travis 1992, among others). Verbs like Chiehewa phik 'cook,' Spanish destruir 'destroy' 

take agents as their external arguments, whereas mY 'heai in (64) and ~ 'see' in (65) are non

agentive experiencer verbs. On these grounds, Guasti (1990) and Travis (1992), to put it simply, 

hypothesize that the causative formative in FPs selects a VP headed by an agentive verb.20 

Rence, (64b ) and (65b) are ungrammatical because the Base Verbs are non-agentive. 

Let us now retum to North Sâmi. Up to thls point, we have encountered quite a few 

indications that causative sentences where the Causee is overt share a number of properties with 

FI causatives. We have also seen that North Sâmi causatives where the Causee is not expressed at 

all are identical in their syntactic behavior to FPs in other languages. Svonm & Vinka (2002a) 

pointed out that if (63a) and (63b) are instances of FIs and FPs respectively, then these should 

also be sensitive 10 the contrast between agentive and non-agentive Base Verbs. In doing 50, 

Svonm & Vinka (2002a) examined the possibilities of causativizing non-agentive verbs in North 

Sarni, such as the perception verbs gyJlm 'heai and oaidnit 'see,' and contrasted these with 

causatives based on agentive verbs. Consider (66) and (67): 

(66) a *Mon gula-h-in bajéna. 

I.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.ls child.Acc thunder.Ace 

'1 caused the child to hear the thunder.' 

b "'Mon gula-h-in bajana. 

I.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.ls thunder.Acc 

'1 caused someone to hear the thunder.' 
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(67) a 

b 

*Mon oairnri-h-in bohccuid. 

I.Nom see-Cause-Pst.ls child.Acc reindeer.Acc 

'1 caused the child ID see the reindeer.' 

*Mon oairnri-h-in bohccuid. 

I.Nom see-Cause-Pst 1s reindeer.Acc 

'1 caused someone to see the reindeer.' 

Strikingly, and contrary to what is expected if Sâmi had both FIs and FPs, both the ( a) and the 

(b)-examples in (66) and (67) are ungrammatical. Given the judgments in (64) (Chichewa) and 

(65) (Spamsh), the iU-formedness of (66) and (67) strongly suggest that these North Sâmi 

sentences are FPs. Moreover, ill-formedness of (66a) and (67a) is entirely unexpected under any 

analysis treating these as FIs. Therefore (66a) and (66b) show that North Sâmi does not have 

morphological causatives of the FI variety. But if they are not FIs, what are they? The simplest 

solution is to view them as FPs. We shaH immediately consider a further argument pointing in 

that direction. 

4.3. Restrictions on the complement of the Base Verb 

In his study on causativization in Chichewa, Alsina (1992) noticed that the range of potential 

objects that a verb can take when used as a main vern is reduced when the verb serves as the Base 

Verb in an FP. Specifically> the complement of the Base Verb in an FP cannot he a clause. FIs, on 

the other hand, exhibit no such restriction. This contrast between FIs and FPs is iHustrated by 

the French examples in (68): 

(68) a Faire Infinitive, French (Patrick Campana, p.c.) 

On a fait affirmer li Mary que John est innocent. 

we made daim Dat Mary that John is innocent 

'We made Mary claim !hat John is innocent' 
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b Faire Par, French (Patrick Campana, p.c.) 

"'On a fait affirmer (par Mary) que John est innocent. 

we made claim by Mary that John is innocent 

'We made Mary/someone claim tha! John is innocent.' 

For the purposes ofthis cbapter it win suffice for us to notice that the FI (68a) is weU-formed, 

whereas the FP (68b) is m-formed~ we defer a discussion of why fuis fact holds to Chapter 5. 

Notice however that the agentivity of the Base Verb is not at issue here. Let us consider an 

agentive North Sami vero like muital-it 'tell/say.' The "simplex" verb muital-it can take both finite 

and non-fmite complement clauses, (69a) and (b), as well as nominal complements, (70). 

(69) a Mon muitalin [ Mâret boahtâ disdaga ]. 

I.Nom telVsay.Pst ls MaretNom come.Prs.3s Tuesday.Acc 

'1 said that Mart:t will come on Tuesday.' 

b Mon muitalin [ Mareha boahtit disdaga ]. 

I.Nom telVsay.Pst.ls Mâret.Acc come.Inf Tuesday.Acc 

'1 said that Maret will come on Tuesday.' 

(70) Mâhtte muitalii mâidnasa 

Mâhtte.Nom telllsay.Pst.3s adventure tale.Ace 

'Mahtte told an adventure tale.' 

When the verb muital-it 'tell/say' is causativized, however, we fmd that the causative equivalents 

of (69) are ill-formed, as shown in (71), regardless whether the complement clause is fmite or 

non-fmite. 
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(71) a 

b 

*Mon muital-ahtt-en 
I.Nom teHlsay-Cause-Pst,1 

(Mâhte) 
Mâhtte.Acc 

[ahte Mâret boahtâ disdagaJ 
that Mâret.Nom come.Prs.3s Tuesday.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte/someone to say that Mâret will come on Tuesday.' 

*Mon muital-ahtt-en 
I.Nom teHlsay-Cause-Pst.l 

[Mâreha boahtit disdaga]. 

(Mâhte) 
Mâhtte.Ace 

MâretAcc comeJnf Tuesday.Ace 

'1 caused Mâhtte/someone to say that Mâret will come on Tuesday.' 

What is crucial to notice in (71) is the fact that presence or the absence of the Causee has no 

impact whatsoever on the grammaticality of the sentences. This makes North Sâmi crucially 

different from the French examples in (68), where we can see that the FI (68a) is perfectly weIl

formed. Rather, North Sâmi patterns systematically on par with the illicit French Faire Par 

causative in (68b). In contrast, if the Base Verb takes a nominal object, the Sâmi causative 

septerice is perfectly grammatical, (72). This means that there is no independent prohibition 

against causativization of the verb muitalit 'tell/say.Inf and (72) shows furthermore that the ill

formedness of the examples in (71) must he attributed to the kind of object with which the Base 

Vero occurs. 

(72) Mon muital-ahtt-en (Mâhte) mâidnasa. 

I.Nom tell/say-Cause-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc adventure tale.Ace 

'1 caused Mâhtte/someone to teU an adventure tale.' 

In short, the Base Verb in North Sâmi can never take a clausal complement. Under the 

assumption that the Causeeless causative is an FP, tms is fully expected. However, if causatives 

with an Accusative Causee were instantiations of the FI variety, then we would expect (68) to be 

fine. Therefore, the indication is that the North Sâmi Accusative Causee is related to the hx,-
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phrase Causee found in Romance and Chichewa; and thus all causative sentences in North Sâmi 

are of the FP variety. 

4.4. Summary 

In this section we have established that FP causatives can only be formed from agentive Base 

Verus, and that the object of the Base Verb in an FP cannot be a complement clause. The table in 

(73) summarizes the basic findings of tbis section. 

(73) FI NDrth SAmi 

Non-a entive Base Verb Yes No No 

Base Verb+ S Yes No No 

One of the consequences that emerged from the discussion is that the North Sâmi accusative 

Causee must be treated on par with the adjunct ro.:.-phrase found in Romance and Cbichewa, a 

conclusion also drawn in Svonm & Vinka (2002a). Svonm & Vinka attempted to accommoda te 

the North Sâmi Causee by assuming that it is an optional argument of the causative verb. While 
_.-

Svonni & Vinka's analysis is fully compatible with existing proposaIs in the causative liteiature, 

for instance Marantz (1993) and Hoffinan (1991), it is highly questionable whether such a 

compatibility is desirable, because the latter authors are exdusively concemed with FIs. 

Therefore, Svonm & Vinka's proposaI suffers from the drawback that it fails to provide a 

principled account why the Sâmi accusative Causee shares sorne core properties with the adjunct 

Causee in Romance and Chichewa. In Chapter 5 we shaH argue that the North Sâmi Causee Ïs 

introduced into the specifier of an Applicative Phrase. This way, we daim, it is possible to 

capture the similarities it exhibits with the optional adpositional Causee, as well as as it enables a 

straightforward way to account for the dissimilarities between the two. 
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5. Conclu.sions 

In this chapter we have presented a descriptive survey of FIs and FPs, reviewing a number of 

asymmetries that hold between the two. In the process we have contrasted productive 

morphological causatives in North Sami against weH-established representatives of the various 

causative types. We have encountered strong evidence that North Sami has causatives of the FP 

variety, and at a first tentative glance it aiso appeared that the. language aiso has FIs. However, 

based on observations regarding the kind of Base Verb that the causative requires, and restrictions 

imposed on the Base Object in FPs, we are forced to the conclusion that the FI is in fact not 

present in North Sâmi. Rather, productive morphological causatives in North Sâmi are invariably . 

of the FP variety. In the foHowing chapters we win encounter further evidence forthis daim. 

We have situated North Sâmi causatives in the general map over causativization. We have 

kept the theoretical discussion to a minimum in this chapter, concentrating on the essential 

diagnostic ingredients of the Kayne-Burzio hypothesis. This hypothesis provides a good 

yardstick for approximations of various causative constructions. However, the fact that it must 

be supplemented with auxiliary assumptions in.order to prevent overgeneration also suggests that 

it ts insufficient. The putative agentivity restriction that holds for the Base Vern in FPs does not 

obviously follow from anything in the Kayne-Burzio hypothesis. Also the fact that the Base 

Vero in FPs cannot take dausal complements is entirely unexpected under this view. In 

subsequent chapters we shall take these facts into consideration, and propose a revised theory of 

FP causatives. 

Notes Chapter 2 

l The morphologicai nature of causative formation in both Siuni and the Chichewa example (2) is a widely attested 
pattern among the languages orthe wodd, for instance Japanese (Kuno 1973, fuoue 1976, Shibatani 1976), Turkish 
(Aissen 1979), Mohawk (Baker 1996, 1997a), Chamorro (Chung 1982), to mention a few. 
2Contrary to what was assumed in Baker (1988a), Alsina (1992) points out that both (2) and (3) are possible in a 
single dialect of Chichewa, namely the one spoken by Sam Mchombo. 
3It is of course not the case that the exact structure (7) has ngured in an these works; a lot has happened since the 
1970s. For Baker (l988a), for instance, Kayne's embedded S corresponds to CP (Chomsky 1986). In still more 
contemporary work, such as Watanabe (1996), S ranges over AgrOP or AgrSP. These are not innocent details and 
they have considerable theoreticai consequences. 
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4-An approach that is further developed and expiored in the seminal work on syntactic incorporation by Baker 
(1 988a). 
5For recent discussions on the notions subject and object, see Baker (2001) and McCloskey (1997). 
6Notice that the exact nature of the binding phenomena is not important, i.e. whether we are deaiing with anaphors 
or logophors in the sense ofReinhart & Reuland (1993). Thus, regardless ofthis distinction, the reflexive elements 
in (11) through (13) cannot be bound by standard direct and indirect objects, whereas they can be bound by a 
Causee. 
7For a discussion about the more fine-gramed properties of the Halian reflexive ~ see Hamert (1995:193) and 
the references cited thereÎn. 
SThe term "IUative" can be used interchangeably with "Dative." 
9Thanks to Tomokaru Takebisa for this suggestion. 
!OThe most thorough investigation of Binding in North 8âmi to tbis date is found in Outakoski (2002), who 
investigates in particular long distance anaphora. 
Il The rcader showd notice that (20) suggests that anaphors are subject-oriented in North Sfuni., a fact wbich shall be 
important in another context. 
12Notice thaï Japanese does not have FP-causatives. Turkish, aï Ieast given the discussion in Aissen (1919), appears 
to laek FPs as weil; whether or not !hls is correct is not important for our purposes. However, Ayse Gürei (p.e) 
points out that the Turkish causee can be omitted in certain environments. 1 have not investigated !hls phenomenon. 
13Bible translations do exhlbit hx,-phrases, as do certain other translated documents. However, aside from these 
sources, hx,-phrases are simply not used by native speakers (at least not in the Tome dialect). It is therefore rather 
arbitrary what kind of expression we assign to the intended adjunets in (24). However, 1 ehoose Locative Case 
because ibis 1s one of the realizations of the Biblieal hx,-phrases, and IUative Case due to its proximity to Dative 
Case, whieh sometimes is taken to be an oblique marker in the intended sense. Notice, however, as we mentioned 
in Cha.pter 1, that in sorne North Sami diaiects that are not under consideration here, the Causee is expressed mth 
Illative Case. 
14Notice tha! the translations of Causeeless FPs will denote the semanticaily implicit Causee as 'someone.' 
15Swface Case marking is however not a diagnostic per se, as there are languages where the Causee exhlbits an 
"ergative-absolutive" alternation in the sense of (27), but whose causatives nevertheless fail to qualify as Type 1. 
Japanese and Sanskrit are sueh languages. Therefore, the classification of FIs must wtimately be determined on 
other grounds, sueh as the interaction with passives. See Aissen (1979) and Baker (1988a). 
16This rough cbaracterization is in various technieal details at odds with contemporary views on passivization. We 
shaH retum to tbis issue in Chapter 6. 
17Such constraints are known to exist in French and Spanish (Kayne 1975, Aissen 1979, Zubizarreta 1985), as 
shown by the foilowing examples from Aissen (1979:59): 
(i) French 

a Robert Il fait tomber Jean 
'Robert made Jean fail. • 

b "'Jean a été fait tomber par Robert. 
Jean was made to fall by Robert.' 

(il) Spanish 
a La Dona hizo comer a los nmos 

'The Dona made the chlldren eat. ' 
h "'Los nifios fueron hechos comer por la Dofia. 

'The chlldren were made to eat by the Dona.' 
18See Baker (1988a: 171-180) for discussion. 
19 Although the in formedness of (59) is not a necessary consequence of that conclusion. 
20There are other accounts that aim at eapturing the restrictions found in FPs, for instance Alsina (1992) and Guasti 
(1993, 1996), wbich will he thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 

The North Sami Faire Par Causative: Verbal Projections 

1. Introduction 

Most people that have been concemed with the distinction between FIs and FPs agree on certain 

basic things, for instance that FP formation is more constrained than the formation of FIs. Within 

the predominant branch of the Principles and Parameters framework that pursues a syntactic 

approach to causativization, there is also a wide consensus that the Kayne-Burzio hypothesis, 

whlch we explicated in the previous chapter, is well-suited to handle geometrical notions like 

prominence relations among arguments in FPs. At the same time. however. fuis hypothesis has 

little or nothing to say about the lexical-semantic restrictions that apply to the Base Verb. A 

general trend that bas gained popularity among syntacticians over the past decade or 50 is to take 

such lexical-semantic questions seriously, with the hope that they might assist in unraveling 

deeper insights into syntactic theory. However, there is often a noticeable absence of consensus 

about what thesè insights might he. This kind of disagreement tends to stem what basic 

assumptions are heing adopted and/or from the kind and range of data taken into consideration. 

The debate about the relevant factors involved in constraining the application of FP 

formation has this flavor, although it has had a relatively low profile in comparison to other 

issues. The pertinent question that must be addressed is why there is a contrast between (la) and 

(lb): 



(1) French (Patrick Campana p.c.) 

a J'ai fait détruire 

1 made destmy 

la voiture (par Jean). 

the car by Jean 

'1 caused Jeanlsomebody to destmy the car.' 

b *On a fait écouter du bruit (par Jean). 

we have made hem orthe noise by Jean 

'We caused Jeawsomebody to hearthe noise.' 

In abstract terms, both sentences in (1) are identical. In each clause there is a causative agent, a 

causative verb, a Base Verb, a Base Object and an optional Causee. Hence, in the geometry of an 

abstract syntactic tree wagram based on the Kayne-Burzio analysis ofFPs the two sentences are 

indistinguishable. However, a brief examination of the actual Base Verbs occurring in (1) reveals 

that they do not belong in same semantic dass. For instance, détruire 'destroy' is an agentive 

accomplishment verb, whereas Muter 'hear' is an experiencer vern, and fuis fact appears to be 

intimately linked to the judgments indicated in (1). This semantic distinction bas obvious 

consequences for the thematic properties of the two verbs, wmch bas inspired two distinct 

hypotheses as to how the contrast in (1) should he approached. One view (e.g. Bordelois 1988, 

Travis 1992) assumes that the Base Verb must he agentive, and another hypothesis states that 

the Base Verb must take an affected argument (Guasti 1993, 1996). To simplify matters 

somewhat, these two hypotheses essentially focus on different slots in the theta-grid of the 

verbs. For instance, détruire 'destroy' but not écouter 'hear' takes an agent as its extemal 

argument. Conversely, détruire 'destroy' but not écouter 'hear' takes an affected internai argument. 

In this chapter we shaH argue for a position that is most closely related to the agentivity 

based approach. Essentially we shan show that any simplex verb that fails to qualitY as agentive 

aiso fails to participate in the FP causative. This, we shaH demonstrate, provides a strong 

argument against thoories !hat seek to curb the formation of FPs in terms of affectedness. 

However, we shan aiso show that the agentivity hypothesis is problematic as weil. The very 
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tests that diagnose whether or not a simplex verb is agentive consistently show that the Base 

Verb in an FP Ïs void of agentivity. This result, however, is consistent with a certain hypothesis 

regarding the internaI structure of the verb phrase. In recent years it has become widely accepted 

that the verb phrase has more internaI structure than what meets the eye. SpecificaUy, Kratzer 

(1996) and Chomsky (1995) daim that verbs do not take external arguments at aU, and therefore 

they do not contain any information pertaining to the external argument. Rather, the external 

argument is introduced into the specifier of a functional head, Voice for Kratzer (1996) and v for 

Chomsky (1995), which may he agentive. Hence, we shall reach the conclusion that the causative 

formative in (1) combines only with those verbs that are eligible to combine with the agentive 

Voicehead. 

The chapter is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss sorne of the major points that 

have· been raised in the literature primarily in favor of the aforementioned affectedness 

hypothesis. However, causativization possibilities in North Sâmi provide new evidence in favor 

of the idea that the agentivity hypothesis picks out the right subset of verbs that can he 

emhedded under the FP-causative. However, in doing so, it is also imperative that we define sorne 

independent diagnostics !hat distinguish between agentive and non-agentive simplex verbs. This 

is the topic of section 3. We aIso adopt the theory of Kratzer (1996) in which the locus of 

agentivity is in a functional Voice-head that introduces the external argument in its specifier and 

takes the verb as its complement In section 5, we apply the tests from section 4 to causativized 

verbs, and the findings strongly suggest that the Base Verb does not comprise of a Voiœ 

projection, as it fails to exhibit any signs of agentivity. These facts therefore support the idea 

that the agentivity specification is not part of the verb proper. This in turn provides support for 

a neo-Kayne-Burzio analysis of FPs. Section 5 provides some concluding remarks and SUffiS up 

the major points made. 
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2. Previous approaches to Faire Pal' 

As we discussed in some detail in Chapter 2, Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986) proposed that 

Faire Par causatives, exemplified in (2a), have a syntactic structure in which the causative verb 

.fW.œ 'make' takes a bare VP complement, as schematicaUy illustrated in (2b). 

(2) a 

b 

Ho fatto riparare la macchina (da Gianni) 

(1) have made repaîr the car 

'I had the car repaired by GiannÎ.' 

[s pro ho VP] 

~~------
V NP pp 

riparare la macchina da Gianni 

by Gianni 

(Guasti 1996:295) 

In Chapter 2 we noticed that the Kayne-Burzio hypothesis makes a number of correct 

predictions. In particular, it provides an elegant way to account for why the Causee in FP does 

not exhibit any signs of subjecthood, in contrast to the Causee in the FI causative, hence 

aœounting for a number of asymmetries whose common core bas been capturoo by Chomsky's 

(1973) Specified Subject Condition, i.e. locality (see also Rouveret & Vergnaud 1980, 

Herschensohn 1980, Quicoli 1980, Hulk 1984 among others).l 

However, structure (2b) aiso raises a number of questions. One of the challenges is why it 

does not result in a violation of the Theta Criterion (e.g. Chomsky 1981, 1986b). Since the Base 

Verb tiparare 'repaîr' in (2a) is transitive, it has an external theta role (under classical assumptions, 

that is), 2 which to aU appearances is not assigned and therefore we expect a theta violation to 

oœur. However, since the sentence is fuHy grammatical, it is necessary empiricaily that no 

principle of grammar be violatoo. One possibility that has been considered in the literature is that 

the Base Verb in (2) has been passivized (see for instance Rouveret & Vergnaud (1980) and 

Rosen (1989)). While an account along these Hnes explains why the external argument of the Base 

Verb is suppressed and why it may surface in a .bx,.-phrase, it conflicts with severai facts that 
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strongly suggest that passive is not a factor in the formation of FPs. Firstly, the Base Verb is 

conspicuously void of passive morphology. Hence, it must be assumed that FPs involve a null

morpheme for the passive, which is restricted to exactly this environment. This would not be 

extraordinary by itself, although it is somewOOt remarkable that every language where FP 

causatives occur would resort to the nun morpheme. After aH, a fairly common strategy for 

adding additional support for the existence of null morphemes is by finding a language that uses 

an overt morpheme in the same context. This method is used for instance by Cinque (1999) in 

finding support for his daim that the CP-IP domain consists of a dozen or so functional 

projections. Along similar lines, Marantz (1993) and Baker (l988a) argue for the existence of a 

nul! applied morpheme in English on the basis of, for instance, the Bantu languages, where 

applied morphemes are overt.3 In this context, the glaring cross-linguistic absence of an overt 

passive morpheme in the FP causative is suspicious, although admittedly not necessarily fatal. If 

it would turn out !hat the embedded domain in (2b) exhibits -the range of syntactic properties 

normally associated with a passive, then there would nevertheless be good reasons to believe tOOt 

we are dealing with a passive. However, the syntax of the Base Verb in FPs ig nol comparable to 

the syntax of passives. For instance, not aH verbs that can -he passivized are eligible to serve as 

Base Verbs in the FP. Consider the contrast between the weH-formed passive (3a) and the ill

formed FP-causative (3b): 

(3) 

a 

Chichewa (Alsina 1992: 528) 

Passive 

Phokoso li -ku-mv-edw-a 

nOise S-Prs-hear -Pass-FV 

(ndi ana). 

(by children) 

'The noise is being heard (by the children) 
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b Faire Par 

*Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso (kwa ana). 

Chatsalira 8-Prs-hear-Cause-FV nOIse by children 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise. 1 

80, the question would now be why passive is fine in (3a), but not in (3b)? Moreover, Guasti 

(1990: 208) points out a further contrast that differentiates passives and FPs. Indefinite anaphors 

may occur in plain passives in Italian, being bound by the passive agent, (4a); However, an 

indefinite anaphor CaMot be bound by the agent of the Base Verb in the FP causative: 

(4) 

a 

!talian (Guasti 1990:208) 

Passive 

Questo genete di privilego viene sempre riservato sole a se stessi (da chiunque). 

This kind of privileges is always kept only to oneself-p (by everyone) 

b Faire Par 

*In quello spettaoolo il regista ha fatto flagellare se stessi (dagli attori). 

In !hat sho~ the director made flagellate oneself-p (by the actorsJ· 

The contrast between the passive (4a) and the FP causative (4b) is unexpected if the latter 

involves a bona fide passive Base Verb. Specifically, the syntax of passives and FPs is not 

comparable. In short, the cumulative effect of the points raised in this paragraph strongly argue 

against a passive analysis of the FP causative, and therefore we conclude !hat the Base Vern in 

(2b) has not been passivized Rather, we seem to he dealing with a radically subject-less 

structure. 

However, the contrast between (Sa) and (Sb) below touches an issue of another character, 

that we have discussed in the previous chapter. 
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(5) a Anyani a-na-meny-ets-a ana (kwa buluzi) 

baboons S-Pst-hit-Cause-FV children by lizard 

'The baboons made the lizard hit the children.' (Baker 1988a: 165) 

b *Chatsalira a-kn-mv-ets-a phokoso (kwaana). 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV nOise by children 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' (Alsina 1992: 528) 

The contrast between the two sentences in (S) is quite unexpected under the Kayne-Burzio 

structure (2b), because (Sa) and (Sb) are identical in terms of the syntactic building blocks they 

consist of. Both sentences are instances of FP-causatives, and the Base Verb in each is tranSitive 

and the Causee is optionally expressed as an adjoined m:.-phrase, thus conforming to the 

syntactic structure given in (2b) above. Nevertheless, orny (Sa) is well-formed. Therefore, the 

analysis (2b) must inevitably be complemented with some auxiliary assumption. In this section 

we shall consider two proposals that are concemed with how thls additional condition should be 

characterized. In Chapter 2 we underlined that some researchers, e.g. Bordelois (1988), Guasti 

(1990) and Travis (1991, 1992), haye proposed that the complement VP in an FP-causative must 

headed by an agentive verb. This hypothesis rules out (Sb), as perception verbs like mat ~ etc. 

are non-agentive, and by the same token (Sa) is aUowed, since the Base Vero ~ 'hit' is 

agentive. We shaU refer 10 fuis additional condition as the Agentivity Hypothesis, (6): 

(6) The Agentivity Hypothesi~ 

The Base Vero heading the bare VP complement in a Faire Par causative must he 

agentive. 

Another influential school of thought, among whose most prominent proponents we find Alsina 

(1992) and Guasti (1993, 1996), argue that the relevant factor involved in constraining FP

formation is not agentivity, but affectedness. Notwithstanding the fact that Alsina (1992) and 

Guasti (1993, 1996) represent different theoretical orientations (LFG and late-GB, respectively), 
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they converge on the important point that the object of the embedded verb plays a crucial role: it 

must be an affected object. Hence, we Tefer to this approach as the Affectedness Hypothesis: 

(7) The Affectedness Hypothesis 

The object of the Base Verb in a Faire Par causative must be affected. 

In this section we shaH consider these Hypotheses and their implications in sorne detail. 

We reach the conclusion that an affectedness based approach fails on empirical grounds. 

However, the cases where the Affectedness Hypothesis breaks down are straightforwardly 

handled by the Agentivity Hypothesis. 

2.1. Affectedness versus Agentivity 

In order to handle contrasts like the one between (5a) and (5b) aoove, Guasti (1993) presents a 

theory that shares the basic tenet of the passivization approach, namely that the extemal 

argument is suppressed, with the consequence that the theta theoretic problem that we 

mentioned previously can be circumvented. Guasti (1993) specifically argues that the presence of 

an affected object in the causative complement enables the external argument of the embedded 

vero to be lexically suppressed. Therefore, (5a) aoove is weU-formed since the object of the vero 

~ 'hit' is an affected argument, thus enabling the suppression of the external argument. This is 

different from passives, which Guasti assumes to be syntactically formed.4 As a consequence, 

the Base Vero does not need not an extended projection, such as an SlIP. 5 In contrast, the object 

of a perception verb, for instance.w.y 'hear in (Sb), does not qualify as affected. Therefore the 

external argument of the embedded vero in (Sb) has been spuriously suppressed, which results in 

ungrammaticality . 

The other major proponent of the Affectedness Hypothesis is Alsina (1992), who takes a 

route that is different from Guasti (1993, 1996). To begin with, he assumes that the causative 

formative is a three-place predicate which in addition to taking a causative agent and an embedded 

event, also takes a Patient argument (Pt), (8): 
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(8) 

caused event 

CAUSE <Ag Pt PRED <. .. e ... » 
1 1 

argument fusion 

For Alsina, the atIected argument in the causative template (8) is the Patient. The Patient 

undergoes argument fusion with an argument in the emhedded event. Argument fusion is 

constrained in such a way that the embedded argument targeted for fusion must be able to match 

the affectedness specification of the Patient. Rence, Alsina's analysis of the contrast in (5) is 

similar in spirit to Guasti's (1993) account. That is, the weU~formedness of (Sa) is attributed to 

the successful application of argument fusion. Since the object of the Base Verb is affected, this 

argument may fuse with the Patient in (8). Similarly,' the ungrammaticality of (Sb) is a 

consequence of the fact that the Base Object is not atIected, and therefore it is not a legitimate 

candidate for argument fusion In brief, both an analysis -telying on an agentivity restriction as 

weIl as approaches assuming an atIectedness constraint can successfully account for the contrast 

between (Sa) and (Sb) above. 

Now, consider once again the North Sâmi causatives in (9): 

(9) a Mahtte cuvke-h-ii (Mareha) lase. 

Mâhtte.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused Maretlsomeone to break the window.' 

b * Mahtte oainni-h-ii (Mareha) lare. 

Mâhtte.Nom see-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'MahUe caused Maretlsomeone to see the window.' 

As may be recalled from Chapter 2, we argued in part on the basis of the contrast between (9a) 

and (9b) that productive morphological causatives in North Sâmi must he FPs (compare (5)). 

Both the Agentivity Hypothesis and the Affectedness Hypothesis can account for the judgments 
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of the North Sâmi sentences (9a) and (9b), under the assumption that these are FPs. The 

agentivity restriction captures the contrast hetween (9a) and (9b), since the Base Verb cuyket 

'break.Tr.Inf is agentive, and therefore it is correctly predicted that (9a) is grammatical. The iH

formedness of(9b), on that view, foUows from the fact that the Base Verb is non-agentive. The 

AtIectedness Hypothesis aiso makes correct predictions about the sentences in (9). The object of 

the verb cuvket 'break.Tr.Inf is atIected, and consequently (9a) is grammatical. It aIso rules out 

(9b), on the grounds that the tbing perceived is not atIected in any sense by the event denoted by 

the verb ooidnit 'see.Ini' 

While the agentivity and affectedness based theories make equivalent predictions 

conceming FPs derived from transitive verbs, they part company once intransitive verbs are 

taken into the picture. Unaccusative verbs provide an excellent testing ground for the two views, 

since they are prototypicaIly non-agentive. The Agentivity Hypothesis firmly denies the 

possibility for such verbs to serve as Base Verbs in the FP causative, for the same reason that 

perception verbs are illicit in this causative frame «5b) and (9b». On the other hand, the 

Affectedness Hypothesis would not inherently prevent unaccusatives from appearing in FPs. 

Alsina (1992) and Guasti (1993, 1996) make subtly ditIerent predictions in tbis matter as 

a result of their respective implementations of the affectedness constraint. For Alsina. it is a 

prerequisite for argument fusion that there is an argument in the embedded event that can he 

atIected. In other words, orny those unaccusatives whose sole obligatory argument is affected are 

expected to he licit in causatives~ however, a great many unaccusatives do take an atIected 

argument, and thus they showd be able to causativize. In Guasti's (1993, 1996) theory, on the 

other hand, the IOle played by affectedness lies in enabling lexical suppression of the Base Verb's 

external argument. Thus, if the embedded VP independently lacks an external argument, then it 

may trivially serve as the bare VP complement of the causative formative. Therefore, both Alsina 

and Guasti agree that there should he no principled exclusion of unaccusative Base Verbs in FP

formation. 
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The precedent for thÏs view is found in Burzio (1986), who argued that causativized 

unaccusatives invariably form FPs. In order to appreciate this daim, let us briefly consider 

Burzio's argument, which is based the behavior of dative ditics in ltalian. Burzio noticed that 

dative ditics understood as arguments of the Base Verb cannot occur in causatives of the Faire 

Infinitive variety, (10a), but are fully grammatical in the FP-causative, (lOb): 

(10) a "'GUi faccio scrivere una lettera ti 

to-hÏm lwiU make write a letter 

'1 win make Maria write a letter to mm.' 

b GUi faccio scrivere una lettera ti 

to-him lwiUmake write a letter 

'1 will make Maria write a letter to mm.' 

a Maria. 

DatMaria 

(Burzio 1986:260) 

da Maria. 

by Maria 

(Mario Fadda, p.c.) 

The contrast between the !wo sentences in (10) foUows from the hypothesis that they are 

structuraUy distinct. Specifically, the causative verb in (lOa) takes a dausai complement, whose 

subject is the dative Causee a Maria.6 

(11) 
S 
~ 

NP CL VP 

gli V~ 
Cause~vp 

Causee ~ 
V ooot.ee 

base verb 
x 

To put it simply, due to the presence of an embedded subject, namely the Causee, the dative 

ditic in (lOa) fails to establish the right kind of relation with its trace, which results in 

ungrammaticality. However, the relation between the clitic and its trace in (lOb) cau he 

successfuUy established, a locality violation, since the embedded domain in an FP causative does 
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not involve an S node and consequently there is no structural subject that disrupts the path 

between gli and its trace: 

(12) 
S 
~ 

NP CL VP 

gli ~ 
Cause ~ 

V •• etOG0 

base verb 

Burzio (1986) then noticed that causativized unaccusatives behave exactly like th~ FP-causative 

(lOb) in this regard, as shown in (13). That is, the dative clitic can successfully he related with 

the trace in the embedded VP in (13) on par with (lIb): 

(13) faccio [VI> appanre Giovanni ti ]. 

to-him I-wiH mak:e appear Giovanni 

'1 will make Giovanni appear to him.' (Burzio 1986:274) 

Therefore Burzio concluded that causativized unaccusatives such as (13) are FP-causatives. The 

cliticization test is important, because sentences like (13) do not in volve a dative Causee in 

contrast to (10a), a consequence of the absolutive pattern found in Type 1 FIs based on 

intransitive verbs (see Chapter 2), nor is a ~-phrase possible, unlike (lOb), since these are 

reserved for the extemal argument of the Base Vero. The weU-formedness of (13), according to 

Burzio, therefore shows that the complement of the causative formative is not an S; if Giovanni 

in (13) were an embedded subject, then sentence would be ruled out on par with (lOa). Rather, 

the complement is a bare VP, and by parity ofreasoning this means that (13) is an FP. 

What this means for Guasti (1993, 1996) is that demotion of the external argument of the 

Base Verb, which is contingent on the existence of an affected object, is not a prerequisite for Fp· 

formation. Rather, in line with Burzio, any VP which does. not include an external argument can 

be embedded under Cause yielding an FP. Rence, Guasti's theory imposes no restrictions on 
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(FP-) causativization of unaccusatives, and furthennore, it preserves the daim of the Kayne

Bmzio Hypothesis that FPs by defmition involve bare VP complementation. In other words, FP

hood is seen a purely structural property. Alsina's theory would predict that a great many, but as 

we mentioned above, not necessarily aH unaccusatives can participate in the causativization 

operation. 

These considerations, if correct, would constitute effective counter-evidence agamst an 

agentivity based theory of FPs. Moreover, Guasti's (1993, 1996) theory makes a further daim, 

namely that the FI-FP dichotomy has nothing to do with causative formation per se, but is rather 

an artifact determined by whether or not a language bas access to the option of performing the 

operation of lexical suppression of the external argument of a verb. 

AH things being equal, the agentivity based theory seems a less attractive alternative. It 

predicts that unaccusatives are incompatible with FP-causativization, and it asserts that the FI

FP dichotomy is real, thus facing both empirical and conceptual challenges. To meet those 

challenges would amount to showing that all things are not equal. Firstly, one should raise the 

question if the affectedness proponents, as weIl as Bmzio (1986) who remained sHent on these 

matters, have shown that causativized unaccusatives must be FPs. In. other words, is it a 

requirement that a bare VP complement of a causative formative automaticaHy implies that we 

are dealing with an FP? 

The answer to tbis question is a firm "no. il In fact, given sorne version of the VP-internal 

Subject Hypothesis (Kuroda 1988, Kitagawa 1986, Koopman & Sportiche 1992 among others), 

not only FPs, but indeed also FIs arguably involve some fonn of bare VP complementation, as 

argued in e.g. Li (1990) (see aiso Hoffinan 1991, Marantz 1993 and Baker 1995b). Granted the 

VP-mternal Subject Hypothesis, an FI causative like (14a) has the the approximate (partial) 

structural representation (14b): 
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(14) a 

b 

Chatsahra a-ku-mv-ets-a phokoso. 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV children noise 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

VP 

DP~ 
Cnatsalira V ~VP 

Cause 
DP 

children V DP 
hear noise 

One can further easily imagine that the causative formative in an FI selects a Complete Functional 

Complex (CFC)(Chomsky 1986b) as its complement, i.e. the minimal structural domain within 

which the thematic properties of the verb are satisfied (see Baker 1995a, c). In such a case, a 

transitive VP including the VP-internal subject and an unaccusative VP would be on equal footing, 

since in each instance we would have a vero phrase that is thematically complete. In other words, 

from this perspective it would be irrelevant whether the head of the VP is transitive or 

unaccusative. The complement in an FP, in contrast, does not constitute a CFC, since the 

projection of the complement excludes the external argument of the Base Vero. We mentioned 

above one fact from ltaHan that is highly pertinent. (4), repeated as (15), shows that indefinite 

anaphors are licit in passives, but impossible in ltalian FPs, since the anaphor fails to find an 

antecedent in the embedded domain: 

(15) a Passive 

Questo genete di privilego viene sempre riservato sole a se stessi (da chiunque). 

This kind of privileges ts always kept only to oneself-p (by everyone) 

b Faire Par 

*In quello spettaoolo il regista ha fatto flageUare se stessi (dagli attori). 

In !hat show the director made flageUate oneself-p (by the actors) 

The ill-formedness of (15b) 1S a strong indication that the projection of the Base Verb does not 

constitute a CFC, in contrast to the passive sentence (15a). Chomsky (1986b) argues that 
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anaphors must be bound within a Complete Functional Complex, and because binding does not 

obtain between the implicit Causee and the anaphor in (15b), we have fairly straightforward 

evidence that the bare VP complement FPs is not a CFC. In spite of the slightly outdated 

characrer of the Complete Functional Complexes, the notion of a CFC is useful here because it 

predicts that a single-layered simplex VP, like the one given in (16), can be of two kinds: on the 

band it may he a thematicaHy complete projection of an unaccusative verb, and on the other hand 

it may be a thematically incomplete projection of a transitive verb: 

(16) 
VP 
~ 

V DP 

We are now ready to reconsider (13) above, repeated here as (17), and we can now afford 

to concede that it may have an FP-looking syntactic structure, without implying that it is an 

actual FP. 

(17) faccio [yp apparue Giovanni ti]. 

to-him I-will make appear . Giovanni 

'1 win make Giovanni appear 10 mm. i (Burzio 1986:274) 

In other words, showing that a causative complement is a VP does not amount to showing that it 

must be an FP. 

From these considerations alone, we are now faced with the prospect that it is virtually 

impossible to choose between the Agentivity Hypothesis and the Affectedness Hypothesis, at 

least as long as we consider languages like ltalian and Chichewa. Since these languages have both 

FIs and FPs in their causative inventory, it is always possible to regard a causative based on an 

unaccusative verb to be an FP, as Guasti's (1993, 1996) version of the Affected Hypothesis 

would predict, or as an FI, as the Agentivity Hypothesis would predict. In a situation like this 

we have an unbreakable tie. What we need then, is a language that lacks the FI-variety of 

causatives altogether. Fortunately, we have argued!hat North Sami is just such a language on the 
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basis in part of examples hke (18), which show that non-agentive perception verbs cannot he 

causativized in fuis language. 

(18) a Mahtte cuvke-h-ii (Mareha) lase. 

Mahtte.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused Maretlsomeone to break the window.' 

b * Mahtte oainni-h-ii (Mareha) lâse. 

Mahtte.Nom see-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused Maretlsomeone to see the window.' 

The fact that (18b) is iU-formed regardless of whether the Causee is present or not, makes it 

distinct enough from, say, Chichewa (19a) and ltalian (19b), to facilitate a fruitful syntactic 

companson. 

(19) a 

b 

Chatsalira a-ku-mv-ets-a "'(ana) phokoso. 

Chatsalira S-Prs-hear-Cause-FV children noise 

'Chatsalira is making the children hear the noise.' 

Maria ha fatto vedere le foto delle 

Maria has made see the photos of-the 

'Maria made Gianni see the holiday pictures.' 

vacanza 

vacation 

(Alsina 1992: 528) 

"'(a Gianni). 

DatGianni 

(Mario Fadda, p.c.) 

The predictions of Affectedness Hypothesis and the Agentivity Hypothesis can now be tested. 

Specifically, the Affectedness Hypothesis predicts that causatives based on unaccusative verbs 

should he fully grammatical, whereas the Agentivity Hypothesis predicts that such causatives 

should be systematically impossible. Consider now the North Sarni example (20), where we fmd 

the unaccusative Base Verb heavvan- 'drown.Intr.' Since the sole argument of fuis verb clearly is 

affected (the entity that undergoes the drowning event does in fact die as a result of it), both 

Alsina (1992) and Guasti (1993, 1996) predict sentence (20) to he fully grammatical. 
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(20) * Mâhtte heavvan-aht-ii Mâreha. 

Mâhtte.Nom drown.Intr-Cause-Pst.3s Mâret.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused Mâretlsomeone to drown.' 

However, (20) is m formed, a fact that neither Alsina (1992) and Guasti (1993, 1996) can 

capture. An agentivity-based account of FP-formation, as we have mentioned, straightforwardly 

accommodates (20), which now is ruled out on par with (1gb) aoove. Further examples are given 

in (21): 

(21) a *Mon cuovkan-ahtt-en lâse 

I.Nom break.Intr-Cause-Pst.ls window.Acc 

'1 caused the window to break.! 

b *Mon gopmân-ahtt-en fatnasa. 

I.Nom upside down.Intr-Càuse-Pst.ls boatAcc 

'1 caused the boat to flip over.' 

c *Mâhtte luva-h-Ïi biktasiid ... 

Mâhtte.Nom wetIntr-Cause-Pst.3s clothes.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused the clothes to become wet.' 

The inevitable lesson is therefore that affectedness oriented theories of the FI-FP distinction are 

flawed. 

3. Agentivity 

Since agentivity, or sorne notion related to it, plays a central role in constraining the formation of 

FP-causatives in general, and North Sâmi causatives in particular, it is important that we give this 

topic sorne thought. Specifically, since we have claimed that the Base Verb in an FP-causative 

must agentive, it is important to consider if there are any independent tests that distinguish 
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hetween agentive and non-agentive verbs apart from causative formation. In the absence of such 

independent diagnostics, the Agentivity Hypothesis (6) is at best speculative. In tms section we 

shall provide independent arguments for a distinction and needless to say they are not new; they 

have figured extensively in the literature over the years (Jackendoff 1972, 1987, Dowty 1991, 

Mithun 1991, Harley 1995a, Kratzer 1996, Foley & Van Vahn 1984, to mention a few). 

There is a general consensus across theoretical paradigms !hat agents initiate the action or 

event described by the verb, and agents furthermore often have clear volitional involvement in the 

eventuality. Experiencers on the other band are different from agents in that they perceive or 

become aware of what the verb descrihes, and they generally exclude any volitional involvement. 

These arguments are not new, nor are the types of tests that we win employ to reveal the reality 

of the distinction, as we will exclusively he concemed with agent-oriented material such as 

adverbs and infinitival purpose clauses (see Jackendoff 1972, Faraci 1976, Roberts 1987, Roeper 

1987, Jones 1991 and several others). The novelty is that we will present an investigation of the 

interaction of agentivity and agent-orientation in North Sâmi, a task wmch as far as 1 can tell bas 

not heen undertaken untiLnow. 

3.1. VP internai subjects 

Any discussion about agents and agentivity in a syntactic study could hardly be carried out 

without taking external arguments in general into consideration, since agents indeed are the most 

prototypical of extemal arguments (Baker 1995a, Dowty 1991). However, given our previous 

discussion, it is expected that it would he too strong a proposition to assert that aH extemal 

arguments are agents. As an example, consider the sentences in (22): 

(22) a Mâhtte cuvkii lâse. 

Mâhtte.Nom breakTr.Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mâhtte broke the window.' 
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b Mânmi bajâna 

child.Nom hear.Pst3s thunder.Acc 

The child heard the thunder.' 

What we are striving to show in tms section, is that the verbs cuylœt 'break. Tr.InP and ~ 

'hear.Inr differ with regard to the thematic mIe borne by their respective subjects, namely agent 

in (22a) and experiencer in (22b). However, this thematic contrast has little or no impact on the 

surface strings in (22). On the surface there do not appear to be any particularly interesting 

differences between (22a) and (22b). Indeed, each sentence in (22) consists of a transitive verb, a 

nominative subject and an accusative direct object Thus, the surface strings are virtually 

identical. The similarities between (22a) and (22b) are further enhanced when we consider 

passives like (23a) and (23b), both ofwmch are well-formed. 1 

(23) a 

b 

Lâse cuvke-juvvui. 

window.Nom break. Tr-Pass.Pst3s 

'The window was bmken.' 

Bajân gullo-juvvui. 

thunder.Nom hear-Pass.Pst3s 

'The thunder was heard.' 

Passivization pmvides a reliable diagnostic for distinguismng external arguments from 

other arguments. Passivization has the effect of demoting or suppressing a verb's extemal 

argument, with an accompanying 10ss in the verb's ability to license structural accusative case 

(cf. Chomsky 1981, Burzio 1986). The combined effect is familiar: the underlying direct object is 

forced to undergo NP-movement into the subject position of the clause. The fact that the verbs 

cuyket 'break. Tr.InP and,gyllm 'hear.InP can be passivized shows that both verbs take an external 

. argument Thus, granted a descriptive generalization of passive which cruciaUy relies on the 

demotion of an external argument, we infer that both the agent and the experiencer subjects in 
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(22) are external arguments. Therefore, we need sorne subtler means to determine whether these 

two external arguments are different in any substantial way. However, before we consider what 

tells them apart, it is important to reflect on sorne of the theoretical underpinnings oonnected 

with external arguments in general. 

3.2. The extemal argumem is Mt an argumem of the verh 

Up until around 1986, it was standardly assumed that external arguments originated in the 

specifier of SlIP. (24). 

(24) 
IP 
~ 

NP r 
Extemal. ~ 

Argument 1 VP 
1 

V' 
~ 

V NP 
Intemal. 

Argument 

The external argument was under this view assumed to recelVe its theta role either 

oompositionally from VP (Marantz 1984, Chomsky 1986a), or alternatively theta-marking of the 

subject was mediated through predication (e.g. Travis 1984). This contrasted with theta-marking 

of objects, which took place under govemment from the vero. Around 1986 a number of 

alternatives emerged. Kitagawa (1986:223) for instance remarks !hat the theory would be made 

simpler, and therefore conceptuaHy sounder, if there was just one mechanism responsible for the 

execution of theta-marking, which would be govemment from a lexical head. This oould be 

obtained by letting the external argument be generated in the specifier of VP, yielding (25) 

below.8 Indeed SpecVP was the sole remaining "mystery" position predicted by X-bar theory in 

the clausal skeleton. Both IP and CP had well-defined specifier positions, whereas SpecVP had 

the flavor ofa wild card position (see for instance Jackendoff 1977, Radford 1988). 
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(25) 
IP 
~ 

Spec r 
~ 

1 VP 
~ 

NP V 
External ~ 
Argument V NP 

InternaI Argument 

Hence, there \VaS much to gain and little to lose by assuming that extemal arguments are 

base-generated in the specifier of the VP. On the one hand, theta-rnarking could nowbe uniformly 

viewed as being carried out under lexical govemment, and on the other hand the gap in the X-bar 

theoretic paradigm wa8 taken care of. Hence, aH theta positions were now VP-intemal. 

Consequently, it was a180 predicted that externat arguments must move to SpecIP in order to 

reœive structural Case. Given the independent existence of movernent, this particular ingredient 

did not increase the complexity of the overall theory. On the empirical side, perhaps the mos! 

famous argument for the VP internai subject hypothesis comes from the existence of so-called 

floating quantifiers, such as The students have gJJ.. read the book. The separation of the subject 

NP and the quantifier could nowbe analyzed as arising when the NPmoves to SpecIP, stranding 

the quantifier in SpecVP (see Sportiche 1988). 

However, Kratzer (1996) points out several reasons why the particular version of the VP 

internai Subjœt Hypothesis given in (25) is questionable.9 Her argument goes back to Marantz 

(1984), who, as we mentioned above, assumed that the externat them-role is assigned 

compositionally by the VP to the NP in SpecIP in (24) above. Marantz observed that sorne 

Verb-Object cornbinations give rise to a special interpretation orthe verb, as shown in (26) (cited 

frorn Harley 1995a:73): 

(26) a kill a cockroach 

b kill a conversation (cause the conversation to end) 

c kiU an evening (while away the time span of the evening) 
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d bU a bottle (empty the bottle) 

Subject-Verb combinations, on the other hand, never force a similar kind of special interpretation 

to the exclusion of the object. On these grounds, Marantz assumed that the external argument is 

not an argument of the verb at aU, but is an argument of VP. Kratzer notices that this insight 

cannot be captured by (25), where it is assumed that external and internaI theta-roles are assigned 

uniformly; (25) could very well create Subject-Verb idioms, excluding the object,lO under the 

assumption that thematic discharge proceeds via Functional Application. Kratzer also points out 

that a retum to (24) is not a viable option, since fuis structure essentiaUy does not involve any 

source for the external argument. Kratzers solution is to let the external argument be introduced 

into the specifier of the functional head Voie ce), as shown in (27), which retains Marantz's 

insight that external arguments are not arguments of the verb. Notice also that since Voi is located 

below TP, the effect of the VP internal subject hypothesis is preserved. 

(27) 
TP 

....... ~ ...... 
T VoiP 

D~ 
ExtemaJ Voi VP 
Argument [ExtArg] ~ 

[±active] V DP 
Internai 
Argument 

In Kratzer's themy, grammatical voice is seen as a property of Voi, as indicated by the 

tentative feature [±active] in (27), meaning that Voi can be either active or passive. It is only in 

the former case that an argument is introduced into the specifier of the VoiP. IfVoÎ is specified as 

non-active, it does not introduce an argument DP into its Spec position. Notice, however, that it 

has been proposed, e.g. in Jaeggh (1984) and Roberts (1987), that passive does not suppress the 

external argument. Rather, as a consequence of the morphological marking which is a haUmark of 

passivization, the external argument is expressed in an alternative way. Roberts (1987) for 

instance, drawing on Jaeggli (1984), argues that the external argument is realized as a 
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phonologicaUy mül DP (PRO/pro), which bears whatever external them-role each individual verb 

assigns. This position is embraced also in Guasti (1993). 

A related theory is presented in Baker, Johnson & Roberts (1989) (BJR). Following the 

precedent of Jaeggli and Roberts, BJR too argue that the external them-role is syntactically 

assigned. However, it is not assigned to a phonologicaUy nun DP, but to INFL. BJR's approach 

has the advantage of avoiding the locahty problems for NP-movement of the object, which are 

inherent in the PRO/pro approach. Specifically, under the assumption that the external argument 

is a phonologically nun element, something special must be said why the underlying object can 

move past the argument in Spec VP to the Spec of IP in passives, but not in actives, (28): 

(28) a 

b 

*[œ cakei r [w John eat li ]] 

t-----*---II 
~1Jp cakej r [w prolPRO eat-Pass li]] 

t-----___________________ ~I 

Kratzer's position, although distinct from both of the aforementioned theories since the verb is 

not responsible for the external theta-roIe, bears a doser affinity to BJR's theory since passives 

do not invoive a phonologically nun element. In Kratzer's theory it suffices to say that a [-active] 

Voi does not introduce an agent argument, hence there is no need to stipulate a nun element in 

Spec VoiP .11 

So far we have said nothing about the thematic smtus of the extemal argument. Kratzer 

suggests that in addition to Voi, there is a head "Holder" which introduces the external argument 

of stative verbs. For ease of exposition, we shaH refer Holder as [-Agentive] Voi. 12 

(29) a 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Extemal Voi VP 
Argument [Ext.Arg] /"--... 

( [+ Agentive]) V Int?!l 

Argument 

b 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Extemal Voi VP 
Argument xtAr /"--... 

[-Agentive] V DP 
InternaI 
Argument 
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Kratzer's theory of VoiP has the further consequence that an varieties of extemal 

arguments are structuraUy assimilated.13 Given that we know from (23) aoove that both agentive 

and non-agentive subjects can he demoted under passive, it is clear that the thematic status of the 

extemal argument, such as agent or experiencer, is not a crucial factor for the application of 

Passive. However, the agentive/non-agentive dichotomy does enter the picture in various cases, 

such as the abihty to co-occur with adverbs and adverbial clauses that require the presence of an 

agent. In the next subsection we shan flesh out the hehavior of such items in North Sâmi. 

3.3. Agent-orientation 

In tbis subsection we shaH examine the mIe of agentivity for the licensing of purpose clauses and 

agent-oriented adverbs in North Sâmi, showing that there is a clear distinction between agentive 

and non-agentive verbs. 14 Thus, the distribution of agent-oriented items will be exploited as· a 

diagnostic to deterroine whether a verb takes an agentive VoiP or not. The reader should he aware 

that we are concemed with independent tests for agentivity. Hence we are making claims about 

agentivity, and not necessarily conceming the analysis of the very elements that we are exploiting 

in our pursuit to attain this main goal. The importance of establishing independent tests for 

agentivity should be obvious: since we have indications that North Sâmi causatives cau orny he 

based on agentive veres, we expect at the end of the day to find that those simplex clauses that 

allow agent-oriented items consist of verbs that can successfully be causativized, and vice versa 

3.3.1. hupose Clim.ses 

It has heen argued in the literature (Manzini 1983, Roberts 1987, Roeper 1987, arnong others) 

that the PRO subject of adverbial infinitival purpose clauses must be controUed by an agent, (30). 

In (30a) and (30b) we have transitive matrix verbs, wbile the matrix verb in (30c) is an 

unaccusative intransitive verb. 
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(30) a John sank the boat [pRO to coUect the insurance]. 

b '" John heard the thunder [pRO to learn about the weather]. 

c *The boat sank [pRO to collect the insurance]. 

The subject hilin of the agentive transitive verb â in (30a) is a legitimate controller of PRO. On 

the other hand, (30b), whose subject is an experiencer, is ungrammatical. The contrast between 

(30a) and (30b) shows !hat Control into purpose clauses is contingent on the presence of an 

agent, which then implicates a non-trivial distinction among agentive and non-agentive verbs, 

independently ofthe analysis of Control. 15 

The pattern that emerges from (30) ig easily captured by Kratzer'g VoiP hypothesis. 

Recall from above that Kratzer (1996) acknowledges!hat not aU external argument are agents, and 

proposes to handle the difference by aUowing Voi to come in at least two different variants. 16 

Granted Kratzer's theory, it is reasonable to assume that the contrast hetween (30a) and (30b) 

stems from different specifications ofVoi:;-specifically with regard to [± Agentive]. Rence, we 

can state a licensing condition such as (31), which requires purpose clauses to he stl"ucturally 

supported by agentive Voi 

(31) Purpose clauses are licensed by [+ Agent] Voi. 

Thus the ill formedness of (30b) and (30c) can he attributed to the fact that perception verbs and 

unaccusative verbs are not positively specified for agentivity, in violation of (31). It is 

furthermore immaterial. for these purposes whether unaccusatives consist a non-agentive Voi or 

whether they lack a Voi projection altogether. 

In short, the distribution of purpose clauses provides a diagnostic for distinguishing 

between various specifications ofVoiP. This in turn is important for the purposes of North Sâmi 

causatives. We shall therefore now consider North Sâmi purpose clauses. 
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3.3.2. North Stimi Purpose Clauses 

Stnce we have claimed in the previous discussion that the Base Verb in Sfuni causatives must be 

agentive, we now predict that if an agent-oriented item such as a purpose clause can occur in a 

simplex clause, then the main vero of the clause should he able to undergo causativization. As we 

shaH see during the course of presentation, this prediction ts correct. 

To begin with, we shaH demonstrate that the behavior ofpurpose clauses in North Sâmi is 

in aU essential ways identical to what is known to hold for English. Notice, however, that non

fmite North Sâmi purpose clauses do not involve the regular infinitive fonn ofthe verb, as shown 

by the ungrammatical sentence (32).17 

(32) * Mâhtte vuojuhii fatnasa 
Mâhtte.Nom sink. Tr.Pst.3s boat.Ace 

[PRO beahttit dâhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.INF insurance company.Acc 

'Mâhtte sank the boat to cheat the insurance company.' 

Rather, the verb must appear in the so-called actio-fonn, as shown in (33) below (cf. Nielsen 
--

1926-9. Nickel 1994, Svonni & Vinka 2002b).18 Notice furthennore that the verb in the actio-

forro precedes the purpose marker .dibE. 'in order to.' The "actio"-ized verb, however, retains aU 

its Case assigning and argument taking properties. 19 Consequently, the weB-formed sentences in 

(33) are fully comparable to the English example (30a) above.20 

(33) a Mâhtte vuojuhii 
Mâhtte.Nom sink. Tr.Pst.3s 

fatnasa 
boat.Acc 

[PRObeahttin dihte dâhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.ACT in-order-to insurance company.Ace 

'Mâhtte sank the boat in order to cheat the insurance company.' 
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b Mâhtte cuvkii lase 
Mâhtte.Nom break. Tr.Pst.3s window.Acc 

[PRO heahttin dihte dâhkâdussearvvi). 
cheatAct in-order-to insurance company.Acc 

'Mâhtte broke the window in order to cheat the insurance company' 

c Bârdni buoridii ârvosaru 
boy.Nom improve.Tr.Pst.3s grade.Ace 

[PRO iHudahttin dihte eatni]. 
make. happy. Act in-order-to mother.Ace 

'The boy improved the grades in order to make mother happy.' 

In other words, it is reasonable to assume that the sentences in (33) ohey the licensing condition 

stated (31), that is, the purpose clauses are structurally supported by agentive Voi. 

The examples in (34) below complete the comparison with EngHsh. (34) shows that 

purpose clauses are not licit in a main clause headed by a non-agentive transitive main verb (see 

(30b», and likewise the subject ofunaccusative verbs CaMot serve as the antecedent for PRO, 

(35) (compare (30c»: 

(34) a 

b 

*Mannâ gulai 
child.Nom hear.Pst.3s 

[PRO illudahttin 
make. happy. Act 

bajâm 
thunder.Ace 

dihte eatni]. 
in-order-to mother.Ace 

'The child heard the thunder in orderto make motherhappy.' 

*Mon 
I.Nom 

oidnen bohceuid. 
saw.Pst 1 s reindeer.Ace 

. [PRO illudahttin 
make.happy.Act 

dihte manâ]. 
in-order-to child.Acc 

'1 saw reindeer in order to make the child happy.' 
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c *Biera dovoo Mâreha 
Biera.Nom know.Prs.3s Maret.Acc 

[PRO illudahttin 
make.happy.Act 

dihte su 
in-order~to his 

eatni]. 
mother.Acc 

'Biera knows Maret in order to make his mother happy.' 

d * Mâret diehtâ dan assi, 
Mâret.Nom know.Prs.3s that issue. Ace 

[PRO illudahttin dihte assevuoddjil 
make.happy.Act in-order-to lawyer.Acc 

Mâret knows the issue in order to make the lawyer happy.' 

(35) a *F anas VUJUl 

boat.Nom sink.Intr.Pst.3s 

[PRO beahttin dihte dAhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company. Ace 

'The boat sank in order to cheat the insurance company. i 

b *Lâse cuovkanii 
window.Nom break.Intr.Pst.3s 

[PRO beahttin dihte dAhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Acc 

'The window broke in order to cheat the insurance company,' 

c * Arvosatni buorrami 
grade.Nom improve.Intr.Pst.3s 

[pRO iHudahttin dihte eatni]. 
make. happy. Act in-order-to mother.Acc 

'The grades improved in order to make mother happy. i 

d * Mâhtte heavvanii 
Mâhtte.Nom drown.Intr.Pst,3s 

[PRO beahttin dihte dAhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Acc 

'Mâhtte drowned in order to cheat the insurance company.' 
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The ungrammatieality of (34) and (35) follows from the basic assumption that a purpose dause 

must be supported by a [+Agentive] VoÎ. Since both (34) and (35) are non-agentive, the purpose 

dauses fail to receive such support and consequently the sentences are ruled out. The 

unaceusative example (35d) furthermore shows that that the situation does not improve even if 

the surface subject is animate. PragmaticaUy one could very weIl imagine that Mâhtte in (35d) 

drowned in order to provide his poverty-stricken family with money from bis life msurance. The 

sentence is, however, ill-formed. 

However, as is weH-mown, the possibility to control into purpose dauses does not hinge 

on the presence of an agentive surface subject (Manzini 1983, Roeper 1987). (36) shows that the 

imphcit argument of a passivized agentive verb may serve equaUy weU as the antecedent for PRO 

in both English and North Sâmi: 

(36) a The boat was sunk [.i>RO to collect the insumnce]. 

b Fanas vuojuh-uvvu-i-
boat.Nom sink. Tr-Pass-Pst.3s 

[PRO beahttin dilite dâ..1-ll<:âdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Ace 

'The boat was sunk in order to cheat the insurance company.' 

c Lâse cuvke-juvvu-i 
window.Nom break. Tr-Pass-Pst.3s 

d 

[PRO beahttin dihte dâhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Ace 

'The window was broken in order to cheat the insurance company.' 

Arvosâtni 
grade.Nom 

buorid-uvvu-i 
improve.Tr-Pass-Pst.3s 

[pRO illudahttin 
make. happy. Act 

dihte eatni]. 
În-order-to mother.Acc 

'The grades were improved in order to make mother happy.' 
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Thus, the opposition between (35) and (36) illustrates an important difference between 

unaccusatives and passives, which can be straightforwardly captured by the VoiP hypothesis. 

Simply speaking, it can be argued that both actives such as (30a) and passives like (36a) involve 

an agentive VoiD. As a matter of course, their respective voice specifications differ, and we 

assume that the passive does not project a specifier, with the ensuing result that an extemal 

argument is not introduced. As mentioned previously, unaccusatives like (35) might come with a 

[-Agentive] Voi that does not introduce an external argument (cf. Collins 1997b, Kratzer 1996, 

Arad 1999. Chomsky 1998, 1999), or altematively lack a Voi projection altogether (see Chomsky 

(1995) and Baker (1995a) for proposaIs along the se lines). Thus, purpose clauses are licit in the 

vicinity of an agentive Voi, in accordance with (31) above. 

For the saké of completing the picture, notice that non-agentive verbs that can be 

passivized may not appear with purpose clauses, for obvious reasons: 

(37) a *The thunder was heard [pRO to leam about the weather]. 

b *Bajân gullo-juvvu-i 
thunder.Nom hear-Pass-Pst.3s 

[pRO illudahttin dihte eami]. 
make.happy.Act rn-order-to mother.Acc 

'The thunder was heard, rn order to make mother happy.' 

c *Bohccot oidno-juvvo-jedje 
reindeer.Nom saw-Pass-Pst,3p 

[PRO illudahttin dihte mana]. 
make. happy. Act in-order-to childAcc 

'The reindeer were seen, in order to make the child happy.' 

Thus, the sentences in (37) are bad, not because they are passive, but because they are passives 

based on non-agentive verbs,21 and consequently the licensing condition on purpose clauses is 

violated. 
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Unergative intransitive verbs behave on par with transitive agentive verbs with regard to 

purpose clauses, (38). This is hardly surprising, given that the sole argument of an unergative 

verb is an agent by definition (see e.g. Burzio 1986, Baker 1995a, forthcoming). 

(38) a Mahtte dansii [PRO iHudahttin dihte Mareha]. 

Mahtte.Nom dance.Pst.3s make.happy.Act in-order-to Maret.Acc 

'Mahtte danced in order to make Maret happy.' 

b Mahtte Vlegat [PRO iUudahttin dihte Mareha]. 

Mahtte.Nom run.Pst.3s make.happy.Act in-order-to Maret.Acc 

'Mahtte ran in order to make Maret happy.' 

c Mahtte njurggui [PRO illudahttin dihte Mareha]. 

Mahtte.Nom whistle. Pst. 3s make.happy.Act in-order-to :Maret.Acc 

'Mahtte whistles in order to make Maret happy.' 

In this subsection we have seen that purpose clauses in North Sami behave on par with 

more weH-studied languages (Faraci 1977, Jones 1991, etc.). That is, tbis kind of adverbial clause 

can only occuf in the environment of agentive matrix verbs, and consequently they provide us 

with independent evidence for a [±Agentive] distinction among verbs. 

3.3.3 More agent-orientation: mielast- 'gladly' 

We have established that the distribution of purpose clauses in North Sâmi conforms to the well

known English pattern, and crucially binges on the existence of an agentive Voi. We shaH now 

tum to another agent-oriented expression in North Sâmi, namely the adverb mielast- 'gladly'. The 

main point here is to provide further support for the claim made in 3.3.2., namely that agent

oriented material must he licensed in the presence of an agentive Voi. 

One important fact about the adverb mielast- 'gladly' is that it agrees in person and 

number with the subject of the clause, which as we shall below see bas consequences for the 
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appearance ofthis adverb in passives. The complete inflectional paradigm for mielast- 'gladly' is 

given in (39). 

(39) 

1 PERSON 

2PERSON 

3 PERSON 

8INGULAR 

mielastan 

mie/astat 

mie/astis 

PLURAL 
mielasteame mielasteamet 

mielasteatte mielasteattet 

mielasteaskka mielasteaset 

With this fact in mind, let us now tum to (40) and (41). (40) illustrates that the occurrence of 

mielast- 'gladly' is bcit in agentive contexts: 

(40) a 

b 

c 

Mahtte mie1ast-is cuvkii lase. 

Mahtte.Nom gladly-3s break.Tr.Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mahtte gladly broke the window.' 

Mon mie1ast-an divvon biilla 

I.Nom gladly-ls repair.Pst.ls car.Ace 

'1 gladly repaired the car.' 

Son mielast-is logai 001. 

s/he.Nom gladly-3s read.Pst.3s book.Ace 

'S/he gladly read the book.' 

(40) above shows that mie1as1;- 'gladly' con occur in agentive contexts, however not that it must. 

Consider the examples in (41) below. (41) involves non-agentive verbs, and each sentence in (41) 

is ungrammatical in the presence of mielas1;- 'gladly.' Therefore, the indication is that this adverb 

is agent-oriented. 

(41) a Manna (*mielast-is) gulai bajana. 

child.Nom gladly-3s hear.Pst.3s thunder.Acc 

'The child gladly heard the thunder.' 
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b Mon (*mielast-an) oidnen Mâreha. 

I.Nom gladly-ls see.Pst.ls Mâret.Acc 

'1 gladly saw Mâret.' 

c Mon (*midast-an) dovddan Màreha. 

I.Nom gladly-ls know.Prs.ls Mâret.Acc 

'1 gladly know Mâret.' 

As the contrast between (40) and (41) shows, mie1ast- 'gladly' may only occur in agentive 

environments, hence its distribution is identical to purpose clauses. Thus, we may assume that 

both purpose clauses and agent-oriented adverbs such as mie1ast- 'gladly' faU under the licensing 

condition stated in (42): 

(42) Agent-oriented material is licensed by [+Agent] Voi. 

Let us now extend the domamof inquiry and take unergative verbs mto consideration. As 

we would expect, mieiast- 'gladly' is perfectly !icit in such environments, (43): 

(43) a Mâhtte mieIast-is dansii 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly-3s dance.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly danced.' 

b Mâhtte mieiast-Îs Vlegal. 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly-3s run.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly ran.' 

Mâhtte mielast-is 
. . 

c nJmggw. 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly-3s whistle.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly whistled.' 

Nor does it come as a surprise to discover that mielast- 'gladly' cannot occur in clauses whose 

main verb belongs in the unaccusative class, (44): 
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(44) a Mâhtte (*mielast-is) heawanii. 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly-3s drown.Intr.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly drowned 1 

b Mâhtte (*mielast-is) dearvvaSmuvai. 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly-3s become. weU.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly got weIl.' 

c Mâhtte (*mielas1;-is) iUosii. 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly-3s become. gladPst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly became glad.' 

The data in (40), (41), (43) and (44) follow without further stipulations from the hypothesis that 

mielas1:- 'gladly' and other agent-oriented elements are licit in the environrnent of an agentive Voi 

projection. 

So far, mie1as1;- 'gladly' has been shown to he able to occur in the environrnents of an 

agentive Voice projection, on par with purpose clauses. However, unlike purpose clauses, this 

particular adverb cannot appear in passive clause~, irrespective of whether Voi is agentive or not, 

as shown in (45) below, a fact we hinted at earlier on: 

(45) a Girjjit (*mielastis) lohkko-juwo-jedje. 

books.Nom gladly.3p read-Pass-Pst.3p 

'The books were gladly read.' 

b Skohter (*mielastis) diwo-juvvu-i. 

ski-doo.Nom gladly.3s repair-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The ski-doo was gladly repaired.' 

c Bohccot (*mielastis) goddo-juwo-jedje. 

reindeer.Nom gladly.3p kiH-Pass-Pst.3p 

'The reindeer were gladly kiHed.' 
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d Fanas (*mielast-is) vuojuh-uvvu-i 

boat.Nom gladly-3s sink.Tr-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The boat was gladly sum:.' 

There is, 1 believe, a straightforward reason why the pasSIve sentences above are 

ungrammatical in the presence ofmielast- 'gladly.' The crucial point here is directly related to the 

fact that mielast- 'gladly,' in addition to being agent-oriented, exhibits an agreement effect with the 

subject. The personlnumber markers that appear on mielast- 'gladly,' given in (39) above, are in 

fact possessive suffixes, (46): 

(46) a North Sami Possessive SuffIXes (Svonni & Vinka 2002b:38) 

1 PERS ON 

2PERSON 

3 PERSON 

SINGULAR lî!IAL PLURAL 

-n -me -met 

-de/-tte -det/-ttet 

-s -ska/-skka -set 

b nihk:is/râhkk;âs- 'darling', Nom, Gen and Ace Singular Possessive 

1 PERS ON 

2PERSON 

3 PBRSON 

SINGULAR lî!IAL PLURAL 

rahkkasan 

rahkktisat 

rahkkasis 

rahkkaseame rahkkaseamet 

rahkktiseatte rahkktiseattet 

rahkktiseaskka rahkktiseaset 

An important descriptive characteristic of these suffixes is the fact they refer back to the DP that 

occms in the specifier of the most local TP. Consider the pair of sentences in (47). 

(47) a 

b 

cummistii SUilj nihkkasa. 

Mlihtte.Nom kiss.Pst.3s s/he.Gen darling.Ace 

'Mlihttei kissed selfsi/hisj darling.' 

cummistü rlihkkâsisi/*j. 

Mâhtte.Nom kiss.Pst.3s darling.Acc.3sPx. 

'Mlihttei kissed selfsj/*hisj darling.' 
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Just like English hislher. North Sâmi,m, 'herlhis' may he bound or free in (47a). In (4Th), on the 

other hand, where the object uilikkis 'dading' has a possessive suffix attached to it, râhkkasis 

'darling.Acc.3sPoss,' only the bound reading is possible. Furthennore, as we mentioned in 

Chapter 2, reflexive elements in North Sami are strictly subject-oriented, an observation due to 

Outakoski (2002): 

(48) a cajeha 

Mâhtte.Nom show.Prs.3s Mâret.Acc 

'Mâhtte shows Maret to himself/*herself.' 

alcces-iSi/*j . 

selfIll-3Px 

b Mâhttei œjeha Marehiij iefu-Si/*j gova 

Mâhtte.Nom show.Prs.3s Maret.Ill selfGen-3Px picture.Acc 

'Mahtte shows Maret a picture ofhimself/*herself' 

That is, the reflexive anaphors in (48) can oruy he bound by the matrix subject in both (48a) and 

(48b). As indicated, it is impossible for the Illative anaphor in (48a) to he bound by the 

Accusative direct object, and as shown in (48b), an accusative anaphor cannotbe bound by an 

Illative object. It might objected that because the suffixes in (48) appear on the reflexive element, 

we have not shown that the suffix is subject oriented. However, the judgments remain unchanged 

in (49a) and (49b), which do not contain any 'self-reflexives: 

(49) a Mâhttei œjeha manâj eatnisasi/*j. 

Mahtte.Nom show.Prs.3s chlld.Acc mother.Ill.3sPx 

'Mâhtte shows the chlld to his /*its mother.' 

b Mahttei cajeha Marehiij govllSi/*j. 

Mahtte.Nom show.Prs.3s Maret.Ill picture.Acc.3sPx 

'Mahtte shows Maret his/*her picture.' 

Given the subject orientation of the possessive suffix, it seems quite plausible that it is 

the possessive suffix appearing on mielast- 'withjoy' that creates a confIict in passive clauses like 
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those in (45) above. On the one hand, the adverb is construed with the irnplicit agent, as enooded 

in the [+Agentive] VoL On the other hand, it must agree with the syntactic subject. In other 

words, the adverb in, for instance, (45a) is forced to relate both to the Agent and the Therne, 

sirnultaneously. Let us assume that this is too much for it to handle, and as a result we end up 

with an interpretational conflict. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the fact that mielast

cannot occur in passive clauses is not due to a strict subject-orientation of agent-oriented adverbs 

(because such adverbs are not strictly Subject oriented), but because of the anaphoric suffix. 

Hence, we can maintain that mielast- 19ladly' is licensed in the environment of agentive Voi, unless 

independent factors conspire against its occurrence. 

3.4. Summary 

In conclusion, in tms section we have presented independent support for a distinction among 

agentive and non-agentive verbs in North Sâmi. Essentially following Kratzer (1996), it has been 

shown that agent-oriented expressions cau occur ifVoiP is specified for agentivity, which implies 

that purpose clauses and other agent-oriented adverbs occur in sorne position where they are 

sensitive to the agentivity specification ofVoi. 

What is of great interest however is the fact that the verbs that we have identified as 

agentive correspond to the set of verbs that may undergo productive causativization. For 

instance, the well-formedness of(50a) correlates to the weH-formedness of the causative sentence 

(50b). 

(50) a Mahtte rnielast-is cuvkii lâse. 

Mâhtte.Norn gladly-3s break.Tr.Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mahtte gladly broke the window.' 

b Mâhtte cuvke-h-ii Mâreha lâse. 

Mâhtte.Norn break. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused Maret to break the window.' 
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On the other hand, the ungrammatical non-agentive sentences (51a), involving the perception verb 

~ 'hear,' cannot he causativized, (51b): 

(51) a 

b 

* Manna mielast-is gulai bajana. 

child.Nom gladly-3s hear.Pst.3s thunder.Acc 

'The child gladly heard the thunder.' 

* Mahtte gula-h-ii mana bajâna. 

Mahtte.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.3s child.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused the child to hear the thunder.' 

Moreover, unaccusative verbs do not provide the right kind of structural support for mielast

'gladly' as shown in (52), and such verbs cannot he causativized, (52b): 

(52) a 

b 

*Mahtte mieJ.ast-is heavvanii. 

Mahtte.Nom gladly-3s drown.Intr.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly drowned.' 

*I)on heavvan-ahtt-et 

you.Nom drown-Cause.Pst.2s 

'Y ou caused Mahtte to drown.' 

Mahte. 

Mahtte.Acc 

Unergative verus, on the other band, pattern on par with (50) with regard to mielast- 'gladly' and 

causativization, (53): 

(53) a Mahtte mielast-is Vlegru. 

Mahtte.Nom gladly-3s run.Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte gladly ran.' 

b Mon viega-h-in Mahte. 

I.Nom run-Cause-Pst.3s Mahtte.Acc 

'1 caused Mahtte to run.' 
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These findings provide strong preliminary support for the hypothesis that productive 

morphological causatives in North Sâmi are formed from agentive Base Verbs. Thus, we have 

shown that any nsimplexn verb that can be classified as agentive on the basis of the tests we have 

presented can aiso be causativized. Conversely, the "simplex" verbs that are incompatible with 

these tests aiso fail to undergo causativization. This thus strengthens the Agentivity Hypothesis 

for causative formation. 

4. Causatives and agent=ol'iented material 

The take-home message from the previous section is that both active and passive verbs contain a 

Voi-projection, which is either positively or negatively specified for agentivity. An agentive Voi, 

regardless of whether it is active or passive, provides the right kind of structural support for 

agent-oriented constituents, such as purpose clauses. In other words, we have used agent

oriented items as probes to flesh out certain structural properties the verb phrase. Furthermore, 

the diagnostics for agentivity that we presented are of great importance because they signify that 

there is str?ng independent motivation to posit a distinction among agentive and non-agentive 

verbs, wbich is an issue that is central in constraining the formation of causatives of the FP

variety. 

In tbis section we shaH extend the scope of inquiry by taking productive causatives into 

account, of course concentrating on North SâffiÏ. SpecificaUy, having assumed the Agentivity 

Hypothesis for FP-formation in general, we would, at least naïvely, expect that the domain of the 

Base Vero in sentences hke (54) below should provide an appropriate environment for the kind 

of agent-oriented material discussed in Section 3 above. 

(54) Mon divu-h-in (Bireha) biilla. 

I.Nom repair-Cause-Pst.ls Biret.Acc car.Ace 

'1 caused Biret/someone to repaîr the car.' 
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However, this prediction is not borne out. On the one hand, that is exactly what is expected from 

the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis, which stipulates that the Base Verb is not associated with an 

external argument. On the other band the result is unexpected if, as we argued above, Voi 

provides the syntactic locus for agentivity. Coupled with the Agentivity Hypothesis, which 

stipulates that the Base Verb must be agentive, the consequence should be that the complement 

of an FP involves a [+Agentive] VoiP. 

4.1. Preliminaries 

In Chapter 2 we discussed sorne differences among FI and FP causatives, and to a certain extent 

these could be shown to follow from the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis. As may be recalled, Fis are 

analyzed as involving sentential complementation, whereas the complement of the causative 

formative in an FP is assumed to he a bare VP: 

(55) a Faire Infinitive 
S 
~ 

DP VP 
agent ~r--=-S-------

cause ~ 
DP VP 
~ 

causee V DP 

base vero base object 

b Faire Par 
S 
~ 

DP vp 
agent V VP 

cause ~------
V DP (PP) 

base base causee 
verb object 

Since the FI involves an S-complement, the Base Verb is assumed to assign a theta-role not only 

to the Base Object, but aiso to the Causee. In section 2, we pointed out that the situation is 
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different in FPs. Burzio (1986: 249-250) assumes that the external theta-role of the Base Verb in 

the FP (5 5b) is not assigned at aH, which he daims is a possibility if the overall structure does 

not have a position to wmch tms theta-roie could be discharged. Guasti (1993), on the other 

hand, assumes that the external theta-role of the Base Verb is lexically suppressed, and therefore 

it is not relevant for syntactic purposes. Disregarding questions that arise with both Burzio 

(1986) and Guasti (1993), the fact'that they daim that the Base Verb in FPs does not assign an 

agent role leads us to expect that one should detect different possibilities for the interpretation of 

agent-oriented material, given the different structures in (55). In fact, Guasti (1990, 1993) 

provides sorne compelling pieces of evidence to tms extent 

Guasti (1990, 1993) demonstrated that one point of divergence among ltalian FI and FP 

causatives is concerned with the interpretation of agent-oriented items such as purpose dauses. 

Consider the two sentences in (56): 

(56) a 

b 

Il smdaco ha fatto costruire il monumento a arcmtetto NervÏi 
the mayor bas made build the monument Dat arcmtect Nervi 

[per PROi ottenere .. appoggi politico]. 
morder to obtain support political 

'The mayor made the arcmtect Nervi build the monument to obtain political 
support.' 

*Il sindaco ha fatto costrWre il monumento (daU architetto Nervi)i 
themayor has made build the monument by arcmtect Nervi 

[per PROi ottenere appoggi politico]. 
inorder to obtain support political 

'The mayor made the architeet Nervi build the monument to obtain political 
support.' (Guasti 1993: 100) 

Guasti (1993:111, 174-5) shows that the PRO subject of an infmitival purpose clause can be 

controlled by the Causee in an FI-causative, as shown in (56a). Thus in (56a), the architect Nervi 

can be understood as the controHer of PRO in the purpose dause. This is quite as expected, given 

the assumption that the Causee in FIs is an external argument. Guasti (1993:100) also points out 
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that FP-causatives differ sharply from FIs in this regard. Consider the FP in (56b), whose only 

superficial difference from (56a) lies in the expression ofthe Causee. This minor difference in the 

surface expression has far-reaching consequences for the possibilities of accommodating purpose 

clauses. Guasti notices that, in contrast to (56a), the PRO subject of the infinitival purpose 

clause in (56b) cannot be controlled by the Causee. 

Given the discussion in Section 3 above, the contrast between (56a) and (56b) implies the 

existence of an embedded VoiP in (56a), whereas the Base Vero in (56b) ts not associated with a 

VoiP. Abstracting away from various surface phenomena, we reasonably assume that the 

causative complement in the FI (56a) minimally consÎsts of a VoiP, as shown in (57) below. 

(57) Faire Infinitive 
VoiP 

D~ 
Voi VP 

[Agent] ~,-...;;;;o;.. ________ _____ 

V VoiP 

Cause D~-------
C Voi Vp Agent Oriented ausee 

[Agent] ~ Item 

Along the Hnes of our previous discussion, the presence of the embedded VoiP provides the kind 

of structural support that the agent-oriented purpose clause requires, as tentatively indicated in 

(57). In fact, there are reasons to believe that (57) is not only the minimal option, but indeed also 

the maximal option. Marantz (1985) as weIl as Li (1990) point out that the domain of the 

complement in causatives of the variety we are referring to as FIs is conspicuously void of 

functional material, such as auxiliaries and negation (see also Burzio 1986), regardless of whether 

the causative is overtly periphrastic or not. 22 This is quite contrary to what one would expect if 

the complement is an SlIP as in (55), and even more so under Baker's (1988a) hypothesis that 

the complement is a CP, as we mentioned in Chapter 2. Li (1990) suggested that the complement 

is a bare VP which includes the VP-intemal "extemal" argument of the Base Verb. However, 
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granted Kratzer's (1996) argument reviewed in Section 3 that VP-internal Subjects in fact are 

VoiP internaI, we arrive ai (57). 

The iH formeooess of (56b) thus implies that the Base Verb has not combined with a 

VoiP, which complies to the classical Kayne-Burzio hypothesis that the causative verb in an FP 

takes a bare VP complement. In our terms, this amounts to (58), which also has some drastic 

consequences for the proposed agentivity restriction on FP-formation, an issue that will be 

discussed extensively below. 

(58) Faire Par (preliminary) 

VoiP 

D~----Agent Oriented Item 

[Agent] 
V VP 

Cause ~--- --Agen ented 

Given the discussion in the previous sections; we now expect that there should be a sharp 

con!rast between FPs (56b)/(58) and passives in ltalian. One of the major points expressed in 

Section 3 was concerned with providing evidence that both actives and passives alike consist of a 

VoiP. A passive clause can accommoda te an agent-oriented item such as a purpose clause, and 

therefore (59) is perfectly fine, as pointed out by Guasti (1990, 1993): 

(59) Questo edificio é stato costruito (dall' architecto Nervi)i 
this building has been built by the architect Nervi 

[per PROi ottenere appoggl politici] 
in order to obtain support political 

This building has been built by the architect Nervi, in order (for the architect 

Nervi) to obtain political support.' (Guasti 1990) 

In short, the distribution of purpose clauses in FIs and FPs provides strong support for a 

structural distinction between the two, such that the Base Verb in FIs involves a VoiP, while in 
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FPs it does not. 23 However, in hypothesizing this kind of structural difference between the two, 

we have aiso created a conflict for the Agentivity Hypothesis, which we have previously argued 

to be instrumental in constraining the formation ofFPs. The Agentivity Hypothesis requires that 

the causative formative in FPs take as its complement a VP headed by an agentive verb. 

However, Kratzer's (1996) VoiP hypothesis daims that agentivity is a property of Voi, and not 

of the substantive verb itself. Therefore, pushing the Agentivity Hypothesis to its limit, it 

implies that the causative formative in an FP should combine with a [+Agentive] Voi. This would 

be the strongest possible formulation of the Agentivity Hypothesis, and the only one compatible 

with Kratzer1s theory. However, we would now predict that (56b) aoove should he perfectly 

possible. But quite to the contrary, the fact that (56b) is ungrammatical is an indication the Base 

Verb in an FP does not involve a VoiP. It is not possible to get around this problem by assuming 

that the Base Verb has combined with a [+ Agentive] Voi that does not projectan external 

argument. The reason for this is straightforward: this kind of feature specification is exactly what 

we fmd in passives, and ifwe were to assume a [+agentive, -External Argument] Voi for the Base 

Verb, we would still predict (56b) to be grammatical, as it would be parallel t() the passive in (59) 

aoove. In short, the agentivity specification overrides [±Extemal Argument]. Therefore, if we 

wish to retain the heneficial aspects of the Agentivit;y Hypothesis, we must seek a weaker 

formulation. The agentivity Hypothesis, it must be emphasized, emerged from assumptions that 

took for granted that the external theta-role is specified by the verb, contrary to what Kratzer 

(1996) argues. Rather the Agentivity Hypothesis must be descriptively charactefÏZed as a 

constraint that refers to V rather than Voi. SpecificaUy, it refers to exactly those Vs that can head 

projections that can be combined with an agentive Voi head. As we shaH see in later sections, this 

characterization has a number of implications and consequences that relate directly to questions 

pertaining to the anatomy of the verb phrase. 

However, before we turn to these issues, we shaH consider in some detail the distribution 

of agent-oriented material in North Sarni causatives. 
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4.2. Agent-oriented mmerial in North Sami causatives 

Our main motivation for positing an agentivity restriction on the fmmation of FP causatives is to 

aU appearances straightforward, and aceounts for the familiar contrast between (60) and (61). 

(60) a Mâhtte euvke-h-ii lase. 

Mâhtte.Nom break.. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mâhtte eaused someone to break the window.' 

b Mâhtte euvke-h-ii Mareha lase. 

Mâhtte.Nom break.. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s Mâret.Acc window.Aec 

'Mâhtte caused Maret to break the window.' 

(61) a *Mâhtte gula-h-ii bajâna. 

Mâhtte.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.3s thunder.Ace 

'Mâhtte eaused someone to hear the thunder.' 

b *Mâhtte gula-h-ii Mareha bajana. 

Mâhtte.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.3s MâretAec thunder.Ace 
- -

'Mâhtte eaused Maret to hear the thunder.' 

We have also provided independent evidence tOOt simplex clauses headed by the Base Verbs in 

(60) and (61) do not behave uniformly with regard to the possibility to aceommodate agent

oriented material, as shown by the eontrast between (62a) and (62b ): 

(62) a 

b 

Maret mielast-is euvkii lase. 

MaretNom gladly-3s break.Tr.Pst.3s window.Ace 

'Mâret gladly broke the window.' 

*Mâret mielast-is gulai bajana. 

Mâret.Nom gladly-3s hear.Pst.3s thunder.Ace 

'Mâret gladly heard the thunder.' 
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We have noted on several occasions that the causative literature cites the argumenthood of 

the Causee as one of the fundamental criteria for distinguishing between FIs and FPs (cf. Burzio 

1986, Alsina 1992). In the FI the Causee is an argument, either as in earlier theories by analyzing 

the Causee as the subject of an embedded S constituent, or as we suggested in the previous 

section, as analyzing it as a DP in the Spec of VoiP. In FPs, on the other hand, the Causee is 

optionally expressed in an adjoined ~-phrase, as the complement of an FP only consists of a 

bare VP. We noticed in Chapter 2 that sentences like (60b) do not comply to this generalization, 

and that the Causee in North Sâmi also displays sorne typical argument characteristics. At the 

end of Chapter 2 we speculated that the North Sâmi Causee is an optional applied object, thus 

maintaining the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis that FPs take a bare VP complement. Setting aside the 

technical problems raised in Section 4.1. above, we expect, under the hypothesis that both (60a) 

and (60b) are instantiations of FPs, that agent-oriented material should not be able to be 

accommodated in the domain of the Base Verb in North Sâmi. In the pages to follow, we shall 

show that this prediction is correct. 

4.3. Purpose Clauses ami m ielasi- 'glildly' 

CausativÏzation in North Sâmi obeys what we descriptively have charactemed as a constraint 

that requîres the Base Verb 10 he agentive and we have pointed out that theoretical problems 

which such a formulation crea tes in conjunction with the VoiP hypothesis. We have furthermore 

encountered evidence provided by Guasti (1990, 1993) «56a) and (56b) above) that the 

emhedded domain in FPs CaMot accommodate agent-oriented material, which implies that the 

Base Verb has not combined with a Voi head. We now have a further, more fme tuned means of 

investigating the status of North Sâmi causatives. In short, if the contrast between (60) and (61) 

is a sign that North Sâmi causatives uniformly are of the FP-variety, then we also expect that 

there should be no substantial differences between (60a) and (60b) with respect to the ability to 

license agent-oriented material in the domain of the Base Verb, that is, such material should he 

impossible in either case. 
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Let us begin by considering purpose clauses in causatives where the Causee is not overtly 

expressed, exemplified in (63) through (65). These examples exhibit the same behavior as the 

ltalian FP (56b). That is, the PRO subject of the purpose clause can only be controHed by the 

causative agent (interpretation (i)), and not by the implicit Causee, consequently exduding 

interpretation (h). For the sake of expository simplicity we use the mnemonic IMP to denote the 

semantically implicit Causee in (63)-(65). Thus IMP has no theoretical status, but merely serves 

as a prop for the reader. 

(63) Mlihttei vuojuh-aht-ii IMPj fatnasa 
Mâhtte.Nom sink.Tr-Cause-Pst.3s boat.Ace 

[PROi/*j beahttin dihte dahkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Acc 

(i) 'Mâhttei caused someone to sink the boat in order PROi to cheat the insuranœ 

company.' 

(ii) *'Mâhtte caused someonej to sink the boat in order to PROj to cheat the insurance .. 

company.' 

_(64) Moni oastti-h-in IMPj dihtora 

(65) 

I.Nom buy-Cause-Pst.ls computer. Ace 

[PROi/*j Callin dihte 
write.Act in-order-to 

nakkosgirjji]. 
dissertation. Ace 

(i) 'Ii caused someone to buy a computer in order PROi to write the dissertation: 

(ii) *'1 caused someone.i to buy a computer in order PROj to write the dissertation.' 

Moni studere-h-in IMPj 
I.Nom study-Cause-Pst.1s 

mohawkgiela 
Mohawk.Acc 

[PROi/*j fitnan dihte Kahnawakii]. 
visit.Act in-order-to Kahnawake.IH 

(i) 'Ii caused someone to study a Mohawk in order PROi to visit Kahnawake." 

(ii) *'1 caused someone.i to study a Mohawk in order PROj to visit Kahnawake.' 
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To recapitulate, the fact that the implicit Causee cannot serve as the antecedent for PRO in the 

purpose clause follows from the updated Kayne-Burzio hypothesis that the Base Verb is not 

associated with a VoiP, as shown in (58) above. It may he recaUed that purpose clauses are fully 

grammatical when occurring along with passivized agentive verbs, (66), whose well-forrnedness 

we attributed to the presence ofa [+Agentive] Voi head. 

(66) Fanas IMPi 
boat.Nom 

vuojuh-uvvu-i 
sink. Tr-Pass-Pst.3s 

[PROi beahttin dihte dahkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Acc 

'The boat was sunk (by someone)i in order PROi to cheat the insurance company.' 

In short, the indication is that the Base Verb in North Sami heads a causative complement that 

does not include a VoiP. 

Let us nowturn causatives where the Causee is overty_as in (67). 

(67) Mahtte cuvke-h-ii Mareha lase. 

Mahtte.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused Maret to break the window. t 

As previously mentioned, the presence of the accusative Causee makes (67) look suspiciously 

similar to a bona fide FI-causative. If it indeed is an FI, then we expect the Causee to able to 

control into purpose clauses, on par with ltalian «56a) above). However, tbis prediction is not 

borne out, as shown in (68) - (70). The control possibilities in cases with an overt Causee are 

exactly the same as in (63) - (65) where the Causee is missing altogether syntactically. In other 

words, PRO cannot be anteceded by the Causee and, to aU intents and purposes, the North Sami 

accusative Causee displays a hehavior that is fully comparable to the Romance adjunct Causee 

(cf. (56b) above). 
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(68) Mâhttei vuojuh-aht-ii Mârehaj fatnasa 
Mâhtte.Nom sinkTr-Cause-Pst3s Mâret.Acc boat.Ace 

(69) 

(70) 

[PROi/*J beahttin dihte dâhkâdussearvvi]. 
cheat.Act in-order-to insurance company.Acc 

(i) 'Mâhttei caused Mâret to sink: the boat in order PROi to cheat the insurance 

company.' 

(ii) *'Mahtte caused Maretj to sink: the boat in order PROj to cheat the insurance 

company.' 

Moni oastti-h-in Marehaj dihtora 
I.Nom buy-Cause-Pst ls Mâret.Acc computer. Ace 

[PROi/*j Callin dihte 
write.Act in-order-to 

nillosgüjjil 
dissertation. Ace 

(i) 'Ii caused Mâret to buy a computer in order PROi to write the dissertation.' 

(ii) *'1 eaused Mâre~ to buy a computer in order for PROj to write the dissertation.' 

Moni·studere-h-in 
I.Nom study -Cause-Pst. 1 s 

Mârehaj 
Maret.Acc 

mohawkgiela 
Mohawk Ace 

[PROi/*j fitnall dihte Kahnawakiil 
visit.Act in-order-to Kahnawake.m 

(i) 'Ii caused Mâret to study a Mohawk in order PROi to visit Kahnawake." 

(ii) *'1 caused Mâretj to study a Mohawk in order PROj to visit Kahnawake.' 

Under the premises that we have set down, this means more specifically that the Base Vero in 

not only (63) - (65), but also (68) - (70) must at most be a bare VP complement of the causative 

formative. In other words, it cannot be the case that the North Sâmi Causee is introduced into the 

specifier of an embedded VoiP. If it were, then both interpretation (i) and (ii) in (68) - (70) should 

be possible. These findings therefore add additional support to the hypothesis that North Sami 

causatives are FPs, while at the SaIne time casting sorne clouds over the Agentivity Hypothesis. 

We aiso eondude that the realization of the Accusative Causee must be an optional argument. 24 

The behavior of the adverb mielast- 'gladly' lends further support to the hypothesis that 

the Base Verb is not assoeiated with an embedded VoiP. As shown in (71) through (73) mielast-
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'gladly' can only be construed with the agent of the causing event, but it can never be associated 

with the Causee regardless of whether it is implicit or overt: 

(11) a Mahttei Marehaj mielastiSjj*j vuojuh-aht-ii fatnasa. 

Mahtte.Nom Maret.Acc gladly.3s sink Tr-Cause-Pst.3s boat.Acc 

'Mahtte (gladly) caused Maret to (*gladly) sink the boat.' 

b Mahttei IMP' J mielastisi/*j vuojuh-aht-ii fatnasa. 

Mahtte.Nom gladly.3s sink. Tr-Cause-Pst.3s boat.Acc 

'Mahtte (gladly) caused someone to (*gladly) sink the boat.' 

(12) a Mahttei Marehaj mielastiSj/*j oastti-h-iÏ dihtora. 

Mahtte.Nom Maret.Acc gladly.3s buy-Cause-Pst.3s computer.Acc 

'Mabtte (gladly) caused Maret to·(*gladly) buy a computer.' 

b Mahttei IMPj mielastiSj/*j oastti -h-ii dihtora. 

Mabtte.Nom gladly.3s buy-Cause-Pst.3s computer. Ace 

'Mabtte (gladly) caused someone to (*gladly) buy a computer.' 

(13) a Mahttej Mareha' 
o.- ~ mielastiSj/*j studere-h-ii mohawkgiela 

Mâhtte.Nom Mâret.Acc gladly.3s study-Cause-Pst.3s Mohawk Ace 

'Mabtte (gladly) caused Maret to (*gladly) study Mohawk' 

b Mâhttei IMPj mielastiSi/*j studere-h-ii mohawkgiela 

Mâhtte.Nom gladly.3s study-Cause-Pst.3s Mohawk. Ace 

'Mabtte (gladly) caused someone to (*gladly) study Mohawk' 

It may be recaUed from Section 3, that the distribution of mielast- 'gladly' is somewhat more 

restricted than purpose clauses. We noted that tbis adverb is excluded from passive contexts. It is 

therefore important to notice that construal with the Causee, overt or implicit, is not due to any 

independent factor prohibiting mielast:- 1 gladly' from being related to say accusative or 

phonologically null DPs. Mielast- may be construed with a subject that receives accusative Case 
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from a higher verb, as in the ECM construction (74a). (74b) provides an illustration that mielast

May also be construed with PRO in a subject control construction. 

(74) a Mon balan [geatkkii mielastiSj goddit buot bohccuid]. 

I.Nom fear.Prs.ls wolverine.Acc gladly.3s kill.Inf aU reindeer.Acc 

'1 fear the wolverine to have gladly killed aH the reindeer.' 

b Geatkii lohpidii Stâlus 
wolverine.Nom promise. Pst. 3s StallaLoc 

[PROi mielastiSj goddit buot bohccuid].25 
gladly.3s kiU-inf aU reindeer.Acc 

'The wolverine promised Stallu to gladly kiU all the reindeer.' 

Since (74a) and (74b) are fully well-formed, we can also exclude the possibility that the 

ungrammatical instances of (71) - (73) would be contingent on the Causee being accusative or 

null. 

Let us conclude this survey by taking causativized unergatives mto account. Unlike 

causatives based on transitive verbs, the Causee is not optional in these cases, but is obligatorily 

expressed, which is the typical pattern from a cross-linguistic perspective (Baker 1988a). Since 

the Causee is obligatory, causativized unergatives might be thougbt to make better FIs than the 

examples we have encountered, as the Causee is also obhgatory in FIs irrespective of the valence 

of the Base Verb. However, these causatives also comply to the pattern that we have estab!ished 

in the above discussion. To begin with, the Causee in a causative based on an unergative does not 

qualify as a controUer for PRO contained in a pmpose clause, (75): 

(75) a Moni viega-h-in Mahtej 
I.Nom run-Cause-Pst.l s Mahtte.Acc 

[PROi/*j illudahttin dihte Mareha]. 
make.happy.Act in-order-to.Act Maret.Acc 

(i) '1 caused Mâhtte to fun in order for me to make Maret happy.' 

(H) *'1 caused Mahtte to fun in order for him to make Mâret happy.' 
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b Moni 
I.Nom 

danse-h-in Mâhtej 
dance-Cause-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc 

[PROi/*j iUudahttin dihte Mâreha]. 
make.happy.Act in-order-to.Act Mâret.Acc 

(i) '1 caused Mâhtte to dance in order for me to make Mâret happy.' 

(ii) *'1 caused Mâhtte to dance in order for him to make Mâret happy.' 

Given the iH-formedness of the second interpretation in (75), i.e. the one where the intended 

controller is the Causee, it is aiso correctly predicted that it is aiso impossible for mielast 'gladly' 

to be construed with the Causee, (76): 

(76) a 

b 

c 

*Mon Mâhtei mielastiS,i viega-h-m. 

I.Nom Mâhtte.Acc gladly.3s ron-Cause-Pst.l s 

'1 caused Mâhtte to fUn gladly.' 
-. 

*Mon Mâhtei mielastiSj danse-h-in. 

I.Nom Mâhtte.Acc gladly.3s dance-Cause-Pst.ls 

'1 caused Mâhtte to dance gladly.' 

*Mon Mâhtei mié1astiSj njurggu-h-in. 

I.Nom Mâhtte.Acc gladly.3s whistle-Cause-Pst.ls 

'1 caused Mâhtte to whistle gladly.' 

Thus, causatives based on unergative verbs also are consistent with hypothesis that the 

complement does not comprise of a VoiP and that North Sâmi only has FPs. 

To summarize, in this section we have adduced further evidence for the dassical 

hypothesis by Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986) that the complement ofFF-causatives is a bare 

VP and thus exduding the external argument of the Base Verb. The account given incorporates 

Kratzer's (1996) theory that the external argument is not an actual argument of the verb itself, but 

is rather introduced by a fimctional head Voi, which as the name suggests is aiso the locus of 

grammatical voice. A further consequence of the thesis that the causative complement does not 
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in.clude a VoiP is that we now predict that the Base Verb canno! be associated with passive 

morphology. This prediction receives extensive cross-linguistic support from a wide range of 

related and unrelated languages, such as Romance, Banm, Dravidian, Finno-Ugric etc. Illicit 

applications of passive in the domain of the Base Verb are illustrated in (77). (77a) provides an 

ltalian example and (7Th) is from North Sami.26 

(77) a 

b 

'l'Giovanni farà essere invitato (a) Piero 

Giovanni will-make be invited Dat Piero 

'Giovanni will make Piero he invited to the party.' (Burzio 1986) 

* Mon cuvke-juvvo-h-in lase. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Pass-Cause-Pst 1s window.Acc 

'1 caused the window 10 he broken.' 

However, as we have emphasized above, the account provided so far has a severe 

shortcoming. We have presented evidence showing that the Base Verb in an FP must he agentive. 

Following Kratzer (1996) we have assumed that VoiP provides the locus of agentivity, such that 

Voi must come in. different flavors on the basis of the asymm-etrical behavior of agentive and non

agentive simplex transitive verbs. However, in tms last section we have argued that the Base Vero 

does not comprise of a VoiP. If it is asswned that agentivity is a property of Voi, then it appears 

that we are forced to give up on the condition that the Base Verb must he agentive. In the next 

chapters we shaH mm to this issue, and propose a solution to the paradox. 

5. Conclusions 

The main theme of this chapter has heen to provide independent diagnostics for agentivity in 

North Sami, an enterprise which is rooted in our assurnption that something like the descriptive 

hnes of the Agentivity Hypothesis is required to constrain the application of FP formation. 

Adopting Kratzer's (1996) theory about agentivity and external arguments, we furthermore 
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Adopting Kratzer's (1996) theory about agentivity and extemal arguments, we furthermore 

conclude that there are sorne serious problems with a requirement that the Base Verb in an FP 

must agentive. Although the Agentivity Hypothesis is successful in predicting which verbs may 

and which verbs may not form the basis in an FP, it is equally unsuccessful in predicting the 

syntactic behavior ofthese Base Verbs once embedded under Cause. However, once we view this 

discrepancy in the light of Kratzers VoiP hypothesis, we realize that it is exactly what we 

should find. However, by adoptîng Kratzer's theory, or Chomsky's (1995) theory which is more 

or less equivalent, it is also clear that the agentivity hypothesis as such has 10st a great deal of its 

potency. Furthermore, rather than refemng to agentive verbs, it must refer to the kind of verbs 

that have the potential ofbeing agentive. That is, any VP that can be selected by an agentive Voi 

head, can also be selected by the causative formative in an FP. The new challenge is therefore 

how to distinguish one VP from another. which is the topic of the next chapter. 

Notes to Chapter 3 
~ 

lSee also Postal (1980) for an opposing view, wmch entireiy rejects the SSC. 
2In line with the Minimalist Program of Chomsky (1995), we do not, however, assume a GB-theoretic theta theory 
in tms thesis. 
3Marantz and Baker differ in the view ofwhat these morphemes are, but that is beside the point. 
4The lexicon-syntax dichotomy is not unlike Wasow's (1977) distinction between verbal and adjectival passives. 
The gist of Wasow (1977) lies in ms treatment of the former as syntactic and the latter as lexical. Levin & 
Rappaport (1986) provide in certain aspects a similar account. It is noteworthy, however, that in assuming that the 
externat argument in adjectival passives is lexically suppressed, Levin & Rappaport also argue that the internal 
argument is exœrnalized. Guasti (1993) does not assume a comparable extemalization process to take place in FP
formation. 
5More preciseiy, Guasti (1993, 1996) assumes that the Causee in FIs is generated as a Smalt Clause subject. Thus, 
her analysis of FIs is slightly different from Kayne (1975) and Burzio (1986), who assumed that these involve an S
complement, as we discussed in Chapter 2. 
6Burzio (1986) derives the surface word order in FIs by assuming that the embedded VP raises into the matrix VP. 
1In North Sâmi, passive is formed by attaching the suffix -Û)uyyo- to the verb stem. Depenrung on the 
phonological shape of the stem, the passive suffix forces the stem consonant to appear in the so-called super-strong 
fade, and the final vowel of the stem becomes /0/ (Nielsen 1926-9, Nickel 1994, Svonni & Vmka 2002). 

Note, however, that Koopman & Sportiche (1992) assumcd that the External argument is adjoined to the VP, thus 
creating a Smalt Clause structure. 
9Including the Koopman & Sportiche approach. 
lOIdioms will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
liOn the Case theoretic side of the coin, Kratzer proposes that active Voi is the licenser/assigner of structural 
accusative Case. This provides an degant and parsimoruous way to capture and formalize Burzio's Generalization 
(cf. Bumo 1986), the famous descriptive generalization that states that a verb may assign case to an object if and 
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orny if the verb also takes an extemal argument. In Kratzer's theory, this translates into bestowing an argument 
introducing Voi with case assigning abilities. Vice versa, if Voi does not introduce an argument, then it cannot 
assign structural case either. However, Burzio's Generalization bas been questioned by numerous scholars on both 
theoretical and empirical grounds, see for instance Sobin (1985) and Marantz (1992). 
i2 Arad (1999) provides further arguments for the hypothesis tbat there exists various Voi projections (or li in Arad's 
theory) with distinct semantic specifications. 
13This bears a close resemblance to Dowty's (1991) notion proto-agent. See also Baker (1995a). 
14St ricdy speaking, we shall be concemed with rationale clauses. 
1 5 Given the scope ofthis thesis, we will not discuss Control here per se. 
16n is not entirely uncontroversial to claim that rationale clauses require an agentive context. For instance, 
Williams (1985) provides (i) as a counter-example: 
(i) Grass is green in order to promote photosynthesis. 
Baker (2002) points out that behavioral adjectives may take agent subject, in which case ~ in (i) might be usoo 
bebaviorally, perhaps seen in the context ofsome master plan. See also Bhatt & Pancheva (2001). 
17However, if the matrix verb is an intransitive verb of directed motion, infinitival clauses are easily understood as 
denoting purpose. Cross-linguistically, tbis a widely attestOO property. See Baker (1996, 1997a) for discussion. 
18Purpose clauses and ~ clauses are normally expressed as finite clauses introducOO by the complementizers 
m'in order to' or .§DE:. 'in order not to.' The infinitival actio-forms that we are exaOOning here are stylisticaHy quite 
hlgh register, and are not particularly common in spontaneous speech. This does .not detract from their usefulness, 
however. 
19The obtained form beabttin 'cheat-Act' OOght be a nominalization of sorts, although its exact status is unclear. If a 
nominalization it would thus be somewhat similar to gerunds of the Acc-ing variety (see e.g. Abney 1987). Actio
forros may also oœur as reduced relatives, in which case the gap always corresponds to the object. A genitive DP 
corresponding to the agent of the verb is obligatorily present in the these: 
(i) a *(gumppe) goddi-n boazu 

wolfGen Kilt-Act reindeer.Nom 
'the reindeer killed by a wolf' 

b *(Mâreha) toilla-n girji 
Maret. Gen read-Act book:.Nom 
'the book read by Maret' 

201 am not claiOOng anytbing regarding the exact position of PRO; it is placed at the left OOge of the infinitival: 
clause here merely for convenience. 
21 Notice that the North Sâmi sentences (3 7b) and (37 c) are fuUy grammatical if the purpose clause is oOOttOO. 
22 This observation does of course not extend to the entire multitude of constructions that have been labe1ed as 
causatives. There are clearly causative verbs that cau take as their argument a tensed CP (cf. Bumo 1986, Belletti & 
Rizzi 1987). Notice alsa that structure (57) does not provide a straightforward way to exclude passive from applying 
in the embedded domain. To the extent that such passives should be ruled out, (57) is problematic. 
23As we mentionOO aoove, Guasti (1993) assumOO along the Mes ofJaeggli (1984) and Roberts (1987) that the 
extemal argument 1S not suppressed in passives, but is rather realizOO as a phonologically nuU DP. PRO in the 
rationale clause in (59) is under her assumptions controUOO by this phonologicaHy nuU element. The extemal 
argument of the base in an FP, on other band, is assumed to be lexically suppressed, and thus it lacks a syntactic 
realization. The consequence, then, is that the implicit external argument of the lower verb is not accessible as a 
syntactic controller. 
24We shall return to this issue in detail in Chapter 5. 
25 SÜl11u is force in Sami mythology. 
26n would now be predicted tbat FIs should aJlow a wider range of morphology to appear in the embedded domain. 
However, as far as l can tell, tbat prediction is orny partially correct, and therefore probiematic. The general picture 
emerging from a cross-linguistic perspective indicates that the Base Verb in FIs fails to passivize. It has been argued 
that passive may apply below the causative formative in certain languages, for instance Turkish (Aissen 1979). 
However, languages where tbis is possible tend to be head-final. As head-finality appears to have wide-spread (and 
poorly understood) consequences, such data must be approached wiih extreme care before any trustworthy 
conclusions cau be drawn. 
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Chapter 4 

Projections and Categories 

1. Introduction. 

Chapter 3 provided ample evidence that agent-oriented material carmot occur in the domain 

headed by the Base Verb in Faire Par causatives. We also noted that this fact conflicts with the 

Agentivity Hypothesis which has been proposed as a condition on the Base Verb· in FP 

formation. Granted Kmtzers idea that the external argument is introduced by a functional Voice 

head, which provides specifications for agentivity, it therefore follows that the verb itself in a 

technical sense CaMot be agentive. Moreover, since the complement of the causative formative in 

an FP does not involve a VoiP, it CaMot he the case that the causative verb selects an agentive 

Base Verb. Rather, we conduded, the Agentivity Hypothesis must he stated in terms of verbs 

that are potentially agentive. As we shall see in this chapter, the VoiP hypothesis also has wide 

ranging implications for the formation of so-called lexical causatives and by extension causatives 

in general. Specifically, the Voice-hypothesis, the syntactic hehavior of the FP-causative, and the 

morphological expression of causation will force us to a very specifie conclusion about the 

internaI structure ofverbs, namely that Kratzer's VoiP and Chomsky's (1995) vP are two distinct 

projections in the syntax (e.g. Baker & Stewart 1999). 

In a series of works, Hale & Keyser (e.g. 1992, 1993) propose to eliminate argument 

structure and theta-roles from the theory of Grammar, on the grounds that these notions can be 

derived by independently motivated syntactic principles. For instance, Hale & Keyser argue that 

deadjectival verbs are not fonned in the traditionallexieal sense, whieh relied on a specifie rule of 



category conversion, A- Y (e.g. Lieher 1981).1 For Hale & Keyser, a deadjectival verb like thin 

as in The soup thinned" is syntactically formed in the manner shown in (l), at a level they caU L-

syntax. 

(1) 
VP 

D~ 
the soup y AP 

A0y 1 
l A 

1 1 
thin 

~,-___ ~i 

In (1) the AP (1Wn) has combined with a V. Notice further that the DP the SORp occurs in the 

specifier ofVP. Hale & Keyser's daim is that the verb thin is derived via syntactic movement of 

A into v. This is an instance of head-movement, whose independent motivation and properties 

are extensively discussed in Travis (1984) and Baker (1988a). One important characteristic of (1) 

is the fact that the object in Spec VP is not an argument of the adjective, but indeed an argument 

orthe vero. However, the verb itself is notthe main predicator in (1). The question, then, is why 

is the Spec VP position fiUed at aU. Here, Hale & Keyser appeal to the principle of Full 

Interpretation (Chomsky 1986b: 95-101), which is a requirement that syntactic structure must be 

fully interpreted. The DP enters a predication relation with the AP (e.g. Williams 1980, Bowers 

1993) and will be interpreted as the direct internaI argument (or the Theme), because it is 

generated in VP.2 In the absence ofa filled SpecVP, the complement of Y, i.e. AP, would not be 

interpretable. 

In short, Hale & Keyser (1993) derived deadjectival verbs by appealing to relations that 

can be defined over syntactic structures (head, complement and specifier) and syntactic 

movement (XC -movement), without resorting to the kind of rules or constraints that have been 

proposed to operate in the Lexicon. Thus, if argument structure and theta-roies are by-products 

of syntactic operations defined over syntactic structures, argument structure and theta mles as 
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such are superfluous. Hale & Keyser's syntax-biased approach has strongly influenced another 

recent development within the CUITent Chomskian framework, namely Distributed Morphology 

(Halle & Marantz 1993, Marantz 1997, Marantz 2001) which dispenses with the lexicalist 

Lexicon altogether. 

These issues are of great importance for our overaU enterprise, which consists of mapping 

out the properties of North Sami productive causatives (and FPs in general) and characterizing 

the underlying factors. For instance the requirement that the Base Verb in an FP must be of the 

type that it can enter an agentive construction without itself being agentive warrants us to ask 

what the theoretical implications are. Our position is that it favors a radicaUy syntactic view on 

"lexical" matters. 

This chapter IS orgaruzed as foUows. Section 2 exammes lexical and syntactic 

causativization. Harley (1995a, b) presents a unified account for morphologically formed 

causatives in Japanese, by analyzing Cause as a component of Voi. Harley's starting point is 

Miyagawa's (1994) Late Insertion analysis of the Japanese causative suffix -~-, which may 

occur in both lexical and syntactic causatives. On the basis of North Sâmi, we are 100 ID conclude 

that Harley's accounf must be modified; specificaHy, Cause must he separated from Voi. Section 

3 discusses the internaI structure of the verb phrase, focusing on verbalizing heads (Marantz 

1997) and the position of objects. We will propose the existence of a causative verbalizing 

functional head and a non-causative variant (e.g. Embick 2001, Harley 1995a, b, 2002a). 

Furthermore we propose that the direct internaI argument is always introduced into the specifier 

of the verbalizing head. Section 4 examines some instances of variable hehavior verbs in North 

Sâmi. On the one hand we notice a distinction between verbs of manner of motion and directed 

motion. Only the latter can fluctuate between unergative and unaccusative readings. We aIso bring 

up a property of manner of motion verbs, namely that the presence of causative morphology 

may have the effect of adding an internaI , rather !han an external argument. We also discuss 

instances of causativized perception verbs, which will be shown to be lexical causatives. Section 

5 summarizes the main points of the discussion. 
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2. Lexical and syntactic causatives: Why Cause isn't Voice 

In this section we argue that Kratzer's (1996) VoiP and Chomsky's (1995) vP should not be 

considered as different labels for the projection that introduces the external argument. EssentiaUy, 

we shaH argue that vP more or less corresponds to a transitivizing head that does not introduce an 

external argument. 

2.1. The elsewhere causative ami blocking effects 

Harley (l995a, b) develops a theory of causativization that rests both on Hale & Keyser's and 

Kratzer's (1996) insights. Harley equates eventhood with Voi, whereby she provides a 

straightforward way to unify so-caHed lexical and syntactic causatives. As is weIl known, lexical 

causatives can be charactenzed as mono-eventive (i.e. simplex) transitive verbs (e.g . .kill), whereas 

syntactic causatives consists oftwo events (e.g. cause to die) (e.g. Fodor 1970). Both expressions 

in volve a Cause component; it is abstract in English lexical causatives, but overt in syntactic 

causatives. Harley observed that regardless of whether a causative is lexical or syntactic, the 

presence of Cause also entails the presence of an Agent. Harley (1995a, b) therefore analyzesthe 

agentive VoiP (in fact, EventP for Harley) as containing a Cause component, (2): 

(2) a Lexical Causative 

VoiP 

D~ 
Voi VP 

[Cause] ~ 
V DP 

b Syntactic Causative 
VoiP 

D~ 
Voi VoiP 

[Cause] ~ 
DP~ 

Voi VP 
[Cause] ~ 

V DP 

As is evident from (2a) and (2b), the basic distinction between lexical and syntactic causatives 

lies in whether we have two stacked VoiPs or not. Since Voi also demarcates the domain that 

Hale & Keyser refer to as L-syntax (for Harley, the domain of an Event) it is now also quite a 

simple matter to account for why the English lexical causative is null and the syntactic instance of 
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Cause is overt, e.g. ~ as illustrated (3). It can be informaUy stated that each L-syntactic 

domain requires a lexical verb, and in English, the "bare" Cause in (3b) is spelled out as ~. 

(3) a Peter die-0Cause (=kill) Bill 

b John Cause (=make) [peter die-0Cause (=kill) Bill] 

Hadey's idea ts attractive, because it easily extends to languages where both syntactic and lexical 

causative are overtly expressed mmphologicaHy, and consequently this theory is well equipped 

to hamess the behavior of causative suffIxes, such as Japanese -~-. In Japanese, the syntactic 

causative is always expressed by means of fuis suffix , but it has been noted that -~- is also 

found in lexical causatives (Miyagawa 1984, 1989, 1994). Consider the table in (4), which lists a 

few Japanese intransitive-transitive verb pairs: 

(4) 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 

h 
1 

ar~e 

re~s 

ri ~s 
e~as 

i~os 

(lJ ~ as 
(lJ ~ e 

ar ~ (lJ 

re~sase 

IBtrln~jtive 

ag-ar-u 
hazu-re-ru 

ta-ri-ru 
kog-e-ru 
ok-i-ru 
nar-0-u 
ak-0-u 

matag-ar-u 1 

niow-0-u 

T[ln~itb::~ 
ag-e-ru 

hazu-s-u 
ta-s-u 

-kog~as-u 

ok-os-u 
naf-as-u 
ak-e-ru 

matag-0-u 

niow-ase-ru 

rise-raise 

come off -take off 

suffice-supplement 

become scorched- scorch 

get up-get up 

ring-ring 

open-open 

sit astride-straddle 

smeli-hlnt 

( a) to (h) in (4) provides a sample of various suffIxes that occur in the Japanese inchoative -lexical 

causative altemation.3 By and large, it is fairly idiosyncratic which suffix occurs where. 

Miyagawa (1984, 1989, 1994), noticed that the lexical causative can be expressed by -~- if and 

only if a certain verb does not already have a fIxed transitive form. In his early work, Miyagawa 

accounted for this fact by stipulating two pre-syntactic levels of causative formation. In addition 

to the lexical level, where (a) to (h) in (4) above are formed, there is what Miyagawa caUs 

Paradigmatic Structure (PS). Simply speaking, Miyagawa assumed that each verb is associated 

with an intransitive and a transitive slo1. At the level of paradigmatic structure, unfIlled transitive 
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slots are filled in by creating lexical causatives by means of the suffix -~-. Thus, as shown in 

(5) it is impossible to form a lexical causative like "'ag-ase-ru 'mise' because the transitive slot is 

fiUed by the existing form ag-e-ru 'raise.' In other words, existing forms block the creation of 

lexical causatives at PS. 

(5) 
Lexicon 
PS 

a -e-fU rise-raise 

However, in the case of~ 'smeH,' (4i), the transitive slot is not filled lexically, and therefore it 

is possible to suffix -~- at Paradigmatic Structure: 

(6) 
Lexicon 
PS 

Int[an~itiî~ 
niow-0-u 

Iran~iti~ 

- smeH - hint 

niow-ase-ru 

This qwte ingenious account for the distribution of lexical -~- in rerms of blocking 

cornes however with the price tag ofa stipulated new level of representation. Miyagawa (1994), 

however, argues that this shortcoming can be avoided by assuming along the lines of Halle & 

Marantz (1993) that lexical insertion takes place after syntax, on the way to PF. According to 

Hane & Marantz, the syntax itself is void of phonology, consisting solely of abstract features; 

morpho-phonological expressions (Vocabulary Items) are inserted into the structures that· are 

provided by syntax. Lexical insertion furthermore opemtes according to a subset prlnciple, such 

that the Vocabulary Item whose specification is the dosest match with the specification in 

terminal syntactic node is chosen, provided that the dosest match does not contain any 

conflicting features. For instance, the Vocabulary Item may consist of fewer features than the 

syntactic node, but crucially, the features on the Vocabulary Item may not be a superset of what 

is specified on the syntactic node. Hence, Vocabulary Items compete for insertion. Consider the 

transitive column in (4). Here we fmd the causative suffixes -~-. -A-, -M-. -,QS,-, -Q- and -~-. 

Each of these suffixes oœur only with certain arbitmry verb dasses, as indicated in (7), where the 
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verb class is identical to the alphabeticallines in (4). Thus, the suffix -~- is specified for occurring 

only with verbs belonging in class (a) and (g), -.s.- with verb of class (b) and (c) etc. 

(7) Cause ........ -e- Na,g __ 

Cause ........ -s- Nb,c __ 

Cause ........ -as- Nd,f __ 

Cause ........ -os- Ne __ 

Cause ........ -0- Nh __ 

Cause ........ -sase- elsewhere 

However, -~- is only specified for Cause, and hence it is in principle compatible with aU verb 

classes. The reason why -~- cannot forro. a lexical causative with every vero is hecause of 

competition. A verb forro. like *ag-ase-ru is impossible because there is another more highly 

specified suffix available, namely -~-, and consequently -~- loses out. Therefore, -~- can 

only occur when the other options fail. Hence, the assurnption is that there is no idiosyncratic 

causative suffix that occurs with verbs of class (i). This approach aiso accounts for why the 

productive syntactic causative consistently is expressed by -~-. Once a verostem has 

combined with lexical Cause, class membership is irrelevant. Hence, the syntactic causative too 

faIls under the elsewhere condition. Harley (1995a, b), however, remarks that Miyagawa does not 

address the question why the syntactic causative is bi-eventive in contrast to the mono-eventive 

lexical causative. This can he captured by the structures in (2), where Cause is consistently 

analyzed as an instantiation of the head that introduces the Agent. 

Elegant though Harley's theory is, the claim that Cause is equal to Voi, as in (2) above, is 

untenable. The crucial evidence that discloses the flaw in Harley's account cornes from the 

interaction oflexical causatives and FP-causatives. To see the point, let us consider syntactic and 

lexical causatives in North Sâmi, where the situation in important respects is similar to what we 

have seen in Japanese. Just like Japanese -~-, the productive North Sâmi causative suffix -h-/

ah.t.(U- can also appear in both lexical and syntactic causatives. Moreover, its appearance in the 
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lexical causative is limited in the same way as -~-, that is, it appears unless there is a more 

highly specified suffix available. Let us hegin by considering the following North Sâmi verb pairs: 

(8) 
a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

TRANSITIVE 

luvva-d-it get wet - make wet 
maiza-d-it get warm - malœ warm 

~-----+~~~~----~~~~~--~ 
buori-d-it improve-improve 
1 -d-Ït get closer - bring closer 

~-----+------------~~--------~ break - break 
~ ____ -r~ __________ ~ __________ ~emp~-emp~ 

be delayed - delay 
become lame - lame 

~====~==========~==========~ 
increase - increase 

o ma-n-Ït omi-h-it lurn over - lurn over 
r------+--~------------~~----------~ 

cirgu-@-t cirggu-h-it spray - spray 
1L..-___ -.a.._ri_ss_u_-_@_-t ___ ......L.-n_·s_u_-h_-....;it ___ .....IIsplash-splash 

In this sample, we can identify -,d-, -Q.- and -11- as lexical causative suffixes. This pattern is 

essentially the same as in Japanese, and Miyagawa's late insertion analysis extends 

straightforwardly to account for the distribution of the suffixes. Thus, -,d- appears with verbs of 

class (a) and (b), -Q.- with classes (c) and (d). Finally, -11- can he treated as an elsewhere 

causative. 

(9) Cause ~ -d

Cause ~ -0-

Cause ~ -h-

Na,b __ 

Nc,d __ 

elsewhere 

Thus, a lexical causative like *buori-h-it 'improve' is impossible because of there is a more highly 

specified suffix, namely -,d-, that specificaUy occurs with class (a) roots. 

RecaH now that under Harley's analysis, the Cause component in both lexical and 

syntactic causatives is a property of Voi. Hence, the projection of the verb gemi-Ir 'upside 

down-Cause' along with its arguments in (10a) would necessarily be as illustrated in (1 Ob): 
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(10) a 

b 

Mon gomihin fatnasa 

I.Nom upside down. Tr.Pst.l s boat.Acc 

'1 turned the boat upside down.' 

VoiP 

DP~ 
mon Voi VP 

I.Nom ~ /~ 
t DP 

V Voi v fatnasa 
gomi [Cause] boat.Acc 

upside clown t 
~ 

-h-

However, Harley's hypothesis is incompatible with our conclusion from the previous chapter, 

namely that the embedded verb in North Sâmi causatives in fact does not involve a VoiP, which 

in tum is a typical FP characterisÜ~. Let us assume that Cause is a component of Voi, as Hadey 
-,-". 

suggests. Next, let us also assume that the Base Verb in an FP does not involve a Voi projection, 

as we have argued extensively. When add these MO assumptions together, we make the 

prediction that the Base Verb in an FP could never involve a lexical causative suffix. However, as 

shown in (11), the syntactic causative -h-l-.aht(ù- attaches to stems that includes the lexical 

causative formative:4 

(11) 
TRANSITIVE 
luvva-d-it 
maiza-d-it 
buori-d-it 
laga-d-it 

cuvke-0-t 
gurre-0-t 
am-0-t 
dâpma-0-t 
lasi-h-it 
gomi-h-it 
cirggu-h-it 
risu-h-it 

El·CAUSATIVE 
[luvva-dj-ahtt-it 
[mâiza-dj-ahtt-it 
[buori-dj-ahtt-it 
[laga-dj-ahtt-it 
[cuvke-O]-h-it 
[gurre-O]-h-it 

[âri-0]-h-it 
[dâma-0]-h-it 
[lasi-h]-ahtt-it 
[gomi-h]-ahtt-it 
[cirggu-h]-ahtt-it 
[risu-h]-ahtt-it 

makewet 
warm 
improve 
bring close 
break 
empty 

delay 
tame 
increase 
tum over 
spray 
splash 
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The only way to accommodate the FP-causatives in (11) under Harley's analysis, is to assume 

that the Base Verb has merged with a [+agentive] Voi qua Cause that does not introduce an 

extemal argument, as in (l2b): 

(12) a 

b 

Mon gomi-h-ahtt-en fatnasa 

I.Nom upside down-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls boat.Acc 

'1 caused someone to turn the boat upside down. f 

Voip 
~ 

DP ~ 
mon Voi Voip 

I.Nom ~ ~ 
Voi Voi t Voi ~ 
~ [Caus;] tv DP 

V. Voi .t. fatnasa 
gOIm [Cause] boat.Acc 

upside down t -h-

.t. 
-h-

However, tmder the analysis (12b), it is completely inexplicable why the embedded VoiP CaMot 

license agent-oriented adverbs and purpose clauses; as we extensively illustrated in Chapter 3. 

True, we could claim that the lexical causative involves sorne kind of passive, as argued in Rosen 

(1989), but as we mentioned in Chapter 3, a passive analysis ofFPs raises more questions than it 

answers. Therefore, we must reject (12b), and consequently we must also reject the premise that 

the Cause component is an element of Voi. 5 In short, the only way in which we accommodate 

North 8âmi causatives with the hypothesis that Cause is a syntactic head, is by assuming that 

Cause is a separate head from Voi. That is, the (lexical) causative suffix found in the Base Verbs 

in (11), must be expontents of another syntactic head than Voi. 

1.2. Cause is v 

If the Cause component is not encoded in Voi, but in some other syntactic head, the question 

now, of course, what kind ofhead would that be? To begin with, we should notice that Kratzer's 
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(1996) VoiP and Chomsky's (1995) vp have more or less been assumed to be two different labels 

for the same thing. In proposing vP, Chomsky (1995:315) adopts lia version" of Hale & Keyser's 

configurational approach to certain aspects of verb formation and in particular argument 

structure. Chomsky assumes, along the lines of Hale & Keyser (1993: 68-9), that the 

configuration v-VP imphes causation and agentivity, which for Hale & Keyser is a V-VP 

configuration. However, as Chomsky points out in a footnote (Chomsky 1995: 389, fn. 89) his 

proposaI differs from Hale & Keyser's in one important point. For Chomsky, in addition to 

implying agentivity, v also introduces the extemal argument (specificaUy the Agent). Consider 

the structure (13), which illustrates the causative implication in Hale & Keyser's (1993) theory: 

(13) 
VP1 
~ 

VI VP2 

Hale & Keyser (1993:79ft) assume that VPl cannot take a subject in (13), because VP2 is not an 

L-syntax predicate (AP and pp are predicates at L-syntax, but not VP and NP). Therefore, the 

external arglli"TIent is not part of L-syntactic representations, which, as the reader might recall 

from Section 3, rhymes well with Marantz's (1984) daim that extemal arguments are not part of 

a verb's theta-grid. If we now assume that Chomsky's v in fact should he charactenzed as Hale & 

Keyser VI in (13), then we can straightforwardly appeal to Kratzer's original motivation for 

positing VoiP (see Section 3.2). It is fully possible to assume that Voi and v are distinct heads, 

which has ruso been independently proposed in the recent literature (Baker & Stewart 1999, 

Pylkkanen 1999, 2002). We therefore propose that lexical causatives in North Sâmi have the 

structure given in (14) below. Here, we assume that the extemal argument is introduced by Voi, 

as before. However, we now also assume that vp be viewed in the sense proposed by Hale & 

Keyser and thus it corresponds to Harley's (1995a, b) abstract Cause component. v in tum has 

merged with a category neutral root, ~Root (see Marantz 1997), hence providing the category 
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label for the root. For now, however, we win focus our attention on Voi and v exclusively, hence 

a1so temporarily ignoring where the direct object appears. 

(14) 
VoiP 

D~ 
Voi l'P 
~ 

v "Root 

We now have a foundation upon which we can base a revision of the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis 

for FP formation. The complement of the causative formative in an FP can now be viewed as a 

l'P. This way, we can maintain Miyagawa's late insertion analysis, and thus avoiding a retreat to 

a lexical treatment of "lexical" causatives. We are also able to maintain the basic intuition of 

Harley's proposaI, namely that Cause is a syntactic head, and at the same time we sidestep the 

problems we encounteroo on this view. The causative formative itself is cf course also a v: 

(15) 
VoiP 

DP~ 
Voi l'~l'P vP 

Cause ~ 
l'-

However, before we elaborate more on this idea, we shaH consider two independent proposais 

that argue for a splitting of Voi and v, namely Baker & Stewart (1999) and various work by 

Pylkk:anen (e.g. 1999,2002). 

2.3. More motivation/or splitting Voi and v 

On the basis of the behavior of various seriaI verb constructions (SVCs) found in West African 

languages (see for instance Baker 1989, Stewart 1998, Collins 1997a, among others), Baker & 
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Stewart (1999) argue that both Kratzer's VoiP and Chomsky's vP are empirically motivated. (16) 

below iHustrates three distinct types of SVCs from Edo, whose properties have been thoroughly 

investigated in Stewart (1998). 

(16) a 

b 

c 

Ozô ghâ gbè i;.wé khii;.n ùhùnmWÙll éri;.n. COVERT COORDINATION 

Ozo FUT hit goat seU head 

'Ozo win Kin the goat and sen its head.' 

Ozô ghâ gbè i;.wé khii;.n. 

Ozo FUT hit goat sen 

'Ozo win kill the goat and sen it.' 

Ozô ghâ gbè i;.wé wù. 

Ozo FUT hit goat die 

'Ozo win strike the goat dead' 

its 

(Baker & Stewart 1999:3) 

CONSEQUENTIAL SVC 

(Baker & Stewart 1999:3) 

RESULTATIVE SVC 

(Baker & Stewart 1999:3) 

The sentences in (16) differ in various fine points. We win begin by considering the so-called 

covert coordinations (CC) (16a). Baker & Stewartclaim that CCs involve two instances of VoiP. 

Covert Coordinations typically consists of two transitive verbs, each of which takës an overt 

object. One of the arguments Baker & Stewart provide as evidence for the existence of two VoiPs 

is based on the distribution of the of the reflexive-like element tOb6rè 'by self.' This element can 

be right-adjoined to argument DPs. When appearing on subjects, @b6rè 'by self has the 

additional option ofbeing floated off the subject. Consider now (17): 

(17) a Oz6 gM tobtLrè lé èvbàré rri 6rè. CC 

Ozo Fut by.self cook food eat it 

'Ozo will cook the food by himself and eat it.' 

b Oz6 lé izè tObtLrè rri 6rè. CC 

Ozo cook rice by.self eat it 

'Ozo cooked the rice and ate it by himself.' 
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TobOrè 'by self can appear befme the first verb (17a) as well as befme the second verb (l7b). 

Thus, there is evidence for two agents in CCs. These originate in VoiP and raise by Aeross the 

Board Movement to SpeeTP, with the result that tob6rè 'by self can be stranded in the SpecVoiP 

of either verbal projection, (18): 

(18) 
TP 
~ 

DP ~ 
T VoiP 

-------------VoiP VoiP 
~ ~ 

t DP ~ tDP~ 
(!obOTe) Voi ~ (tobore) VOl ~ 

17 VP 17 VP 
~ ~ 

Consequential SVCS, (16b), are analyzed as involving a single Voip with two 17 Ps. Sinee 

there is only one VoiP in CSVCs, we expect that tob6rè 'by self should only be able to oecur 

before !he f!rst verb, in contrast to the CCs in (17) above. Indeed, this is the case, as is shown by 

the contrast between (19a) and (19b): 

(19) a Ozo ghâ tOb&-è lé èvbàré ré. CSVC 

Ozo Fut by.self cook food eat 

'Ozo will by himself cook the food and eat it.' 

b "'Ozo lé èvbàré tob&-è ré. CSVC 

Ozo eook food by.self eat 

'Ozo will by himself cook the food and eat it.' 

Renee, Baker & Stewart propose the structure given in (20) for the CSVC: 
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(20) 
TP 
~ 

DP ~ 
T VoiP 
~ 

t
DP 
~ 

(toDore) Voi v P 

-------------vP vP 
~ ~ 
v VP v VP 
~ ~ 

The major (superficial) difference hetween (16a) and (16b) lies in the fact that in the latter there 

are two transitive verbs, but only one overt object. However, since (20) involves two vPs, and 

therefore also two VPs, it is predicted that CSVCs should have two objects, just like the Cc. 

Baker & Stewart present sorne evidence that the second verb in an CSVCs does take an object, 

namely a nuU pro. To show the existence of tms object, Baker & Stewart again appeal to toborè 

'by self.' In CSVCs, toborè 'by self' can appear after the second verb, and it can still he 

interpreted as modifying the "shared" object.6 

(21) àtàs6wié dé éWUi y6 (--) tob6rèi. CSVC 

Otasowie buy dress wear by self 

'Otasowie bought the dress and wore it by itself.' (Baker & Stewart 1999:29) 

Finally, Resultative SVCs as in (l6c) are characterized by the fact that the second verb must he 

unaccusative, and again there is only one object. (16c) is assumed to involve a combination at the 

Vlevel: 

(22) 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Voi vp 
~ 
v VP 
~ 
DP~ 

V V 
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Baker & Stewart daim that (22) involves a doubly headed VP, where the object in SpecVP is a 

radically shared object, in the sense of Baker (1989).7 They raise as an argument for this claim., 

the fact that tob6rè 'by self cannot appear after the second vero, unlike what we saw in the 

CSVC(21): 

(23) *Oz6 sùâ og6lG ( --) dé tob6rèï. RSVC 

Ozo push bottle fall by.self 

'Ozo pushed the bottle down by itself 1 

In short, the typology of various seriaI verb constructions can he straightforwardly 

captured if it assumed that Kratzer's VoiP and Chomsky's vP are two distinct projections. The 

situation is summanzed in (24): 

(24) 

VoiP ...-- Covert Coordination 

Voi 

v 

v P 14B-- Consequential SVC 

VP 
/~ 

V 
Resultative SVC 

Various works by Pylkkanen (e.g. 1999, 2001, 2002) arrive at a similar conclusion, 

namely that Voi and v are distinct. Pylkkanen is primarily concemed with adverbial modification 

in causative constructions. She notices that the level at which a causative head attaches gives rise 

to different interpretational possibilities of a variety of adverbs. Consider the examples in (25): 

(25) a Omusomesa ya-wandi-s-a Katonga ne obu nyikivu. LUGANDA 

teacher 3s.Pst-write-Cause-FV Katoonga with the dedication 

'The teacheri made Katongaj write with dedicationi/j.' (Pylkkanen 2001: 1 ) 
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b pro Naa-butwiish-ya umuana ukwiitemenwa. 

IS.Pst-nm-Cause boy willingly 

'Ii made the boYj nm wilbnglYi/*j.' 

b' Naa-butwiish-ya Mwape ulubilo. 

I.past-run-CAUSE Mwape fast 

'1 made Mwape nm quickly' 

c JOhni awoke Billj grumpilYi/*j-

BEMBA 

(Pylkkanen 2001: 1) 

(Pylkkanen 2001: 1 ) 

(Pylkkanen 2001: 1 ) 

In the Luganda example (25a), the pertinent point is that the adverb 'with dedication' can refer to 

the manner in which the Causee Katonga cames out the writing event. This, according to 

Pylkkanen, is an indication that causative head has combined with Voi. This finding thus 

reproduces Guasti's observation that the Causee in an FI can control into a purpose clause in 

Italian (see Coopter 3.4. above, ex. (65)). However, in (25b) Bemba, the adverb 'willingly' can 

only be construed with the causlng event, which suggests that the causative head bas combined 

with something smallerthan VoiP. However, (25b') shows that an adverb modifying the running 

event is possible. Thus, the causative formative has combined with something tha~ bigger than V 

(or ..JRoot). The obvious candidate for the mystery head is v. FinaUy, the English example (25c), 

a so-called lexical causative, shows that the adverb 'grumpily' can orny he understood in the sense 

that John, not Bill, is grumpy. The implication is therefore that the (abstract) causative head has 

combined with what for Baker & Stewart would be V. However, Pylkkânen adopts the view 

explicated Marantz (1997) that V in (24) in fact is a category neutral root. Henee, we arrive ai 

the structure shown in (26): 

(26) 

VoiP 

Voi vP 

v 
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In this subsection we have presented two independent approaches that converge of the 

assumption that VoiP and vP are to distinct projections. 

2.4. Summary 

In this section we have shown that it is not tenable to equate Cause with Voi, contrary to 

Hadey's (1995a, b) proposai. If we wish to rnaintain a unified account of syntactic and lexical 

causativization, then we are forced to assume that Cause is instantiated in sorne other syntactic 

position. This position, we have argued is v. In miling this rnove, we can retain the benefits of 

the analyses presented by Miyagawa (1994) and Harley (1995a, b), and at the same time account 

for the syntactic and morphological properties of North Sami FP-causatives. 

3. Agentive and non .. agentive verbs 

In the section 2.2. we proposed that the complement of the causative formative in an FP is a vP 

assumingthat VoiP and vP are distinct. As rnentioned above, in this thesis 1 assume Root-based 

theory along the lines of Marantz (1997). Marantz proposes that syntactic categories such as 

noun and verb are determined in the syntax, by means of a universal set of functional heads 

provided by UG.8 In lexicalist theories the standard assumption is that a lexical item like m has a 

lexical entry. which among other things provides information about categorial mernbership. 

However, if there is no lexioon, then there are no lexical entries of that sort and consequently the 

determination of category must take place sornewhere el se, namely in the syntax. Marantz 

proposes that there are category neutral roots, and functional heads such as v, a, n, etc. that 

merge with these roots in the syntax , where the resulting syntactic configuration provides 

information about category membership: 
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(27) 
xP 
~ 
x "Root 
x= {v, a. n} 

We now have to address two questions, namely (i), where and how do internaI arguments 

originate? and (ii) howare descriptively agentive and non-agentive verbs differentiated?9 

3.1. Severing the direct internai ilrgurnent from its Boo! 

Let us begin with the question pertaining to arguments, which to sorne extent is independent from 

the second question. 1 take the position that assumes that Roots never take arguments, and in this 

sense we diverge from say Marantz (1997) and Harley & Noyer (1997), who assume that Roots 

do take complement DPs. Rather, the arguments that a certain Root is associated with are 

introduced by means of functional heads, such as v, n (Marantz 2001, Baker 1997b).10 This 

position is in sorne aspects similar to Hale & Keyser's (1993) proposaI for deadjectival verbs, 

repeated below as (28). 

(28) 
VP 

D~ 
the soup V AP 

A~ 1 
l A 

1 1 
thin 

t· 1 

Recall that Hale & Keyser assume that the DP the soup is not an argument as such of the 

adjective. Rather, the DP is "forced" into the Spec ofVP for reasons ofFuH Interpretation. Ifit is 

not there, the adjective cannot be assigned an interpretation. Specifically, the adjective needs to 

be predicated of a noun. 1 win adopt a similar view, namely that the "direct" internai argument of 

a verb appears in the specifier of the verbalizing element, which we for the time being denote V. 

Hence, regardless of whether we are dealing with an unaccusative or transitive verb, 1 propose 
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that in abstract tenns the most deeply verbal projection in both transitives and unaccusatives is 

as depicted in (29): 

(29) 
Vp 
~ 

DP ~ 
V "Root 

In (29), V has merged with a category neutral root, creating a verb. Subsequently, [VI> V"Root] 

merges a DP into its specifier. Henee, a verbalizing item like V serves a dual function~ on the one 

hand if provides a Root with a category label, and on the other hand it introduees an argument 

associated with the root. 

3.2. Flavors of verbalizers 

Let us now tUTn to the second question, namely how do agentive verbs differ from non-agentive 

ones? The distinction, we assume, is structural. Arad (1999) for instance daims that v cornes in 

different flavors, such as agentive v, stative v etc. Embick (2001) also suggests the existence of 

inchoative v, and similar proposaIs are found in Harley (l995ab, 2002a) and Folli & Hadey 

(2002). Hence, there is an emerging consensus that there are verbalizing functional heads with 

diverse semantic content. As we showed in Chapter 3.3, agentive and non-agentive verbs alike 

may take extemal arguments: 

(30) a Mâhtte cuvkii lase. 

Mâhtte.Nom break.Tr.Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mâhtte broke the window.' 

b Manna gulai bajâna. 

child.Nom hear.Pst.3s thunder.Acc 

'The child heard the thunder.' 
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The daim that hoth sentences in (30) have hona fide extemal arguments is supported by the fact 

that the corresponding passive sentences in (31) are weil formed: 

(31) a 

b 

Lase cuvke-juvvui. 

window.Nom break. Tr-Pass.Pst.3s 

'The window was bmken.' 

Bajân gullo-juvvui. 

thunder.Nom hear-Pass.Pst.3s 

'The thunder was heard.' 

The difference between the verbs in (30) lies in the "middle field" of the verb phrase, that Is in the 

nature of the verbalizing functional head that merges with the mot. Agentive veros, 1 daim, 

involve v, which instantiates Cause, in the sense discussed in section 2. L Non-agentive verbs, on 

the other hand, all share the common thread of not involving a Cause oomponent, and 

consequently they do not involve causative v. Primarily for the sake of ease of exposition, 1 will 

use the category -label V for non-causative verbalizers. 

(32) a v causative verbalizer 

b V non-causative verbalizer 

Given these background assumptions, the vero phrases in the sentences (33a) and (34a) have the 

structures given in (33b) and (34b) respectively: 

(33) a Mon cuvke-jin hise. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Pst.!s window.Acc 

'1 broke the window.' 
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b Agentive Verb 

(34) a 

Voip 
~ 

DP ~ 
mon Voi vP 
~ 

DP ~ 
lâse v -.JRoot 

cuvke 

Mon gullen bajfum. 

I.Nom hear.Pst.1s thunder.Ace 

'1 heard the thunder.' 

b Non-Agentive Verb 
Voip 
~ 

DP ~ 
mon Voi VP 
~ 

DP ~ 
bajfum V -.JRoot 

gulla 

Thus, the main difference between (33a) and (34b) is thus found in the element mat has merged 

with the mot, v in the former and V in the latter. 

However, given tOOt we have assumed toot v bas causative content, it might mise a few 

eyebrows to see the internaI argument as a specifier of Cause, as in (33b) aOOve. This goes 

against the Jackendovian daim that the frrst argument of Cause is the Agent (Jackendoff 1976, 

1983). But it is now important to recall that Cause does not introduee the agent, as we argued 

extensively in Chapter 3. In fact, (33) bas a precedent in Marantz's (1993) treatment of syntactic 

causatives. Marantz argued that the Causee Hortense in (35a) is projected in the Specifier of 

~ as shown in (35b): 

(35) a Elmer made Hortense eat the cake. 
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b 
IP 

DP~"" 
Elmer 1 VP 

DP 
Hortense V~ 

""----'make ~ 
eatthecake (Marantz 1993) 

Marantz proposes that the Causee Hortense in (35b) is interpreted as being affected by the 

encircled VP, since it essentiaHy denotes what she ends up being caused to do. EssentiaHy, the 

Causee in (35) is an inner subject Il The DP in the Spec of vP in structure (33b) above can now 

he viewed as an inner subject, that undergoes sorne sort of causation. 

In short, v has the ability to introduce an argument However, it is far less clear that it is 

required to do so, as suggested by the presence unergative verbs. The anruysis that 1 will adopt 

for unergative verbs, is that they too rnvolve a v-merged Root, but in this case v does not 

introduce an argument, (36): 12 

(36) Unergative 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Voi vP 
~ 
v -vRoot 

1 win simply assume that there are two types of v. One is an argument-introducing v and the 

other is identical aH respects, except that it does not introduce an argument 13 When there is a 

need to teU the two apart, we shaH refer to these to variants of v as VTr and VIntr. 

The considerations we have speHed out above carry over to the formation of unaccusative 

verbs. 1 assume that an unaccusative verb is formed by merging a mot with V, on par with other 

non-agentives. Recrul that Vis also a verbalizer, and on par with v it is a functionru head with 

argument introducing pmperties. V differs from v, however, in that it does not have causative 

content. V presumably cornes in a few flavors, such as inchoative and stative. A typical 

unaccusative structure would be as shown in (37): 14 
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(37) 
VP 
~ 

DP 0Root 

This particular analysis of (agentive) transitive verbs and unaccusatives has a very strong 

and direct implication for the so-caUed causative inchoative variation, illustrated in (38) (= (8) 

above): 

(38) 
a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

TRANSITIVE 

luvva-d-it luvvat-@-t get wei - maIœ weI 
1--__ -+_m_a __ izz_a_-@ __ '"_t __ -+-______ ---4gelwarm-makewarm 

buorra-n-it improve-improve 
_labka.;.;..........;.;...-n.;...-..... it ___ ~~ ________ ........j gel closer - bring closer 

-n-it 
cirgu-0-t 
rissu-@-t 

break - break 
____ -1 empty - empty 

be delayed - delay 
-t become lame - lame 
==~ 

increase - increase 
lum over - lum over 

~-~ 
spray - spray 

;.;....;.;....;;.;;.. __ ---11 splash - splash 

An often debated issue has been whether the causative or the inchoative represents the more 

basic form, from which the other is derived, and as is· clear from (38), morphology is quite 

urunformative in this oontext. Structure building thoories (e.g. Hale & Keyser 1993) tend to 

assume that the causative is derived from the inchoative. One of the more prominent works 

supporting the view that the inchoative is derived from the causative is presented in Levin & 

Rappaport's (1995) work on decompositional lexical semantics. However, under the theory 

pursued here, neither the causative nor the inchoative is more basic than the other, a daim which 

goes back at least to Harley (1995a), and which is expressed aIso in Embick (2001). The crucial 

point is that both the causative and the inchoative are derived from the same Root. In the 

causative, v has merged with the Root, whereas in the inchoative it is V that has merged with the 

Root: 
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(39) a Causative b Inchoative 

~ 
V "Root 

3. 3. Summary 

In this section we have argued that descriptively agentive and non-agentive verbs are 

distinguished by the flavor of the verbahzing head that merges with the category neutral root. 

Furthermore, we have proposed that the direct internaI argument Ïs introduced into the specifier 

of the verbalizing functional head that merges with the Root. We can now characterize the 

extemal argument as the element introduced into the specifier of VoiP, and the internaI argument 

is the element occurring in the specifier of v or V. 

4; Variable behavior 

In tbis section we shan consider some instances of variable behavior in North Sâmi intransitive 

verbs and how the present theory can accommodate and constrain these oscillations. We shall 

also examine variable behavior in perception foots, which appear either as non-causative 

transitives or as lexical causatives, in which case they always have an idiosyncratic interpretation. 

4.1. Intransitives 

One of the advantages of severing the direct internaI argument from the root cornes from 

intransitive verbs that exhibit variable behavior to the unaccusative-unergative distinction. As is 

weU known, in many languages intransitive verbs may exhibit unergative properties in some cases 

and in other cases they may behave as unaccusatives (Hoekstra & Mulder 1990, Borer 1998, 

Arad 1998, among others).15 Two of the most famous diagnostics for unaccusativity in ltalian are 

concemed with auxiliary selection and the distribution of the partitive clitic ~ (see for instance 

Burzio 1986, BeHetti & Rizzi 1981). In transitive and unergative clauses the auxiliary 'have' 
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appears, whereas in passive and unaccusative clauses 'bel appears. The partitive clitic ~ picks 

out the object of transitive verbs and the subject of unaccusatives and passives. In contrast, the 

subject of transitive and unergative verbs cannot undergo ~-cliticization. By these criteria, it can 

be concluded that the verb 'fun' in (40) is unergative, as it occurs with the auxiliary 'have' and 

because ~-chticization is impossible. 

(40) a Gianni lm corso 

Gianni has fun 

b *~ hanno corso/i due 

of-them have fun two 

However, these diagnostics also inœcate that we are dealing with an unaccusative when the very 

sarne verb occurs with a goal-phrase. As shown in (41a) and (41b), in these cases the auxiliary 'bel 

occurs and ~-cliticization is possible. 

(41) a 

b 

Gianni .k. corso a casa 

Gianni is fun to home 

~ sono corsi due a casa 

of-them are run+agr two 10 home 

(Hoekstra and Mulder, 1990) 

(Hoekstra and Mulder, 1990) 

What the contrast between (40) and (41) shows is that some roots may under certain 

circum8tances be merged with either v or V, (see (42) below). The pertinent point here ts that the 

unaccusative reading of these verbs is possible when a goal-phrase as been added. The root in 

(42a) denotes a particular manner of motion. It simply refers to an unbounded process, with no 

inherent endpoint However, in (42b) the Goal pp provides an endpoint tothe event, hence it 

serves as a delimiter (Tenny 1994, Borer 1998). 
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(42) a unergative run 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Voi vP 
~ 

v ...JRoot 
RUN 

b unaccusative run 
VP 
~ 

DP ~ 
V ...JRoot 
~ 

...JRoot pp 
RUN~ 

to home 

In other words, an inner subject can be licensed if the Root denotes a result. A bare "unergative" 

root on the other hand can only be construed with an entity that cames out the process, i.e. the 

Agent. Thus, we cannot obtain an unaccusative verb like the one depicted in (43): 

(43) 

VP 
~ 

DP ~ 
V ...JRoot 

RUN 

(43), 1 contend, is ruled out by the principle of Full Interpretation, i.e. the requirement that the 

generated structures must be interpretable, because the argument in Spec VP and the Root cannot 

refer to a state or a resulting state, due to its inherent properties. (42b) above is interpretable, 

because the goal phrase enables the proper licensing of a specifier in VP. 

Languages differ somewhat with regard to which intransitive verbs display fuis kind of 

variable behavior, but generally speaking, the phenomenon as such has heen observed in 

numerous languages, as diverse as Hebrew (Borer 1998), Dutch, ltalian (Hoekstra & Mulder 

1990), English (Levin & Rappaport 1995). A split among intransitive verbs can also he identified 

in North Sami. Verbs of directed motion (Levin 1993, Levin & Rappaport 1995) may osciHate 

between unergative and unaccusative interpretations, whereas other intransitive verbs fall into 

one category or the other. 16 For instance, verbs that specifY a manner of motion are 

unambiguously unergative, whereas inchoatives are invariably unaccusative. While it is not a 

trivial task to establish what counts as a reliable unaccusative diagnostic, we fmd two 
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characteristics that distinguish unaccusatives from unergatives in North Sâmi. We have discussed 

one of these diagnostics in sorne detail, namely ability to enter the productive morphological 

causative construction. The other diagnostic is the ability to form adjectival participles. Mamer 

of motion verbs, such as yiehkat lrun,l danset 'dance,' Cuoigat 'ski: etc, can consistently be 

causativized, as shown in (44): 

(44) a 

b 

Mahtte viega-h-ii 

Mahtte.Nom run-Cause-Pst.3s 

'Mahtte caused the boy to run.' 

bartni. 

boy.Acc 

Maret 

Maret.Nom 

danse-h-ii neidda. 

dance-Cause-Pst. 3s girl.Acc 

'Maret caused the girl to dance.' 

c Biera cuoigga-h-ii â4jâ 

Biera.Nom ski-Caust::.Pst.3s old man.Acc 

'Biera caused the old man to ski.' 

However, basic verbs ofthis variety cannot form adjectival participles, (45): 

(45) a *viebka-n bârdni 

run-Ptc boy 

'the run boy. 

b *danse-n nieida 

dance-Pte girl 

'the danced girl' 

c *cuoiga-n addja 

ski-Ptc old man 

'the skied old man' 
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Let us now compare (44) and (45) with inchoative unaccusatives. This class of intransitive verbs 

can never undergo productive causativization, (46): 

(46) a *Mon cuovkan-ahtt-en lase. 

I.Nom break.Intr-Cause-Pst.1s window.Acc 

'1 caused the glass to break.' 

b *Mon gopmân--ahtt-en fatnasa 

I.Nom upside down.Intr-Cause-Pst.ls boat.Acc 

'1 caused the boat 10 flip upside down.' 

c "'Mon rahpas-ahtt-en uvssa 

I.Nom open.Intr-Cause-Pst.1s door.Acc 

1 caused the door to open.' 

d * Mahtte heavvan-aht-ii Mareha. 

Mahtte.Nom drown.Intr-Cause-Pst.3s Maret.Acc 

'Mahtte made Maret drown.' 

These verbs, however, can aU form adjectival paiticiples: 

(47) a cuovkan-an lâ.se 

break.Intr-Ptc window 

'the broken window' 

b gopmâ.n-an fanas 

upside down.Intr-Ptc boat 

c 

'the flipped over boat' 

rahpas-an uksa 

open.Intr-Ptc door 

'the opened door' 
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d heavvan-an bârdni 

drown.Intr-Ptc boy 

'the drowned boy' 

Verbs of directed motion, on the other hand, such as boahtit 'come/arrive,' joaydat 'arrive" vuolgit 

'leave,' etc, can be causativized (48) and moreover, they can occur as adjectival participles (49). In 

other words, they exhibit variable behavior: 

(48) a Mâhtte bodi-h-ii bârtni. 

Mâhtte.Nom come-Cause-Pst.3s boy.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused the boy to come/arrive.' 

b Mâret joavdda-h-ii neidda. 

Mâret.Nom arrive-Cause-Pst.3s girl.Ace 

'Mâret caused the girl 10 arrive.' 

c Biera vuolggi-h-ii âdjâ 

Biera.Nom leave-Cause-Pst.3s old man.Ace 

- 'Biera caused the old man to leave.' 

(49) a boahtâ-n bârdni 

come/arrive-Ptc boy 

'the arnved boy' 

b joavda-n nieida 

arrive-Ptc girl 

'the arrived girl' 

c vuolgâ-n âddjâ 

leave-Ptc old man 

'the departed old man' 
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This distinction may be accounted for by assuming that the manuer component associated with 

manner of motion verbs such as viebkat Iron,' danset 'dance,' fuoigat 'ski,' etc, requires the 

presence of v in order to be interpreted (see for instance Hale & Keyser 1993 and Marantz 

2001). Since the manners are concemed with the execution of the action, it is reasonable to 

assume that it relies on v, viz. Cause, for licensing. Thus if V merges with a root like "VIEHKA 

'ron' the root fails to be licensed. 17 Verbs of directed motion, however, are compatible with both 

v and Voi, because they do not involve a v=oriented manner component, and moreover they 

inherently denote sorne result (see Levin & Rappaport 1995). 1 win however leave for future 

research the fundamental issues of what the underlying factors might for the variable behavior 

observed above. 

Summing up, we have daimed that intransitives that exhibit variable behavior with regard 

to the unaccusative-unergative distinction provides evidence for the daim !hat roots do not take 

argument DPs. 

4.2. Transitivized unergatives 

One salient descriptive effect of both "lexical" and nsyntactic" causativization is that it adds a 

causative agent. RecaH however that we showed in Chapter 3 that it is not the causative head 

itself that introduces tws argument~ rather it is introduced in a VoiP that takes the causative v P as 

its complement. Consequently, a basically intransitive verb such as viebkat 'run.Inf in (50a), 

becomes a morphologicaUy complex transitive verb when it is "syntacticaHy" causativized, as 

shown in (50b): 

(50) a Biret viegai. 

BiretNom run.Pst.3s 

'Biret ran.' 
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b Mâhtte viega-h-ii Bireha. 

Mâhtte.Nom nm-Cause-Pst.3s Biret.Acc 

'Mâhtte caused Biret to run.' 

ln both (50a) and (50b), Biret is interpreted as the runner. However, in the former sentence Biret 

might be running because she wants to, whereas in (50b) she is coerced by Mâhtte one way or 

another to ron. Crocially, Mâhtte in (50b) is not the entity that carries out the nmning event. 

These are typical characteristics of syntactic causatives. However, it turns out that the surface 

string (50b) is ambiguous. In addition to the causative interpretation there exists another reading, 

where B iret is not necessarily running at aH, but rather, as indicated in (51), Mâhtte is the runner: 

(51) Mahtte viega-h-ii Bireha. 

Mahtte.Nom ron-Cause-Pst.3s Biret.Acc 

'Mâhtte chased Biret, nmning.' 

That is, the thematic status of Mahtte in (51) is paraUel to the interpretation of the subject in 

(50a) .. In other words, under the readings indicated, (50b) and (51) are examples of two difIerent 

kinds of transitivizing processes. In (50b) an external argument bas been added to the basic 

intransitive verb, whereas in (51) the overaU valence bas been increased by the addition of an 

internaI argument. Consequently, the combination viega-h 'run-Cause' in (51) means something 

close to 'chase by running.' This pattern is fully productive with intransitive verbs of manner of 

motion. A few more examples are given in (52): 

(52) a Mâret 

Maret.Nom 

danse-h-ii neidda. 

dance-Cause-Pst.3s girl.Acc 

(i) 'Maret caused the girl to dance.' 

(iO 'Mare! chased the girl, dancing.' 
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b Biera cuoigga-h-ii adj a 

Biera.Nom ski-Cause-Pst,3s old man.Acc 

(i) 'Biera caused the old man to ski.' 

(ii) 'Biera chased the old man, skiing.' 

Notice furthermore that the causative suffix is obligatory, (53). In its absence, it is impossible to 

for these verbs to take an accusative object: l g 

(53) a 

b 

c 

*Mahtte viega-i Bireha. 

Mahtte.Nom run-Pst.3s BiretAcc 

'Mahtte chased Biret, running.' 

*Maret dans-ii neidda. 

Maret.Nom dance-Pst.3s girl.Acc 

'Maret chased the girl, dancing.' 

*Biera cuoigga-i âdja 

Biera.Nom ski-Pst.3s old man.Acc 

'Biera chased the old man, skiing.' 

In contrast, intransitive verbs of directed motion do not exhibit any ambiguity at all when 

occurring with a causative suffix, but can only be interpreted as syntactic causatives. 

(54) a Mon bodi-h-in Bireha. 

I.Nom come-Cause-Pst.ls BiretAcc 

(i) '1 made Biret arrive/come.' 

(ii) *'1 came after Biret' 

b Mon mana-h-in Bireha. 

I.Nom go-Cause-Pst.ls BiretAcc 

(i) '1 made Biret go.' 

(iO *'1 went after Biret' 
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As is transparent from the terminology, the two types of motion verbs differ regards to 

whether they inherently denote direction or not and whether they denote the manner in which the 

motion is carried out Thus, verbs like yiehkat 'ron' are neutral in terms of the direction in which 

the motion is targeted. In sentences like (51) and (52) under the "chasing"-interpretation, the 

addition of the causative suffix has the effect of adding a directional component to the verb, 

which in tum enables the introduction of a direct object, towards which the motion is directed. 

Given the interpretation of say (51), it is clear that ils syntactic structure is unlike that of the 

productive causative. Instead,I propose that the projection of the verb in (51) is identical to a 

regular agentive transitive verb, (55a). The syntactic causative, on the other band, involves 

involves two v-projections, as schematically shown in (55b) as point ofreference: 

(55) a b 
VoiP 

D~ 
Mâhtte Voi ~ 

DP~ 
bârtni v ...JRt 
boy -11- ...JVIEHKA 

T'fm 

VoiP 

~ 
DP u.~ vOl v 

................ 

v 
-11-

vP 
~ 
v ...JRt 

...JVIEHKA 
ron 

One significant piece of evidenœ that these are simple transitive verbs cornes from facts 

pertaining to the possibilities of further causativization. Like many other languages, Sâmi does 

not allow recursive productive causativization.19 However, the surface string given in say (56a) 

which contains stacked causative suffixes is perfectly grammatical. But he careful to notice that 

the reading where the bârdni 'boy' is interpretoo as the runner is excluded. Thus, (56a) for 

instance can only be interpreted as being based on (51), i.e. where bârdni 'boy' is heing chasoo. 

(56) a Mon viega-h-ahtt-en Mâhte bârtni. 

I.Nom run-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc boy.Acc 

(i) *'1 caused Mâhtte to cause the boy to run.' 

(ii) '1 caused Méthtte to chase the boy, running.' 
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b Mon danse-h-ahtt-en Mareha neidda. 

I.Nom dance-Cause-Cause-Pst.l s Maret.Acc girl.Acc 

(i) *'1 caused Maret to cause the girl to dance.' 

(ii) '1 caused Maret to chase the girl, dancing.' 

c Mon cuoigga-h-ahtt-en Biera âdja. 

I.Nom ski-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls Biera.Acc old man.Acc 

(i) *'1 caused Biera to cause the oid man 10 ski.' 

(ii) '1 caused Biera to chase the old man, skiing.' 

We know independently that the so-called productive causative formative has the FP-property 

of heing v-selecting. Therefore we conclude that the most deeply embedded suffix in the verb 

yiega-h-ahtt-it is an exponent of a v that has combined with a Root (i.e. lexical causative) and not 

a v-selecting (i.e. syntactic) causative head (see e.g. Harley 1995a). 

4.3. Causativized Perception Roots 

A phenomenon similar to the one we have just considered is found in relation to perception 

roots. We have noticed in previous sections that perception verbs like ~ 'hear.Inf cànnot he 

causativized: 

(57) * Mâhtte gula-h-ü mânâ bajâna 

Mâhtte.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.3s child.Ace thunder.Ace 

'Mâhtte caused the child to hear the thunder.' 

We have assumed that (57) is ill formoo because the non-causative verbalizer V, which is involved 

in forming non-agentive verbs, does not meet the selectional requirements of the FP-causative 

formative, wmch orny combines with v. However, if asked whether a verb like gula-h-it which 

consists of the root ..JGULLA 'hear' and the suflix -h- is a weIl formed vero in the language, any 
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native speaker of North Sâmi win inform us that it is. However, the meaning of gula-h-it is not 

'cause someone to hear' but rather 'announce:' 

(58) Bilhppa guia-h-ii heajaid 

pastor.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.3s wedding.Acc 

'The pastor announced the wedding.' 

This kind of shift in meaning is not what one would expect if the verb in (58) were derived from 

the non-agentive vero gyllat 'hear.Inf,' by means of syntactic causativization. For instance, when 

we announce something, as in (58), for sure our hope is that people are hearing what we are 

saying, and indeed they may be. But the pastor in (58) could have made the announcement 10 a 

sleeping congregation, in which case no one would have heard anything. Thus (58) exemplifies a 

case where root-:suffix oombination gives rise to a special meaning. 

Special meanings have been considered as lexical phenomena par excellence. They are 

random, unpreructable, and therefore they have to he learned and memorized item for item. 

However, as Marantz (1997, 2001) points.out, this does not necessarily mean that a generative 

lexicon is involved Nor are special meanings :restricted to word sized elemerits, but also larger 

phrases. Marantz argues that special meanings are stored in an Encyclopedia, which has no 

generative power. However, the Encyclopedia is expandable, as new coinages are invented. The 

Encyclopedia, however, is not just mere garbage can where things are stuffed in and memorized 

by brute force. Special meanings, according 10 Marantz, can occur in very specifie syntactic 

environments. So for instance, in a configuration like (59a), the combination ofx and a root -.Jo, 

might be such that it is related to a special, encycloperuc interpretation.20 
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(59) a 
yP 

y 

special interpretation 

b 
yP 
~ 

y zp 
~ 

z va 

However, the combination of y and xP in (59) never triggers an idiomatic reading, because 

adjacency must hold between a mot and a functional head. It might also be the case that the same 

Root "l.ja, might combine with the functional head z, as in (59b), but in this case, the resulting 

structure is not associated with an encyclopedic meamng. 

In the case of "l.jGULLA 'hear,' the non-causative verbalizer V dearly has the status of z in 

(59b), as it dœs not give rise to an unpredictable meaning. However, if "l.jGULLA 'hear' combines 

with v, the situation depicted in (59a) arises. The configuration v-"l.jGULLA thus has an 

encydopedic listing. The fact that we are dealing v is supported by three diagnostics. Firstly, in 

the surface form we find the elsewhere causative suffix -h- (see (9) above). Secondly, the agent

orientedmielast- 'gladly' canoceur in (57), as shown in (60a), in contrast to (60b). 

(60) a Bahppa mielastis gula-h-ii heajaid 

pastor.Nom gladly.3s hear-Cause-Pst. 3s wedding.Ace 

'The pastor gladly announced the wedding.' 

b *Bahppa mielastis gulai bajana. 

pastorNom gladly.3s hear.Pst.3s thunder.Ace 

'The pastor gladly heard the thunder.' 

Now, if the verb in (60a) is a simple "lexical" causative (i.e. involving a single v), then it should be 

possible to causativize further. This is indeed the case as shown in (61): 
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(61) Mon bâhpa gula-h-ahU-en heajaid 

I.Nom pastor.Acc hear-Cause-Cause Pst.ls wedding.Acc 

'I caused the pastor to announce the wedding.' 

In fact similar considerations hold for other perception verbs as weIl. Thus, the examples 

in (62) and (63) show that verbs such as doyddat 'know (a person).Inf and diehtit 'know 

(a fact).Inf cannot undergo productive causativÏzation: 

(62) a Mihkal dovdâ Mâreha 

Mihkal.Nom know.Prs.3s Maret.Acc 

'Mihkal knows Maret.' 

b *Mon doavdda-h-in Mihkkala Mareha. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Pst.ls Mihkal.Acc Maret.Acc 

'1 caused Mihkal to know Maret.' 

(63) a Maret diehtâ vâstâdussa. 

Maret.Nom know.Prs.3s answer.Acc 

'Maret knows the answer.' 

b *Mon diedi-h-in Mareha vâstâdussa. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Pst.ls Mâret.Acc answer.Acc 

'1 caused Maret to know the answer.' 

But again, the verbs doavdda-h-it 'know-Cause-Inf and diedi-h-Ït 'know-Cause-Inf are perfectly 

weIl formed items in the language, however, with the idiomatic meanings shown in (64): 

(64) a Mon dovdda-h-in Mihkkala Marehii. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Pst.ls Mihkal.Acc Maret.IH 

'1 introduced Mihkal to Maret.' 
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b Mon diedi-h-in dan Marehii. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Pst.ls that.Acc issue.Ace Maret.Hl 

1 informed Maret about that issue. 1 

The hypothesis that the verbs in (64) are derived by merging v with a root, is supported by the 

fact that these verbs may undergo further causativization, which as we have argued involves a v

selecting causative formative: 

(65) a 

b 

Mon gula-h-ahtt-en bâhpa heajaid 

I.Nom hear-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls pastor.Acc wedding.Acc 

'1 caused the pastor to announce the wedding.' 

Mon dovdda-h-ahtt-en bahpa Mihkkala Marehii. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls pastor.Acc Mihkal.Acc MareUIl 

'1 caused the pastor to introduce Mihkal to Mâret.' 

c Mon diedi-h-ahtt-en Mihkkala 
I.Nom know-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls Mihkal.Acc 

dan assi Marehii. 
that.Acc issue.Acc Maret.Ill 

'1 caused Mihkal to inform Maret about that issue.' 

To summarize, perception fOots can orten be oombined with v. These cases are 

charactenzed by the fact (i) the root-suffix combination always triggers an idiomatic meaning and 

(h) the verbalizing head is always speHed out by the elsewhere causative -h-, and (iii) they can 

undergo further causativization. 

5. Conclusions 

The lead motif of this chapter has been the syntactic decomposition of the verb phrase. We have 

attempted to identify sorne of the central umts and to untangle at least a few their combinatorial 
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possibilities. In the process, we have identified three levels of structure in a regular transitive verb 

phrase. The most deeply embedded unit in the assemblage is the Root, a category neutral entity 

wbich carries with it certain aspects of meaning that are not subject to decomposition (Marantz 

2001). However, crucial aspects of the interpretation of Roots hinge on the next structural level 

where category membership is determined, which in our study means the verb. Verbs, under the 

radically syntactic view that we have embraced, are functional heads associated with certain 

semantico-syntactic features, such as Cause (v), lnèhoative or Stative (V). By relating Cause to 

this intermediate level, we have given up on an idea that has had a strong standing in the syntactic 

literature, namely that causative heads introduce extemal arguments. However, we have also Seen 

that tbis move is warranted, given the interaction and stacking of causative heads in North Sami, 

where the presence of Cause does not imply the presence of agentivity. The locus of Agentivity 

lies in the highest level of structure, namely Kratzer's VoiP.21 Moreover, direct internaI 

arguments are seen as being introduced into the Specifier of verbalizing head. This means that the 

heads v or V are to the Root, what Voi is to vP or VP, namely introducing a subject. 

It has been shown that many classes of Roots may occur in a variety of verbal contexts, 

such as causative-inchoative environments, or other instances of non-causative/causative 

altemations as in the case of perception roots. Other Roots, e.g. those that pertain to manner of 

motion, may in North Sarni occur in transitive and intransitive causative frames. 

A further goal of this chapter has been to provide a rich enough ontology, and to outline 

and explicate some fundamental theoretical assumptions that win play an important role in the 

discussion that follows. 

Notes to Chapter 4 

1 One could of course imagine that zero-affixation is involved. However, the point is that Hale & Keyser argue that 
no lexical role Îs required. 
2See also Baker (1997,2002) for further discussion on the relation between verbs and adjectives. 
3For an extensive survey, see Jacobson (1992). 
4See alsa Simango (1999) on Bantu. 
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5 If we were so inclined, we could of course use thls argument in favor of a retreat to a lexical treatment of lexical 
causatives. However, for reasons mentioned above, this wouJ.d be a move in the wrong direction. 
6Whlle there is evidence that CSVCs involve a nun object, Baker & Stewart admit that several questions remain 
conceming the licensing ofthis null element. See Baker & Stewart (1999: 33ft) for sorne discussion conceming this 
issue. 
7Contra Collins (l997a). 
SOr more correctly,jeatures providOO by UG. The feamre bundles in mm make up the content of the head. 
9Under the Voi hypothesis, ail verbs are of course technically non-agentive. We continue, however, to use the terms 
agentive and non-agentive in as descriptive labels, whlch should be understood in the traditional sense 
lOBaker (1997) does not assume that verbs are formOO from category neutral roots. Rather he takes verbs to be 
derivOO from adjectives. 
11See also Bowers (1993) who argues that direct objects are inner subjects. 
12Hale & Keyser (1993) propose that unergatives are derived by means of noun incorporation from what is basically 
a transitive source: . 
(i) 

VP 
~ 

V NP 
/'--.... 1 

N V N 
1 
t 

Our approach is similar in that we assume that Root is the complement of a verbalizing head. 
13Thls is exacdy the situation with [+agentive] Voi. 
14 As we have notOO in previous discussions, it is an open question whether unaccusatives include a VoiP or not. 
150ne crucial factor is the addition oh goal phrase renders the verbal expression telle (See e.g. Tenny 1994). 
16This is the oniy split that 1 am aware of. More subde distinctions might be detected, but this requires more 
research, which among other thlngs would involve detection of more sophisticatOO diagnostics than those reported 

, below. It is, however, at the present time unknown what those more precise diagnostics would be. 
170bviously, ltalian must be different. The difference would not lie in whether there is a manner component or not 
(aRer ail these veres do denote manner), but rather in what can license the manner. In Italian, any verbal 
environment seems to be able to do the job, whereas in North Sâmi a vis requirOO. 
181t might be tempting to attribute the in formOOness of (53) to Case Theory, such that unergatives cannot assign 
accusative Case. Under thls view (Baker 1988a) the addition of the suffix would bestow the verb with Case 
assigning abilities. However, as argued in Rothstein (1995) among severa! others, such an account fails to extend to 
examples like (i): 
(i) Mahtte viega-i gapmâgiid rnIJtjiL 

Mâhtte.Nom run-Pst.3s shoes.Ace threadbare 
'Mâhtte fan the shoes threadbare. ' 

19It is unclear what this mct rOOuces to. As many languages allegedly permit stacking of causative formatives it 
appears that an extragrammatica1 constramt is at play. 
2'0Roots, as Marantz points out, have inherendy idiosyncratic meanings. 
2 l This analysis has a further implication, relating to VoiP. Recan that we dismissed Chomsky's (1995) hypothesis 
that the configuration li-VP implies agentivity, and that the Agent is introduced into SpecVP. Given that we now 
have VP-VP distinction, we may assume that Voi is not inherendy specified for agentivity (or the lack thereot). 
Rather in a configuration Voi-VP, the extemal argument is an agent, and in 'a Voi-VP configuration it is an 
experiencer. The oruy property required of Voi is that it introduces an external argument. 1 win not consider ihis 
possibility any further. 
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Chapter 5 

The North Sami Fai.re Par Causative: Argument Positions 

1.Introduction 

Alsina (1992) observes that there is a distinct difference between Faire Infinitive and Faire Par 

causatives with regards to the ability of the Base Verb to occur with a clausal complement. While 

clausal complements are fully acceptable in FIs (1), Alsina notices that they are impossible in the 

Faire Par causative (2). 

(1) Chichewa Faire Infinitive (Alsina 1992:527) 

Kalulu i-lru-garnz-its-a njovu 
hare S-Prs-think-Cause-FV elephant 

[lruti nyam a-na-pony-a mpira pa tsinwi]. 
roof that baboon S-Pst-throw-FV baIl 

'The hare made the elephant think that the baboon threw the baU on the roof' 

(2) Chichewa Faire Par (Alsma 1992:527) 

*Kalulu i-lru-ganiz-its-a (kwa 
hare S-Prs-think-Cause-FV by 

njovu) 
elephant 

[kuti nyani a-na-pony-a mpira pa tsinwi]. 
roof that baboon S-Pst-throw-FV baIl 

'The hare made the elephant think that the baboon threw the baU on the roof 1 

The observant reader will now remark that the ungrammaticality of (2) is independently 

expected, since verbs describing mental processes, like 'think', tend not 10 he agentive, 



and therefore we are dealing with a stmightforward violation of the agentivity restriction on FP 

formation (i.e. the Base Verh does not involve v). Thus, the categorial status of the complement 

of the Base Verh should he of no consequence. While it is true that the choice of vero in (1) and 

(2) is not optimal, we should not he too quick to dismiss Alsina's daim. After aH, we know that 

there are a numher of systematic differences between FIs and FPs and it is wise to he attentive 

when such differences are mentioned. In fact, the kind of asymmetry that Alsina points at in (l) 

and (2) would he of particular interest, hecause it does not in any ohvious way implicate the 

truncated chamcter ofFPs (i.e. the fact that they lack an emhedded extemal argument), nor could 

the agentivity restriction he easily invoked. lndeed, this kind of data suits Alsina's LFG version 

of the Affectedness Hypothesis quite nicely (see Chapter 3). Giving Alsina the benefit of the 

douht, let us try a North Sâmi vero like muitalit 'say/tell' in (3), since in addition to taking a 

dausal complement, it is also agentive, as suggested hy the licit occurrence of the agent-oriented 

advero mielast- 'gladly': 

(3) Mon mielastan muitalin [ahte bâlka lea huorre]. 

I.Nom gladly.ls say/tell.Pst.ls that 

'1 said with joy that the salary is good.' 

salary.Nom he.Prs.3s good] 

Recall that we argued in Chapter 3 that agent-oriented items such as mielast- 'gladly' are licensed 

in the vicinity ofan agentive Voi projection. Moreover, as we argued in çhapter 4, agentiv~ Voi 

takes a vP complement. In other words, muitalit 'sayltell.Inf meets the structural requirements 

that the FP-causative imposes on the Base Verh. Let us now attempt to causativize muitalit 

'saylteH.Inf,' as in (4): 

(4) * Àhcci 
father.Nom 

[ahte haIka 

muital-aht-ii (mu) 
say /tell-Cause-Prs. 3s l.Ace 

lea huorre]. 
that salary.Nom be.Prs.3s good] 

'Father caused me/someone to say that the salary is good.' 
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It tums out that (4) is indeed ungrammatical, and tbis presents a problem for our approach. The 

in formedness of (4) is inexplicable under any version of the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis for FP 

formation, which assumes that the complement of the causative formative is a constituent 

comprising of the Base Verb and its object. (5) illustrntes our updated version of the Kayne

Burzio hypothesis, where the syntactic causative formative takes a vP complement, with the 

Base abject occurring in the Spec ofvP: 

(5) 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Voi vP 

v 
Cause 

--vP 

D~ 
base object v ..JRoot 

AlI things being equatwe would expect that whatever restrictions the Base Verb imposes on its 

object in a simple clause such as (3), those restrictions should also hold in (5). 

As we have mentioned on a previous occasion, similar facts ~old also in the Romance 

languages, as illustrnted by the French sentences in (6). 

(6) French (partick Campana, p.c.) 

On a fait affmnerà Mary [que John est innocent]. 

we made oommn Dat Mary that John 1S innocent 

'We caused Mary to confirm that John is innocent' 

b *On a fait affirmer (par Mary) [que John est innocent]. 

we made oonfirm by Mary that John IS innocent 

'We caused Mary/someone 10 confirm that John is innocent.' 
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(6a) shows that the Faire Infinitive causative imposes no restriction that prohibits the Base Verb 

from taking dausaI complements. However, the Faire Par causative (6b) is ungrammatical on par 

with the North Sâmi sentence (4). 

Let us now retum to the North Sâmi verb muitalit 'say/telUnf itself. In addition to taking 

dausai complements, fuis verb may also take a DP as its object, as shown in (7): 

(7) Don muitalit mrudnasa. 

you.Nom say/tell.Pst.2s adventure tale.Ace 

'Y ou told an adventure tale.' 

What this means is that muitalit 'say/teH.Inf can be used as a testing ground for the converse of 

what Alsina suggested conceming (1) and (2), namely when the Base Object is a DP, then 

causativization should be possible. Indeed, when muitalit 'say/tell.Inf takes a nominal object as in 

(7), then it is also possible to form a causative, (8): 

(8) Mon muital-ahtt-en (du) mrudnasa. 

I.Nom say/ten-C~use-Pst.l s you.Acc adventure tale.Ace 

'1 caused youlsomeone to tell an adventure tale.' 

The striking contrast between (4) above and (8) clearly shows that the categorial status of the 

Base Object has an impact on the formation of FPs. It is therefore clear that in spite of the flaw 

that we pointed out above concering the choice ofverb in (1) and (2), the point of Alsina's claim 

still holds, which we shaH refer to Alsina's Generalization, (9): 

(9) Alsina's Generalization 

The Base Object in an FP must not he a clause. 

In this chapter, 1 win argue that Alsina's Generalization suggests that the Base Vero in FP 

causatives does not take a direct internai argument. In this 1 follow the spirit of one ingredient of 

Alsina's theory of causative formation. Recall that Alsina proposes that the causative formative 
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is a three-place predicate. In addition to taking a causative agent and a caused event, the causative 

predicate also takes a patient argument, which Alsina argues fuses with an argument in the caused 

event. 

(iO) 

caused event 

CAUSE <Ag Pt PRED <... e ... » 
1 1 

argument fusion 

1 win propose that FPs have the structure shown in (lI), where the argument that is being 

interpreted as the direct internaI argument of the Base Verb in fact is an object of the syntactic 

causative head 1 

(11) 
VoiP 

D~ 
VOl vP 

DP 
base object v 

Cause 
vP 
~ 

V "Root 

The reason why the Base Object must stiU be inrerpreted as an argument of the Base Vern, 

follows from the principle of Full Interpretation; if the Base Verb Ïs essentially transitive, it must 

be matched up with an argument that satisfies the interpretational reqwrement of the verb. 

However, since the syntactic causative head has not combined with a Root, it is more limited in 

the type of objects it can support, and hence its specifier can only be fiUed by a DP. In short, the 

proximity to the Root detennines what range ofVerb-Object combinations are possible. 

We shall aiso address the issue of the expression of the Causee in North Sârni, which 

surfaces as an accusative object. We shaH propose !hat the difference between North Sârni (12a) 
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and, say, Chichewa (12b) boils down to the fact that North Sami introduces the Causee in an 

Applicative Phrase. 

(12) a Mon cuvke-h-in (Mahte) 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.ls Mahtte.Acc 

'1 caused Mahtte/someone to break the cup.' 

guVSSl. 

cup.Ace 

b Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

In section 2 we shall consider Alsina's Generalization is some demil, examining its effects 

in North Sami. Here we show that CPs may occur in FPs, with the proviso that they are non

arguments. In section 3 we present an analysis which claims that the Base Verb in an FP never 

takes a direct internaI argument. Section 4 extends the analysis to exclude Verb object idioms from 

FPs, and section 5 discusses verb-root idioms. Section 6 discusses the realization of the Causee in 

North SâmÎ. Section 7 provides some conclu ding remarks. 

2. Aisima's Gene:ralizatimn 

In the introductory section we brought to light an observation made in Alsina (1992) that 

causatives of the FP variety do not allow the Base Verb to take a clausal complement. Even if a 

verb exhibits the right structural profile, it can still not he causativized if it occurs with a clausal 

complement. The fact that the clausai complement is implicated is clear in examples like· (13). 

Here, one and the same verb has undergone causativization, however with remarkably different 

results. Thus, (Ba), where the verb mWlatit 'say/tell.Inf takes a DP as its direct internaI 

argument, is perfectly grammatical. (Ba) stands in sharp contrast to the ungrammatical (l3b), 

where the direct internaI argument is a clause: 
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(13) a 

b 

Mon muital-ahtt-en (du) maidnasa. 

I.Nom say/teU-Cause-Pst.ls you.Acc adventure tale.Ace 

'1 cause you/someone to tell an adventure tale.' 

*Âhcci 
father.Nom 

[ahte balka 

muital-aht-ii (mu) 
say/tell-Cause-Prs.3s I.Acc 

lea buorre]. 
that salary.Nom be.Prs.3s good] 

'Pather caused me/someone to say that the salary is good' 

The contrast illustrated in (13) is problematic for the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis. Specifically, 

why would it he the case that a (simplified) structure like (14a) is weB formed, whereas (14b) is 

not? 

(14) a 
VP 
-~ 

V VP 
Cause ~~ 

b~ vero \!l.!l 

b 

In both (14a) and (14b), the Base Verbs selects their complements. The structural representation 

does not lend us any reason to suspect !hat the causative formative would be involved in the 

selection orthe complement of the Base Verb. One could specula te that Case Theory is somehow 

involved, such that the causative formative has a structural Case !hat must be checked against a 

DP. Thus if the Base Object is a CP, then this Case could not he checked and it would cause the 

derivation to crash (cf. Chomsky 1995). However, such an aceount is untenable, because in 

addition 10 taking a finite CP complement, the verb muitalit 'say/telUnf can take a non-finite TP

complement with the ensuing result that the subject of the embedded clause receives accusative 

Case, in standard ECM-fashion, (15): 
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(15) Don 
you.Nom 

muital-it 
say/tell-Pst.2s 

[ Mareha 
Maret.Acc 

Ieat lohkan 
be.Inf read.Ptc 

biibbala]. 
Bible.Acc 

(lit) 'You said Maret to have rearl the Bible.' 

If the Case theoretic account were correct, then it is expected that it should be possible for a non

finite clause to be the complement of the Base Verb, with the obligatory Case of the causative 

formative assigned to the subject of the complement clause, along the lines shown in (16).2 

(16) 
VP 
~ 

V VP 
Cause ~ 

I
v TP 

brueve:o~ 
Accusative Case 

However, such sentences are still ungrammatical, as shown in (17a). Consequently, Case Theory 

is not a factor in ruling out (-Bb ). 

(17) *Âhœi muital-abt-ii (du) 
father.Nom say/tell-Cause-Prs.3s you.Acc 

[ Mareha Ieat lohkan biibbala]. 
Maret.Acc be.Inf read.Ptc Bible.Ace 

'Father caused youlsomeone to say that Maret has read the Bible.' 

However, we should now also make it clear that it would be too strong a daim to maintain 

that CPs could not OCCUT in the embedded domain. In fact, under certain circumstances they cau, 

as iHustrated in (18): 
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(18) Àhcti muital-aht-ii (mu) dan 
father.Nom say/teU-Cause-Prs.3s l.Acc it.Acc 

[ahte bâJka lea buorre]. 
that salary .Nom be.Prs.3s good] 

IF ather caused me! someone to say that the salary is good.' 

The presence of the CP in tms case, however, is parasitic on the presence of another element, 

namely the accusative pronominal object .d.ml 1 it. Acc. ' It is aiso important to notice that .d.ml 

'it.Acc' cannot be added freely to license CPs in causatives hke (18). This strategy is possible 

only if the verb independently aUows ~ 'it.Acc' followed by a CP. For instance, muitalit 

'say!tell.Inf (19a) has this option, whereas .d&llill'say.Inf (19b) does not: 

(19) a 

b 

Mon mie/astan 
I.Nom gladly.ls 

[ahte bâlka 
that salary .Nom 

muitalin (dan) 
say.Pst.1s it.Acc 

lea buorre]. 
be.Prs.3s good] 

'1 said it with joy that the salary is good.· 

Mon mie/astan 
I.Nom gladly.ls 

[ah te bâlka 
that salary.Nom 

dadjen (*dan) 
say.Pst.ls it.Acc 

lea buorre]. 
be.Prs.3s good] 

'1 said it withjoy that the salary is good.' 

Consequently, it is impossible to obtain a causative based on (19b), as shown in (20) which is in 

formed regardless of the absence or presence of .d.ml'it.Acc.' 

(20) *Àhcti daja-h-ii (mu) (dan) 
father.Nom say-Cause-Prs.3s I.Acc it.Acc 

[ahte bâlka lea buorre]. 
that salary.Nom be.Prs.3s good] 

'Father caused me/someone to say that the salary is good.' 
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Whatever makes the presence of.dm 'itAcc' possible with certain verbs and not others, it is this 

property that enables causativization of muitalit 'say/teH.Inf with the presence of a CP, in 

contrast to ~ 'say.Inf. 1 Furthermore, there are g~od reasons to beheve that in these cases, the 

pronominal object is the actual object of the verb, whereas the CP 1S a non-argument. We shan 

address this issue presently. 

2.1. Object expletives 

Postal & PuHum (1988) daim that truly expletive elements May occur object positions, and thus 

they argue against the Projection Principle of Chomsky (1981). The Projection Principle mIes 

out the possibility for dummy elements like expletives to occur in subcategorized positions, since 

such positions are contingent on a vernis thematic structure. In other words, since the subject 

position of a clause is projected syntactically, as required by the Extended Projection Principle 

(Chomsky 1982), this position may be fillé<1 by a pleonastic, in contrast to the object position 

which is projected only if the verb takes an internaI argument. However, Postal & Pullum (1988) 

suggest that examples like (21) present a problem for the Principles & Parameters enterprise: 

(21) a 1 regretted (it) that he Was lare. 

b They never mentioned (i!) tothe candidate that the job waS poort)' );laid 

In (21) i1 appears optionally in the object position. Postal & Pullum take the position that the 

actual complements of each verb in (21) are the underlined clauses, and therefore, they claim, i1 

cannot be a subcategorized object. In other words, for them i1 in (21a) and (21b) is an expletive 

object. As we have seen, similar phenomena are found in North Sâmi, (22). 

(22) a Mon vâiden (dan) 

I.Nom regret.Pst ls it.Acc 

'1 regretted (i!)!hat he was lare.' 

ahte son mamwml. 

that he. Nom be.late.Pst.3s 
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b Sii eru namuhan (dan) sutnje 
they.Nom Neg.3p mention. Pte it.Acc him.Ill 

iihte bâlkâ, 11 l~iit hyorre. 
that salary.Nom Neg.3s be.Prs good 

'They didn't mentioned it to him that the salary is not good. t 

Authier (1991) indirectly accepts Postal & Pullum's conclusion that the element in the object 

positions in (21) to (22) is a dummy, by proposing an amendment to the Projection Principle. 

Authier claims that if a verb has an obligatory Case to assign, then an expletive must be base 

generated as a sister of V, in case the verb does not take a nominal object The clausal 

complement is generated as a sister of V'. If this does not happen, the obligatory Case win not be 

assigned, which win result in iH-formedness. However, Rothstein (1995) points out that this 

account, in addition to weakening the Projection Principle, is flawed. Firstly, the "expletive" 

object in sentences like (21) to (22) is to aU appearances optional. Thus, if the "expletive" is 

missing, CaSe must be assumed to have been assigned to the trace of the clause which has been 

extraposed. This would weaken the Case Theoretic account considerably. Secondly, Rothstein 

claims that potentiaHy Case assigning verbs need not assign_case obligatorily. For instance, an 

unergative vern may license accusative case on a small clause subject, as in (23a), which means 

that unergatives can assign case. Rothstein (1995) points out that Authier's logic DOW implies 

that unergatives should be able to take an expletive object, which would satisfy the Case 

properties of the verb; however, this prediction is wrong, (23b): 

(23) a 

b 

They laughed [him off the stage l 

"'They laughed il. 

(Rothstein 1995:502) 

(Rothstein 1995:502) 

In short, Rothstein dismisses the very idea of object expletives. Rather, she argues, the apparent 

expletives are in fact arguments, contra Postal & Pullum (1988) and Authier (1991). Rothstein's 

hypothesis that the object "expletive" is an argument therefore predicts that these pronominal 
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objects should hehave like pronouns and like theta-marked elements. Let us now consider the 

evidence that Rothstein presents for this position. 

First, il can he followed by an adverbial quantifier, as shown (24). Here, il is ambiguous 

between a reading where it is bound by the quantifier, and another where it is free. 

(24) 1 regretted it every time 1 have dinner with John. (Rothstein 1995:514) 

On the bound reading, (24) bas the interpretation "for every event of having dinner with John, 1 

regret tbat event" (Rothstein 1995:515). On the free reading, (24) means "on every event of 

having dinner with John, 1 regret a special thing, or fact, or event" (ibid.). True expletives, on the 

other hand, cannot be bound by quantifiers, and they of course lack the ability to refer. 

Rothstein (1995) continues by examining the properties of sentences like (21) above, 

where il is foUowed by a CP. In these cases, the contrasts are less pronounced, but Rothstein 

daims that the presence of il "denotes a specific event prominent in the discourse and the CP 

identifies that event explicitly" (ibid: 520). Rothstein suggests that these CPs are licensed in a 

right dislocated position by means of being predicated of the pronoun. If no object pronoun is 

found , then the CP itself is the complement. Henee, an object "expletive" is under Rothstein's 

hypothesis an argument. 

1 agree with Rothstein's daim that these "object expletives" are arguments. White 1 bave 

not been able to investigate the fine-grained aspects of the interpretation of the North Sâmi il-CP 

phenomena, we shaH present several pieces of independent syntactic evidence that the pronoun 

is an argument. Moreover, in showing.that the pronoun must be an argument, and that the CP is 

not, the determination of the exact status of CP is a separate matter. However, there are fairly 

strong indications that the North Sâmi it-CP sequence is a constituent of the kind [it [cp ... ]J, 

hence a Complex NP. One piece of evidence pointing in fuis direction is the fact that it-CP cau he 

fronted as a unit: 
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(25) [Dan ahte bâlkâ n leat buorre] 
it.Acc that salary.Nom Neg.3s be.Prs good 

su eal namuhan sutnje 
they.Nom Neg.3p mention.Ptc hlm.Ill 

'They didn't mentioned it to him that the salary is not good.' 

This tentative analysis would be consistent with the facts to he presented below. We shaH now 

consider sorne evidence that the CP in North Sâmi .dml-CP sequences is not a verbal argument. 

First, we shaH examine sorne asymmetries in wh-extraction possibilites, and then complementizer 

deletion facts 

2.2. Extraction asymmetries 

In this subsection we shaH consider wh-extraction out of the CP in clauses like (26a) and (26b ): 

(26) a Don cuoccuh-it 
You.Nom maintain-Pst.2s 

[ahte Biret lea oastân 
that Biret.Nom be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc 

bâiddi]. 
shirt.Acc 

'Vou maintained that Biret had bought a shlrt.' 

b Don cuoCCuh-it dan 
y oU.Nom maintain-Pst.2s it.Acc 

[ah te Biret lea oastan 
that Biret.Nom be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc 

baiddi]. 
shirt.Acc 

'Vou maintained that Biret had bought a shlrt.' 

We will show that wh-extraction out of the bracketed constituent in (26a) is fuHy possible. 

However, it is systematicaUy impossible to extract out the corresponding constituent in (26b), 

giving rise to an island violation. This thus adds support to the contention that the embedded CP 

is not an argument. 

It is a well-known fact that wh-extraction of a direct object out of a complement clause is 

in general allowed (Huang 1981, Chomsky 1986a, Rizzi 1990, Manzini 1992 etc.). Given that it 
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is possible tQ wh-extract the Qbject .of the embedded CP in (27), the indicati.on is that we are 

dealing with a complement clause: 

(27) Maidi d.on cUQœuh-it 
what.Acc y.ou.N.om maintain-Pst.2s 

[ahte Biret lea .oastan ti]? 
that Biret.N.om be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc 

'What did y.ou maintain that Biret had bQught?' 

In c.ontrast, it is n.ot p.ossible t.o extract .out .of the embedded CP in (26b), which inv.olves the 

accusative pn:mominal .object.dm:!: 

(28) *Maidi d.on euOCCuh-it dan 
what.Acc y.ou.N.om maintain-Pst.2s it.Acc 

[abte Biret lea .oastan !il? 
that Biret.N.om be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc 

'What did y.ou maintain that Biret had boughtT 

Irrespective .of whether the CP in (28) is an adjunct, .or part .of a cQmplex NP as we tentatively 

suggested ab.ove, the ungrammaticality .of (28) bas the distinct flavQr .of an island-vi.olati.on, and 

consequently, the CP cann.ot be a complement .of the verb. A further example illustrating the 

extracti.on asymmetry is given in (29). (29a) sh.ows that the pronQminal accusative .object .dm:! 

'it.Acc' is licit in declarative sentences. (29b) shQWS that in the absence .of œn 'it.Acc' a wh-

phrase may be extracted .out .of the embedded CP. (29c) wruch in CQntrast inv.olves œn 'it.Acc' 

disaUQws wh-extracti.on .of the Qbject .of the embedded CP: 

(29) a D.on muital-in 
you.Nom say/tell-Pst.2s 

(dan) 
it.Acc 

[ahte Mâret lea l.ohkan 
that Mâret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

'You said that Mâret has read the Bible.' 

biibbala]. 
Bible.Ace 
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b Maidi don muital-it 
what.Acc you.Nom say/tell-Pst.2s 

[ahte Maret lea lohkan ti]? 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

'What did you say that Maret has read?' 

c * Maidi don muital-it dan 
what.Acc you.Nom say/teU-Pst.2s it.Acc 

[abte Maret lea lohkan ti]? 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

'What did you say that Maret has read?' 

There are essentially two possible ways to account for the pattern presented above. On 

the one hand, .dm! 'it.Acc' may be seen as the object, and the CP might he a right dislocated 

constituent which is coindexed with pronoun, which is the kind of analysis proposed in 

Rothstein (1995).3 The other possibility that we mentioned above in (25) is that the CP is a 
-

constituent of.dm! 'it.Acc' and hence these sequences would be complex NPs. If so, (28), and 

(29c) aH constitute violations of the Complex NP Constraint. Whatever the correct analysis of 

these CPs mm out 10 be, one thing is clear: since they give rise10 island effects they are not 

complements. However, since .dm!-CP can move as a constituent, as we saw in (25) above, 1 

assume that we are dealing with a complex NP. 

Consider now causatives. Ficst of aU, recall that the pronominal object is obligatory, as 

shown in (30). This makes the causative more restrictive than what the situation is with the 

corresponding non-causative verbs. 

(30) a Âhœi muital-abt-Ïi (mu) *(dan) 
it.Acc father.Nom say/teU-Cause-Prs.3s I.Ace 

[ abte Maret lea lohkan biibbala]. 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc Bible.Ace 

'Father caused me/someone to say that Maret has read the Bible.' 
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b 

c 

Don cuoœuh-ahtt-et 
you.Nom maintain-Cause-Pst.2s 

(Mahtte) 
Mahtte.Acc 

*(da~) 

it.Acc 

[ahte Biera 
that Biera.Nom 

leai vuojuhan 
be.Pst.3s sink.Tr.Ptc 

fatnasa]. 
boat.Acc 

'You caused Mahtte/someone to maintain that Biera had sunk the boat.' 

Doai 
you.d.Nom 

namuh-aht-iime (Mahte) "'(dan) 
itAce mention-Cause-Pst.2d Mahtte.Acc 

[ahte Biera behtii 
that Biera.Nom cheat.Pst.3s 

dahkadussearvvi] . 
insurance company. Ace 

'Y ou two caused Mahtte/someone to mention that Biera cheated the insurance 

company.' 

On par with their non-causativized counterparts, it is impossible to extract out of the CP: 

(31) a *Maidi âhœi 
what.Acc father.Nom 

muital-aht-ii (mu) 
say/tell-Cause-Prs.3s l.Ace 

[ahte Maret Iea lobkan 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

dan 
it.Acc 

'What did Father cause me/someone to say that Maret has read?' 

b * Maidi don cUoCCuh-ahtt-et (Mahtte) dan 

c 

What.Acc you.Nom maintain-Cause-Pst2s Mahtte.Acc it.Acc 

[ahte Biera Iea vuojuhan ti]? 
that Biera.Nom be.Pst.3s . sink.Tr.Ptc 

'What did you cause Mahtte/someone to maintain that Biera has sunk.?' 

* Geani 
who.Acc 

doai namuh-aht-iime (Mahte) dan 
you.d.Nom mention-Cause-Pst.2d Mahtte.Acc it.Acc 

raMe Biera behtii ti]? 
that Biera.Nom cheat.Pst.3s 

'Who did you two cause Mahtte/someone to mention that Biera cheated'?' 

Since the presence of the CP is contingent on the pronoun, and since wh-extraction out of the CP 

gives tise to an island violation, il is clear that the CP is not an argument of the verb. Moreover, 
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the idea that we are dealing with a complex NP is supported by the fact that it is possible to 

front it-CP a150 in causatives: 

(32) [ Dan abte Mâret Ica lohkan biibbala]i 
it.Acc that Mâret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc Bible.Ace 

âhœi muital-abt-ii (mu) ti 
father.Nom say/teU-Cause-Prs.3s l.Acc 

'Father caused me/someone to say that Mâret has read the Bible.' 

2.3. Complementizer deletion 

We shan now consider one more piece of evidence that the CP in it-CP constructions is not a 

complement clause. Kayne (1981) and Stowell (1981) among others noticed that it is possible to 

omit the complemetizer that introduces. a finite complement clause. This characteristic is not 

shared by other sentential constituents contained in a matrix clause. For instance, while the 

complementizer is optional in the complement clause in (33a), it is obligatorily present in the 

subject clause, (33b ): 

(33) a 

b 

Ben knew [( that) the teacher was lying]. 

[ *(That) the teacher was lying] was hardly obvious. 

(StoweU 1981 :396) 

(Stowell1981:396) 

StoweH (1981), foUowing Kayne, assumes an ECP-based account for the distribution of the null

complementizer. SpecificaUy. the null complementizer must he properly govemed, wmch is 

possible only when the clause appears in the object position of a verb (see Pesetsky & Torrego 

2000 for a recent discussion). While it is unclear whether North Sâmi allows fmite subject clauses 

like the one iHustmted in (33b) above, it is a fact that the complementizer that introduces a 

clausal complement is optional. 
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(34) Don muital-it 
you.Nom say/tell-Pst.2s 

[ (ahte) Maret lea lohkan 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

'You said that Maret has read the Bible.' 

biibbala). 
BibleAcc 

Even though the companson to English is not complete, complementizer omission can still be 

used as a test for the hypothesis speHed out in the earlier discussion, namely that the CP in 

clauses containing a pronominal accusative object is not a clausal complement, but presumably 

part of a complex NP. This hypothesis in conjunction with complementizer-deletion facts leads 

us to expect that in the presence of.dan 'it.Acc' forces the complementizer to be obligatory. As 

shown in (35) this prediction is borne out: 

(35) Don muital-it dan 
you.Nom say/teU-Pst,2s it.Acc 

[ *( ahte) Maret lea lohkan 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

'y ou sàid that Maret bas read the Bible.' 

biibbala]. 
Bible.Acc 

(36) and (37) provide two more examples illustrating the asymmetry ~ thus a 'that' is optional 

in the absence of.dan 'it.Acc,' and it is obligatorily present when.dan 'it,Acc' occurs. 

(36) a Don cuoœoo-it 
You.Nom maintain-Pst,2s 

[ (ahte) Biret lea oastan baiddi]. 
that Biret.Nom be.Prs.3s buy.Pte srurt.Acc 

'You maintained that Biret had bought a shirt.' 

b Don cuoœoo-it dan 
You.Nom maintain-Pst.2s it.Acc 

[ *(abte) Biret lea oastan baiddi]. 
that Biret.Nom be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc shirt.Ace 

'You maintained that Biret had bought a shirt.' 
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(37) a Don nanne-jit 
you.Nom confirm-Pst,2s 

[ *(ahte) Biret lea oastân bâiddi]. 
that Biret.Nom be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc shirt.Acc 

'Y ou oonfirmed that Biret had bought a shirt.' 

b Don nanne-jit (dan) 
you.Nom confirm-Pst.2s it.Ace 

[ *(ahte) Biret lea oastân bâiddi). 
that Biret.Nom be.Prs.3s buy.Ptc shirt.Acc 

'Y ou oonfirmed that Biret had bought a shirt.' 

In the previous subsection we noticed that the ii-CP construction behaves uniformly in both 

"simplex" clauses and causatives in !hat wh-extraction out the Ït-CP is impossible. It is therefore 

not surprising to find that causatives behave on par with simplex clauses also with regards to 

complementizer omission: 

(38) a 

b 

c 

Âhcci muital-aht-ii (mu) dan 
father.Nom say/tell-Cause-Prs.3s LAce it.Ace 

[ *(ahte) Maret lea lohkan biibbala]. 
that Mâret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc Bible.Ace 

'Father caused me/someone ID say that Mâret has read the Bible.' 

Don cuoccuh-ahtt-et (Mâhtte) dan 
you.Nom maintain-Cause-Pst.2s Mâhtte.Acc it.Acc 

[ *( abte) Biera lea vuojuhan fatnasa]. 
that Biera.Nom be.Pst.3s sink. Tr.Ptc boat. Ace 

'You caused Mâhtte/someone to maintain that Biera has sunk the boat.' 

Doai 
you.d.Nom 

namuh-aht-iime (Mâhte) dan 
mention-Cause-Pst.2d Mâhtte.Ace it.Acc 

[ *(ahte) Biera behtii dâhkâdussearvvi]. 
that Biera.Nom cheat.Pst.3s insurance company. Ace 

'Y ou two caused Mâhttelsomeone to mention that Biera cheated the insurance 

company.' 
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The fact that the complementizer cannot delete indicates the CP it introduces 1S not a 

complement clause. 

2.4. Summary 

Let us now summarize the discussion of pronominal objects that co-occur with CPs. On semantic 

grounds, Rothstein (1995) argued that the CP in it-CP constructions is not an argument when the 

pronoun is present. In the absence of the pronoun, however, the CP has argument status. We 

have shown that the essence of Rothstein's analysis makes the right predictions also for North 

Sfuni. For instance, wh-extraction of an object out of the CP is possible when no pronoun Ïs 

present, and impossible when present. Furthermore, complementizer omission is possible when 

the matrix clause does not occur with an accusative pronominal object, but is impossible when 

the pronoun is present. These properties fit nicely into the well-known typology of complement 

versus non-complement asymmetries, widely documented in the literaturé: The cumulative effect 

of these diagnostics unequivocally leads us in one clear direction, namely that in the presence of a 

pronominal object the CP is not a complement of the verb. We have tentatively assumed th~j the 

North Sâmi it-CP construction is a complex NP headed by the pronoun, in a fasbion reminiscent 

of the view in early transformational grammar of argument clauses (e.g. Akmajian & Heny 1975). 

We notiœd earlier that the impossibility for the base verb in an FP to a clausal 

complement presents a problem for the agentivity hypothesis, because the relevant verbs that we 

have considered qualify as agentive. On the other hand, it appears that the affectedness 

hypothesis makes the right predictions in tbis regard, because the clauses cannot be affected, as 

argued by Alsina (1992). However, this advantage is only apparent; the fact that CPs may occur, 

granted the presence of a pronominal object, is in fact not predicted by the affectedness 

hypothesis. There is no tenable motivation for claiming that the it/œn.-CP in, say, (38) above 

would qualify in any meaningful as an affected argument. Therefore, Alsina's Generalization is 

independent of the selectional restriction imposed on the base verb in FP-causatives. 
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3. The Objed of Cause 

In the preceding discussion we have shown that the CP in .dm-CP sequences is not an argument 

of the Base Vero. We have suggested that the accusative pronominal .dm 'it.Acc' and CP form a 

complex NP, although we have left it an open question what its exact status is. For our purposes, 

however, it is less important to know what the CP is, than knowing what it is not. The facts 

presented furthermore show that Alsina's Generalization (i.e. that the Base Object in an FP must 

not be a clause) is an important member of the cluster of properties that sets FPs apart from FIs. 

However, we are now brought back to the original question, namely why the contrast between 

(39a) versus (39b )/(39c )'74 

(39) a 

b 

c 

* ÀhœÎ 
father.Nom 

muital-abt-ii (mu) 
say/teU-Cause-Prs.3s I.Ace 

[abte Maret lea lohkan 
that Maret.Nom b~.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

biibbala]. 
Bible.Ace 

'Father caused me/someone 10 say !hat Maret has read the Bible.' 

Àhœi 
father.Nom 

[abte Maret 

muital-abt-ii (mu) 
say/tell-Cause-Prs.3s- IAce 

lea lohkan 
that Maret.Nom be.Prs.3s read.Ptc 

dan 
it.Acc 

biibbala]. 
Bible.Ace 

'Father caused me/someone 10 say that Maret has read the Bible.' 

Mon muital-abtt-en (du) mâidnasa. 

I.Nom say/teU-Cause-Pst.ls you.Acc adventure tale.Acc 

'1 cause youlsomeone to tell an adventure tale.' 

As we mentioned in section 1, the ungrammaticality of (39a) is not expected under the classical 

assumption that the complement of the causative formative in an FP consists of the Base Vero 

and its object. Given that simplex verbs like muital 'say/tell.Inf can take either nominal or 

sentential complements, it is mysterious why tbis verb would have its selectional properties 

reduced when causativized. The problem is directly linked to the idea that the Base Object is an 

object of the Base Verb. However, given some basic tenets of Chomsky's Minimalist Program, it 
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is important to ask to what extent it is necessary to analyze the Base Object as an object of the 

Base Verb? 

The main motivations for analyzing the Base Object as the structural object of the Base 

Verb is found in the Projection Principle, wmch states that lexical information must he preserved 

at allieveis ofrepresentation, and X-bar theory. The former was eliminated in Chomsky (1993) 

and X-bar Theory has since been replaced with Bare Phrase Structure (Chomsky 1994). What 

this means is that there is nothing in the theory that would require the Base Object in an PP to be 

generated as the direct internaI argument of the Base Verb. But imagine now that what we see and 

interpret as an object of the Base Verb is not an object of the Base Verb. Instead, following 

Alsina (1992), let us assume that the Base Object is an argument of the causative formative. In 

other words, it is fully possible that FPs have the structure given in (40): 

(40) 
VoiP 
~~ 

DP V. P 01 V 
~ 

DP 
base object v 

Cause 
vP 
~ 

v "Root 

We have to stipula te, however, that the causative formative can only introduce a DP into -its 

Spec, unlike the mot selecting v. This fact could be related to locality to the Root. That is, the 

functional head that is the sister to the Root can introduce both DPs and CPs into hs specifier, 

whereas a verbal head hke the "syntactic" causative in (40) above can only introduce the most 

prototypical of arguments, namely DPs. While this is nothing more than an approximation, it is 

at least consistent with the basic tenet that the closer we get to the Root, the more likely we are 

to find more specifie properties (Marantz 1997, 2001).5 So, we assume that the Base Verb does 

not project a direct internaI argument. Furthermore, in line with basic idea expressed in Chapter 4, 

we assume that the productive causative can introduce an argument as well by virtue of being of 
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category v. However, we have to constrain the kind of arguments that the causative head can 

introduce, restricting the range to DP: 

(41) v can introduce a direct internaI argument of any categorial status into its specifier 

jus! in case v bas merged with a Root. 

Moreover, in (40) above, the DP in the higher causative specifier must be compatible with the 

Root for reasons of Full Interpretation. That is, if the Root fails to be interpretationally related to 

an argument, Fun Interpretation is violated and the equivalent of a theta-violation win oœur. We 

assume that the FP causative formative selects v as its complement. In addition to selecting v, it 

in fact selects intransitive v (VIntr) (See Chapter 4). Vlntr is characterized by the fact that it does 

not merge an argument into its specifier. This, in turn, has the consequence that the Base Object 

is introduced in the projection of the causative formative, which also is a v. Let us therefore 

assume that the DP in the most local theta-merged Specv P that c-commands the Root is 

interpreted as the direct internaI argument. Thus, in (42a), the DP in the specifier of the v whose 

complement is the Root is the direct internaI argument. However, in (42b), the DP in the specifier 

of the higher v Win he interpreted as the direct internai argument: 

(42) a Transitive b 

vP 
D~ 

'Il "Root 

FP-causative 
vP 
~ 

DP ~ 
v vP 
~ 

'Il "Root 

The approach outlined makes a number of specific prediction, on the one band conceming the 

possibilities to causativize unergative verbs, and on the other hand with regard to the possibilities 

to causative Verb-Object idioms. We shaH now turn to the latter issue. 
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4. Verb-Objed Idioms 

It has been pointed out by numerous researchers that FIs and FPs behave differently with 

respect to the possibility to embed Verb-Object idioms under causation (Kayne 1975, 

Zubizarreta 1985, Burzio 1986, among others). As (43a) shows, Verb-Object idioms may occur 

in the FI causative. However, they are consistently incompatible with FP-causativization, as 

shown by the iU formed example in (43b): 

(43) French (Zubizarreta 1985) 

a Faire Infinitive 

.r ai fait casser 

1 made break 

la croûte à Jean. 

the crust Dat Jean 

'1 made Jean have a snack' 

b Faire Par 

*.rai fait 

1 made 

casser la croûte (par Jean). 

break the crust by.Jean 

'1 made Jean have a snack' 

Again, the classical Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis is not weB equipped to handle the contrast 

between (43a) and (43b). Since it is assumed that the Base Verb and the Base Object form a 

simplex VP that is embedded under the causative formative, no straightforward explanation can 

be sought to rule out (43b). In fact, the problem is further aggravated in the light of recent 

proposaIs on idioms, for instance Marantz (1997, 2001), Richards (2001) and Harley (2002b). 

Drawing to a certain extent on Larson (1988), these authors have in common that they assume 

that idioms are defined in local syntactic configurations. Consider for instance (44): 

(44) a 

b 

Lasorda ~ his starting pitcher to the showers. 

("Lasorda took his starting pitcher out of the game. ") 

*Lasorda sent the showers rus starting pitcher. 

(Harley 2002b:9) 

(Harley 2002b:1O) 
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given in (48), where we can see that verb complement relation can be associated with special 

interpretation. 

(48) 
VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Voi ApplP 

DP 
~Appl 
BiH 

VP 
~ 

V DP 
give ~ 

apieœ of 
her minci 

special 
meanmg 

In other words, although the syntactic structure of (45) above is different from (48), the 

structural requirement imposed on special meanings is the same in both. By the same token, 

(4 Th) is deviant, because the complement of the verb ~ is excluded from the special meaning, as 

shown in (49), just as the case is in (46) above: 

(49) 
VoiP 

D~ 
Voi VP 

Because the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis assumes that the verb and the object in (43b) form a VP, 

it is quite unexpected that the idiomatic interpretation is excluded, especially if structure is 

involved in idiom formation along the hnes we have just outlined. In this subsection, 1 daim that 

(43b) in essence is ill formed for the same reason that the Base Verb in FPs CaMot take clausal 

complements, i.e. the Base Object Is not an object of the Base Verb. A further illustration of the 

incompatibility ofVerb-Object idioms in FPs is given in the Chichewa examples (50). Just like in 

French, Verb-Object idioms can be embedded under the Chichewa FI causative (50a), but as 

shown in (50b), the corresponding FP causative 1S ungrammatical: 
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(50) Chichewa (Alsina 1992:526) 

a Faire Infinitive 

Nyani a-na-bwir-its-a kalulu dothi. 

baboon S-Prs-scoop-Cause-FV hare dust 

'The baboon caused the hare to die.' 

b Faire Par 

*Nyani a-na-bwir-its-a dothi (kwa kalulu ). 

baboon S-Prs-scoop-Cause-FV dust by hare 

'The baboon caused the hare to die.' 

What is crucial here is that (43b) and (50b) can only receive the compositional interpretations l 

made Jean break the crust «43b» and The baboon made the hare scoop dust «SOb». Burzio 

assumes that Verb-Object idioms are a kind of anaphoric expressions, and since FPs involve bare 

VP complementation, the idiomatic mterpretation is impossible, hecause the anaphoric object 

fails to he bound. However, if some kind of anaphoricity was involved, one would at least expect 

to find some language where the antecedent requirement could be satisfied by the causative agent, 

but as far as l cantell, no such cases have been reported to exist. 

Moreover, there are cases ofsemi-idiomatic expressions, such as break the law, which are 

aIso ill formed when embedded under the FP, as shown in (51) and (52): 

(51) Spanish (pablo Ruiz, p.c.) 

"'Hicieron violar la ley (pm los Marines) 

make.3p violate the law by the Marines 

'They made the Marines/someone break the law.' 

(52) North Sami 

"'Mon rihku-h-m (Mahte) lâga 

I.Nom break-Cause-Pst.ls Mahtte.Acc law.Ace 

'1 caused Mahtte/someone to break the law.' 
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It is bighly unlikely that binding theoretic considerations would be operative in ruling out (51) 

and (52). At the same time, it seems quite reasonable that (51) and (52) are ill-formed for the 

same reason as (43b) and (50b). 

4.1. Encyclopedie Interpretation 

Marantz (1997) proposes that the head that introduces the extemal argument demarcates the 

domain for special Interpretations, such that everything above tbis head is excluded from the 

idiom. Idioms are listed in the Encyclopedia, a non-generative but expandable list. F oUowing the 

leading ideas ofHarley (2002b), outlined above, let us assume that a Verb-Object idiom is defined 

in terms of the local domain defined by the verbalizing head v. That is, the meaning of idioms like 

casSer la croÛte 'have a snack' or semi-idioms hke rihldrut lâga 'break the law' is determined within 

the minimal domain of the head v containing the Root and the object, wbich is encircled in (53): 

(53) 

vP 
~ 

DP ~ 
he crust v ..JBREAK 

special interpretation 

Recall from the previous section that we assumed that the causative formative in an FP 

select VIntr as its complement, with the ensuing consequence that the direct internaI argument is is 

in fact an argument of the the causative verb. We also assumed that the DP appearing in the most 

local SpecvP that c-commands the Root win be interpreted as the direct internal argument of the 

Base Vero. Now, we attempt to embed a Verb-Object idiom under the FP-causative, the resulting 

structure will be as shown in (54): 

(54) 

DP 
the crust 

vp 

vp 
/'---... 

v ..JBREAK 
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In (54), the adjacency required for special encyclopedic meanings is interrupted by the causative 

head. Hence, the verb and the object that constitute the idiom can oruy be assigned a 

compositional meaning. Indeed, an FP like (55) is well formed, with the compositional meaning. 

(55) Faire Par (compare (43b)) 

J'ai fait casser la croûte (par Jean). 

1 made break the crust by.Jean 

'1 made Jean/someone break the cust' 

4.2. Interim conclusions 

We have proposed that the fact that the Base Verb in an FP cannot take a clausal complement 

and the fact that Vero-Object idioms are illicit in FPs should have a unified acoount Under the 

approach proposed here, both cases follow from the hypoihesis that the causative formative in 

an FP selects VInt!:", which has the consequence that the Base Object in fact is an argument of the 

causative formative. 

5. More special m.eanings 

RecaH from Chapter 4 that we have encountered another kind of special meaning which is a 

property of a verbalizing suffix and a root, such as gyla-h-it 'hear-Cause-Inf= announce.' 

(56) a 

b 

Bahppa guia-h-ii heajaid 

pastor.Nom hear-Cause-Pst.3s wedding.Acc 

'The pastor announced the wedding.' 

Mon dovdda-h-in Mihkkala 

I.Nom know-Cause-Pst.1s Mihkal.Acc 

'1 introduced Mihkal to Maret.' 

Mârehii. 

MâreUH 
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c Mon diedi-IB-in dan Marehii. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Pst.ls that.Acc issue. Ace Maret.IU 

1 informed Maret about that issue. ' 

What is important to notice about these instances of special meanings, is the fact that they only 

involve the mot and the verbalizing head. That is, the object is not implicated. In other words, the 

special interpretation involved in (56) is determined over a smaHer structural domain than the 

Verb-Object idioms that we encountered in the previous section. The domain relevant for the se 

Verb-Root idioms is given in (51): 

(51) 

DP 
heajaid 
wedding 

vP 

v ...JRoot 
-h- ...JGULLA 

Cause heM 

special meaning 
announce 

Smce the direct internaI argument is not implicated in this type of "smaller" idioms, it foHows 

that they can causativÏze. In Chapter4, we showed that this prediction is correct In other words, 

because verb-root idioms do not involve an object, it follows that each verb -in (56) can undergo 

further causativization, as shown in (58): 

(58) a 

b 

Mon gnla-h-ahtt-en babpa heajaid 

I.Nom hear-Cause-Cause-Pst.ls pastor.Acc wedding.Acc 

'1 caused the pastor to announce the wedding.' 

Mon dovdda-h-ahtt-en bahpa Mihkkala Marehii. 

I.Nom know-Cause-Cause-Pst Is pastor.Acc Mihkal.Acc Maret.IlI 

'1 caused the pastor to introduce Mihkal to Maret.' 
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c Mon diedi-h-ahtt-en Mihkkala 
I.Nom know-Cause-Cause-Pst.l s Mihkal.Acc 

dan assi Marehli. 
that.Acc issue.Acc Maret.Hl 

'1 caused Mihkal to inform Maret about that issue. ' 

Thus, in these cases of special meaning, FP-causativization does not disrupt the adjacency 

between the relevant elements. 

(59) 
VoiP 
~ 

DP u' vP 
'101 ~ 

DP 

!:~~~ -ah~( t)-
Cause 

vP 
~ 

V ~Root ... 1IiIoo.- • 1 . 
-h- ~GULLA ~ specm meamng 

Cause hear announce 

The object occurs outside the local domain relevant for encyclopedic interpretation, and hence 

FP:'cauSativization is possible. 

6. The Causee 

This section will be devoted to the expression of the Causee in North Sâ.mi causatives. What is 

quite particular for North Sâ.mi is the fact that productive causativization belongs in the Faire 

Par category in the overaU typology. In previous chapters we have discussed the behavior of 

North Sâ.mi causatives in sorne detail, and we have concluded that FPs and therefore also North 

Sami causatives have the structure given in for instance (59) above, which we also take to hold 

for all FPs. In this section, we win be concemed with the expression of the Causee in North Sâ.m~ 

which, recall, surfaces as an accusative object, (60). (60) is markedly different from FPs in the 

more often cited cases of Romance and Chlchewa, where the Causee is optionally expressed as a 

~-phrase, (61) 
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(60) Mâhtte cuvke-h-ii (Mareha) lase. 

Mâhtte.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.3s Mâret.Acc window.Acc 

'MâhUe caused Mâretlsomeone to break the window.' 

(61) a Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kw kadzidzi). 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

b Italian (Guasti 1996:295) 

Ho fatto riparare la macchina (da Giauni) 

(I)have made repaîr the car by Gianni 

'1 made Gianni repair the caf.' 

We shaH propose that the North Sâmi Causee is an applied object, along the !ines shown in (62) 

below, where we let ApplC stand for Applied Causee. Analyzing the Causee as an applicative 

has some obvious advantages. Firstly, it explains why the Causee behaves like an argument, 

because under this view it Ès an argument. Secondly, it explains the optional nature of the Causee; 

it is obligatorily expressed whenever the derivation includes an applied head Henee, the 

optionality of the Causee reduces to the fact that it is the applied head that may or may not 

occU!. 

(62) 
VoiP 
~ 

DP 
Mahtte Voi ApplC-P 

~ 
DP 

Mareha ApplC 

DP 
lase 

window.Acc 

Optional 

vP 

v 
-h

Cause 

vP 
~ 

V ..JRoot 
o cuvke 

break 

base verb 
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It is the possibihty of introducing the Causee in the Specifier of ~ ApplC that sets North Sâmi 

apart from Romance or Chichewa FPs (63). In these languages, the Causee is introduced in a 

prepositional phrase that adjoins, we assume, to the higher of the two vP projections. 

(63) 

VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
nungu Voi vP 

porcupine ____ 
vP 

D~,.-----::o----... 
maungu v 
pumpkins -its

Cause 

vP 
~ 
v ...JRoot 

hik &ok 
base verb 

pp 
/------
P DP 
kwa kadzidzi 
by owl 

Optional 

There are a number of consequences that arise from the different realizations of the Causee in 

(62) and (63). Firstly, (62) makes North Sâmi deceptively similar to a Faire Infinitive on the 

surface, as may he recalled from Coopter 2. This superficial simi!arity OOs indeed a more 

profound impact on issues relating to Case and Locality, as we ~hall see in detai! in Chapter 6. 

An analysis of the Causee as an applied object also bas a direct impact on thepossibility of 

forming FP causatives based on unergative verbs. Such FPs are impossible in languages where the 

Causee is expressed as ah-phrase as in (63). Under the hypothesis that the Base Verb must be 

matched with an argument, such FPs fail because they invariably lead to violations of the 

principle of Fun Interpretation. Since the Causee is expressed as an adjunct, the derivation 

contains no argument that satisfies this condition. However, North Sâmi style FP allow 

unergatives. Hence the contrast between Chichewa (64a) and North Sâmi (64b): 

(64) a Chichewa (Alsina 1992:529) 

*Chatsalira a-ku-nam-its-a kwa mwana. 

Chatsalira S-Prs-he-cause-FV by child 

lChatsalira is making the child lie (= tell lies).' 
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b North Sami 

Mon viega-h-m Mâhte. 

[Nom ron-Cause-Pst.l s Mâhtte.Acc 

'1 made Mâhtte mn.' 

6.1. The Causee as an applied object 

The surface expression ofa North Sâmi causative like (65a) looks identical to a standard FI such 

as the Chichewa causative in (65b). Therefore, one of the more striking daims we have made in 

this thesis is that the two sentences in (65) are not oomparable. 

(65) a 

b 

Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte guVSSl. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.ls Mahtte.Acc cup.Acc 

'1 caUsed MâhUe ID break the cup.' 

Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-pmk-its-a kadzidzi 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV owl 

maungu. 

pumpkins 

'The porcupine made the owl cook the pù.mpk.ins.' 

However, once we take into oonsideration such matters as restrictions imposed on the Base 

Verbs, selectional IDÏsmatches pertaining to the Base Object etc., it becomes increasingly clear 

that the sentences in (65) are not of a kind, as we have discussed extensively. In fact, (65a) 

behaves like the Faire Par causative in (66): 

(66) Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme S-Pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins oooked by the owl.' 
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The North Sâmi accusative Causee and the Chichewa h-phrase share the characteristic of being 

entirely optional. Optionality of expression is perhaps the most prominent trademark for h

phrase such kwa krulzidzi 'by owl,' in (66). However, not the same can be said about accusative 

DPs such as the FI-like Causee in the North Sâmi sentence (65a). Nevertheless, given the overaU 

cOOracter of North Sâmi causatives, it is clear that (65a) and (66) must he reconciled 

The obvious question to raise is if we know about any independent cases that exhibit the 

same kind of variation of expression as (65a) and (66). We need not look very far to find such 

cases~ indeed, they are rampantly occurring in naturallanguages. Consider (67) and (68): 

(67) a Peter gave a book 10 Sally. 

b Peter gave.saux a book. 

(68) a 

b 

Peter read a book for Sally. 

Peter read.saux a book. 

These examples illustra te the dative- and benefactive altemations in English. The basic difference 

hetween (67) and (68) is tOOt in the former the Goal phrase is obligatory whereas in the latter the 

benefactive phrase is not subcategoriied for by the verb~. We also know !hat many languages 

do not permit prepositional datives comparable to (67), for instance Sesotho as illustrated in (69) 

and Mohawk, (70): 

(69) Sesotho (Machobane 1989: 113) 

a Ntate o-f-a bana 

failier S-give-FV children 

lijo. 

food 

'My father gives the children sorne food' 

b *Ntate o-f-a lijo ho bana. 

failier S-give-FV food to children 

'My father gives sorne food to the children.' 
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(70) Mohawk (Baker 1995:20) 

a O'ner6hkwa' y-a-hiy-atA' nyéht-A-' ne Shawatis. 

box Tr-fact-lsSlMsO-send-ben-punc NE John 

'1 sent John a box. ' 

b *O'nerohkwa' y-a-k-atA'nyeht-e' Shawatis-hne. 

box Tr-fact-lsSfNsO-food-send-punc Shawatis-Loc 

'1 sent a box to John.' 

Other languages, such as Romance, have been suggested to be the opposite of Sesotho and 

Mohawk in only aHowing the prepositional dative (see for instance Baker 1988a):6 

(71) Brazilian Portuguese (Sônia Katsuura .p.c.) 

a Eu li um livro para Leila. 

1 read abook for Leila 

'1 read a book for Leila' 

b *Eu li Leila um livro. 

1 read Leila a book 

'1 read Leila a book.' 

While our concem is not the dative or the benefactive altemations, they serve as good 

illustrations ofhow something that expresses more or less the same thing can be expressed in 

more than one way. That is a Goal or Benefactive DP can he either a prepositional object or it 

can be a primary object. Let us now retum to causatives in North Sami and Chichewa: 

(72) a Mon cuvke-h-in (Mahte) 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.1s Mahtte.Acc 

'1 caused Mahtte/someone to break the cup.' 

guvSSl. 

cup.Ace 
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b Chichewa (Alsina 1992:518) 

Nungu i-na-phik-its-a maungu (kwa kadzidzi). 

porcupme 3-Pst-cook-Cause-FV pumpkins by owl 

'The porcupine had the pumpkins cooked by the owl.' 

With regard to the expression of the Causee, we can now view North 3ami (72a) as the FP

causative counterpart to Sesotho ditransitives (69), whereas the Chichewa FP (72b) is the 

counterpart to Romance ditransitives (71). A view that has gained considerable ground in the past 

decade is that double object constructions (DOC) such as (6Th) and (69a) etc. base-generate the 

first object in an applicative phrase (Marantz 1993, Ura 1996, McGinnis 1998, among others), as 

schematically shown in (73a). The prepositional construction (PC) Ïs illustrated in (73b ).7 

(73) a DOC 
Voip 
~ 

DP u' 
vOl ApplP 

DP 
Goal Appl VP 

~ 
V DP 

Theme 

b PC 
Voip 

D~ 
Voi VP 

DP 
Theme V PP 

~ 
P DP 

Goal 

The difference in the expression of the Causee in (72) can dearly he stated descriptively in the 

same tenns as the DOC and the PC; in both cases a certain participant is expressed either as a 

primary object or as an adpositional object. The Causee ts in particular similar to Benefactives in 

tms regard, since neither is obligatory. 30, if sometmng that we descriptively caU a Goal or 

Benefactive object can be introduced by an applied head or by an adposition, the most 

straightforward solution for (72) i8 to adopt the essentials of the analysis in (73). In other words, 

in FPs where the Causee has distinct argument properties, we assume that it is introduced into 

the specifier of an applicative phrase (74a) - labeled ApplC, where C stands for Causee -

whereas the adjunct-h-phrase Causee uncontroversiaUy 1S a PP (74b). 
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(74) a 

b 

VoiP 
~ 

DP 
Mâhtte Voi ApplC-P 

~ 
DP 

Optional 

Mâreha ApplC vP 

DP 
lâse v 

window.Acc -h
Cause 

vP 
~ 

V ...JRoot 

VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
mmgu Voi· vP 

porcupine ______ 
vP 

D~,..---'>------, 
m.au:n~u V 
pumpkins -its-

Cause 

vP 
~ 

V ...JRoot 
phik 
cook 
base verb 

o cuvke 
break 

pp /-----P DP 

base verb 

Optional 

kwa kadzidzi 
by owl 

In short, the main difference between Chichewa and North Sâmi FPs boils down to the 

availability of AppiC. We shaH now consider a way substantiate this daim. 

6.2. Causativized Unergatives 

The syntactic consequences contingent on the choice of Causee realization are quite far-reacmng. 

Since an applied Causee is an argument, its effects are found in A-relations whether it be 

movement or binding, whereas the h-phrase Causee is an adjunct it plays no role in A-syntax. 

We shaH later discuss these effects in North Sami in sorne demil. 

Having assumed that the North Sâmi Causee is an applied object, we must mise the 

question ofwhether it is necessarily an applied object also when the Base Verb is unergative, as 

in (75). In fact, our theory forces us to say that it is, given that we have claimed the frrst 
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argument in a SpecvP is interpreted as the Base Object. Let us therefore subject this proposaI to 

some scrutiny. 

(75) Mon viega-h-in * (Mâhte). 

I.Nom run-Cause-Pst.l s Mâhtte.Acc 

'I caused MâhUe to run' 

In fact, given the basic structure that we have assumed for FPs, there are two possible 

representations for (75). On the one hami, the Causee might be introduced into ApplC, as we 

argued ahove, (76a). However, since we have daimed that the causative formative itself may take 

an argument, there is no prima facie reason to exdude (76b), where the Causee is an object of the 

Causative formative, although it would force us to give up on the idea that the Spec of the 

causative formative is reserved for direct internaI arguments. However, as indicated in (75), the 

Causee is obligatory when the Base Verb is unergative, which renders the Causee similar to a . 

houa fide Base Object 

(76) _a 
VoiP 

DP~ 
mon Voi AppIC-P 
lNom ~ 

DP ~ 
Mâhte ApplC v P 

~ 
v vP 

-h- ~ 
Cause v ""Root 

vlega-
run 

base verb 

b 
VoiP 

DP~ 
mon Voi vP 
I.Nom ~ DP ~ 

Mâhte v ~ 
-h-

Cause 11 ""Root 
viega
run 

base verb 

We shan show that (76a) is the correct representation for causativized unergatives of the type 

given in (75), and we shall furthermore daim that it is the availability ApplC that euables FP 

causativization of unergatives. However, (76b) is appealing initially, because it would be simple 
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and straightforward way account for why the differences between North Sâmi and say Cmchewa 

are neutralized in causativized unergatives. 

Let begin by assuming that (76b) is the correct structure for causativized unergatives in 

North Sami and Chichewa. A first prediction is that the unergative Causee should behave 

syntactically identically to the Base Object in a Causeeless sentence such as (77): 

(77) Mon cuvke-h-in * (guvssi). 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.ls cup.Ace 

'1 caused someone to break the cup.' 

As we mentioned with regard to (75) above, aiso the Base Object in (77) is obligatory. This could 

be interpreted as showing that both the unergative Causee and the Base Object in (77) originate in 

the specifier of the causative formative, (76b). A further parallel is found in passivization 

possibilities. Recall from Chapter 2 that a sentence like (78a) where both the Causee and the Base 

Object have a syntactic expression has no corresponding passive, as shown in (78b) and (78c). 

(78) a Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte gUVSSl. 

I.Nom breakTr-Cause-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc cup.Ace 

'1 caused Mâhtte to break the cup.' 

b * Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-Î Mâhte. 

cup.Nom breakTr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Mâhtte.Acc 

'The cup was caused to be broken by Mâhte (by someone).' 

c * Mâhtte cuvke-h-uvvu-i gUVSSl. 

Mâhtte.Nom break Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s cup.Acc 

'Mâhtte was made to break the cup.' . 

(78b) shows that the Base Object may not become the subject of a passivized causative in North 

Sâmi, and (78c) shows that it is aiso impossible for the Causee to become the subject. In tms 

aspect, (75) and (76) behave differently. (79a) shows that the Base Object may become the 
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subject of passivized causative that lacks a Causee, and (79b) illustrates that the Causee may 

serve as the subject of a passive if there is not Base Object: 

(79) a 

b 

Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-Ï. 

cup.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The cup was caused to be broken.' 

Mahtte viega-h-uvvu-i. 

Mahtte.Nom run-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'Mahtte was caused to run' 

(compare (78b)) 

(compare (78c)) 

These facts could he elegantly unified by assuming (76b ). 

Ifthis was correct, then we would expect find similar situations in other languages as well. 

Take for instance Chichewa. Although this language orny has access to the prepositional Causee 

in FPs, under (76b), we predict !hat the Causee of a causativized unergative should behave on par 

with the Base Object of an FP. Unlike North Sami, however, passivization facts fail to suggest 

anything in Chichewa, hecause of the jndependent existence of FI-causatives (Type 2). As may 

be recalled from Chapter 2, Type 2 FIs are characterized by the fact that the CaUsee serves as the 

primary object of the whole causative construction. Thus in both passive clauses in (80) the 

Causee serves as the subject: 

(80) a 

b 

Mnyamata a-na-kolol-ets-edw-a chimanga nru Catherine. 

boy S-Pst-harvest-Cause-Pass-FV corn 

'The boy was made to harvest the corn by Catherine.' 

Ana a-na-sek-ets-edw-a ndi bulusi. 

children S-Pst-laugh-Cause-Pass-FV by lizard 

'The children were made to laugh by the lizard.' 

by Catherine 

(Baker 1988a: 165) 

(Baker 1988a: 163) 

The challenge, then, is to determine whether the Causee in the causativized unergative hehaves 

like the Base Object of an FP-causative, or like the Causee of an FI-causative. Clearly, 
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passivization possibilities are uninfonnative in this regard. However, there is a more subtle test 

that distinguishes between structural positions in Chichewa (and other languages), namely 

possibilities for A-bar extraction (cf. Baker 1988ab, Alsina 1992, Marantz 1993 among others). 

For instance, it is weIl documented that the Base Object in an FP-causative can he A-bar 

extracted as shown in (81): 

(81) Ndi mbuzi Zl-mene kalulu ana-meny-ets-a kwa mkango. 

he goats which hare S-Pst-hit-Cause-FV by lion 

'It's the goats that the hare made the lion hit.' (Baker 1988a:216) 

In contrast, the Causee in an FI cannot be A-bar extracted: 

(82) *Uwu ndi alenje amene kalulu a-na-bay-its-a . nJovu. 

this is hunters Rel hare S-Pst-stab-Cause-FV elephant 

'These are the hunters which the hare made stab the elephant.' (Baker 1988a:223) 

WhilR: there is no theoretical consensus regarding the asymmetry illustrated in (80),8 it is 

generally agreed that it reflects that the Base Object and the FI-Causee are found in structuraUy 

different positions, which are associated with different properties. Regardless of how these 

asymmetries should be accounted for, we now have a foundation for testing the prediction that 

(76b) makes. In (76b), recall, the unergative Causee is assumed to occupy the same position as 

the Base Object in an FP. If this assumption is correct, then we expect that the Causee of a 

causativized unergative should he A-bar extractable on par with Base Object in the FP (81). With 

this as a backdrop, consider (83): 

(83) Chatsalira a-ku-nam-its-a mwana. 

Chatsalira S-Prs-lie-cause-FV child 

'Chatsalira is making the child lie (= tell lies ).' (Alsina 1992:529) 
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It tums out, however, that the Causee in (83) hehaves exactly on par with the FI Causee in (82) 

above, that is, it is impossible to extract the Causee, (84): 

(84) * Mwana amene Chatsalira a-ku-nam-its-a. 

child Rel Chatsalira S-Prs-lie-cause-FV 

'the child that Chatsalira is making lie ... 1 (Alsina 1992:529) 

What thls means, of course, is that we know that a Causee in a causativized unergative cannot be 

realized as hypothesized in (76b). Rather, causativized unergatives in Chichewa must be of the 

FI-variety. Although we have not, and indeed will not, commit ourselves to an analysis of FIs, it 

is reasonable to assume that the causative formative in these takes a VoiP as its complement (see 

Chapter 3). Thus, in both (82) and (84) in can be assumed that the Causee originates in the 

specifier of the embedded VoiP. 

What thls means for North Sâmi is of course that it is reasonable to assume that (760), 

where the unergative Causee is equated with the Base Object, is wrong too. Moreover, this is aiso 

what we expect on interpretational grounds. Therefore, (76a), where the Causee is in ApplC-P is 

the more reasonable hypothesis. In fact, the hypothesis that the Causee in the North SâmiFP is 

an applied object, makes a strong prediction about the possibilities to form FPs from unergative 

Base Verb; unless a language has access to the applied Causee, it will he impossible to create an 

FP out of an 'unergative verb. The Chichewa facts reviewed above provide a strong indication in 

this direction. However, there is a caveat conceming Bantu; it has been noted that the FI Causee 

and applied objects behave identically with regard te extraction possibilities, i.e. neither can be 

extracted. It could therefore he argued that, for sorne reason, Chichewa could utilize an applied 

Causee in the cause of unergatives, and consequently A-bar extraction is uninformative in this 

regard; it only mIes out option (76b). 

IdeaUy, 10 examine the situation we would need a language that is exactly like North Sâmi 

in only accommodating FP causatives, but at the same time it should disaUow the applied Causee. 

Marathi fits into this category (Alsina & Joshi 1993). Causatives in this Indo-Aryan language 
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conforms to the classical FP profile. That is, the Causee may be expressed as an adjoined lu:..

phrase, or altematively he left out altogether, (85a). What is special about Marathi, is the fact 

that the Causee may not be expressed as an argument (85b): 

(85) a sumaa-ill (raam-kadun) shaam-laa maarawle. 

Suma-Erg Ram-by Sham-Ace beat-Cause 

'Suma made Ram heat Sham.' 

b *sumaa-m raam-laa shaam-laa maarawle. 

Suma-Erg Ram-Acc Sham-Ace beat-Cause 

'Suma made Ram beat Sham.' 

(Alsina and Josru 1993:6) 

(Alsina and Josru 1993:6) 

Hence the contrast between (85a) and (85b) is indicative of two things: (i) the language does not 

have access to the North Sâmi style applied Causee, and (ii) that the language lacks Fls.9 AlI 

things being equal, our themy now predicts that it should be impossible to causativize 

unergatives in Marathi. For once, an things are equal. In other words, it is impossible to express a 

causativized unergative in any of the two descriptively available frames, (86): 

(86) a *sumaa-m (raam-kadun) bolawle. 

Suma-Erg Ram-by speak-Cause 

'Suma made Ram speak:.' 

b *sumaa-m raam-laa bolawle. 

Suma-Erg Ram-Ace speak-Cause 

'Suma made Ram speak.' 

(86a) shows that it is impossible for the Causee to be expressed in a lu:..-phrase. This is quite 

expected, since the the Base Verb could not receive an interpretation, and hence we have a 

violation of Fun Interpretation. The ill formedness of (86b), on the other band, must be viewed 

on par with (85b)~ Causees in this language cannot be expressed as arguments. The upshot, of 

course, is that Marathi does not have access to applied causatives. The other consequence, 
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naturaHy, is that (86b) refutes the analysis (76b), whe:re the Causee of an unergative was 

speculated to be generated in the specifier of the Causative fonnative. 

To summarize, we have proposed that the North Sami Causee is an applied object. This 

proposal captures the parallelism between say apphed and adpositional Benefactives found in 

numerous languages. Moreover, we have suggested that North Sami and Marathi are similar in the 

sense that both languages utilize FPs as their only means of productive morphological 

causativization The sole major difference between the two languages lies in the possibility to 

introduce the Causee as an applied object; this is the only way to realize the Causee in North 

Sâmi, whereas the applicative construction is not available in Marathi, which relies on the 

adpositional option of expressing the Causee. Consequently, we correctly predict that 

unergatives can enter the FP causative in Sâmi but not in Marathi. 

7. Conclusions 

We began our discussion by pointing out a problem for the Kayne-Burzio Hypothesis, according 

to which the Base Verb and the Base Object form a constituent and !hat it is this constituent that 

is selected by and embedded under the causative head in an FP. Alsina (1992) notices however 

that the FP causative imposes certain selectional restrictions on the Base Object, specifically 

prohibiting sentential objects. This kind of restriction is surprising under the Kayne-Burzio 

Hypothesis. 

We have proposed an aruilysis in which the Base Object in an FP is not an object of the 

Base Verb, following Alsina (1992), but is rather a de facto argument of the causative fonnative, 

and consequently the Base Verb does not take a direct internaI argument. The latter point we 

have assumed is due to selectional properties of the head of the FP-causative. This head selects 

as its complement the intransitive variant variant of v, VIntr. Furthermo:re, we have suggested that 

the DP introduced into the specifier of the causative head is interp:reted as an argument of the 

Base Verb, as required by Fun Interpretation. Specifically, we have assumed a general principle 
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that forces root to be matched with the first DP in a SpecvP that c-commands the root. The 

selectional restriction we have assumed is related to the vicinity between the Root and SpecvP. A 

verbalizing head whose complement is a Root can introduce the whole range of categorial types 

of arguments compatible with Root, (87): 

(87) 

/ 

However, in the configuration that arises in an FP with the causative head taking an argument in 

its specifier, the category is restricted to DP. We have speculated that this restriction is a 

consequence of the fact that the complement of the argument introducing head is not a Root; 

rather, the Root is subpart of the complement: 

(88) 
vP 

~ 
F/-Cause vP 

v ~Root 

This approach moreover provides a straightforward way to capture another fact about 

FPs, namely their prohibition against Verb-Object idioms. Assuming that idiomatic interpretation 

has a structural basis in which locality and constituency plays a crucial roIe, the idea that the 

Base Vern does not take an object has the immediate consequence that FPs do not provide a 

structural environment that enables idioms. The approach that we have suggested has the 

welcome result of reducing the ban on clausal complements and the ban on Verb-Object idioms to 

one problem. 

The other major issue that we have dealt with is the North Sâmi Causee. We have 

proposed that the Causee in this language is an applied object. In essence, the Causee is an 
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obligatory argument, whose presence hinges on the occurrence of an applicative head. The 

applicative analysis of the Causee has furtherrnore been shown to have consequences for the 

possibility of causativizing unergatives. Specifically, unergatives can undergo FP-causativization 

only if the language accommodates the applied Causee. 

Notes to Chapter :; 

1 See also Baker (1997a) for a syntactic analysis ofa certain causative formative as a three-place predicate. 
2Recall from Chapter 2 that the base verb in EPs has no Case licensing ability. For a more detailed discussion 
about Case, see Chapter 6. 
3 Aiso Zaring (1994) offers a simiiar idea, dealing however with French Subject pronouns in sequences of the type 
it-V-CP. Zaring shows that it is possible to wh-extract out the CP when the subject pronoun is an expletive, in 
which case the CP is analyzed as a complement. In contras!, when the subject pronoun is an argument that the CP 
is co-indexed witn, wh-extraction out ofthe CP leads to degradation and in many cases ungrammaticality. 
4Notice that Guasti (1996:307) daims that Alsina Generalization is wrong, on the basis ofItalian examples like (i): 
(i) Gianru ha futto sostenere da Maria 

Gianni has made maintain by Maria 
[che la scimmia abbia gettato la palla sul tetto] 
that the monkey bas thrown the ball on-the roof 
'Gianni has made Maria maintain that the monkey has thrown the baH onto the roof.' 

Given that Italian independently has allows null-objects (Rizzi 1986), it is fuUy possible that (i) should be 
assimilated with the .i1-CP phenomena we have discussed, in which case.i!. is pro, as shown in (ii): 
(ii) Gianni ha futto sostenere pro da Maria 

Gianni has made maintain by Maria 
[che la scimmia abbia gettato la palla sul tetto] 
that the monkey has thrown the ballon-the roof 

SOf course we do not wish to rule sèntences like (i): 
(i) [To be a member oflearned societies] will definitely strengthen your CV. 
Here, however, the non-finite clause is not an internal argument, but rather mtroduced by Voice. The particular 
restriction we are discussmg arises only when the base vero (i.e. l'-...JRoot) is prevented from projecting its object. 
6This is of course a matter of debate, depending in part on one's view of diticization. However, the 
ungrammaticality of (71b) is beyond any discussion. One factor that one would have to take mte consideration is 
the fact that (71) involves benéfactives. 
70fcourse, this is not the only option. Larson (1988, 1990) proposed tha! the DOC is derived from an underlying 
PC. This route is also taken in Baker (1 995abc ) and Baker & Stewart (1999). 
SBut see the above mentioned references as weU Den Dikken (1995) and Nakamura (1996) for proposais and 
discussions. 
9 Aisma and Joshi (1993) daims that non-agentive verbs form (what we caU) FIs. However, on the basis of the 
examples they mention, these are typical instances where lexical causatives are easily confused with syntactic ones. 
Hence, in the absence of data suggesting the contrary, l suspect that Marathi only has productive causatives of the 
FP-variety. This particular matter, however, has no impact on the argument made in main text. 
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Chapter 6 

Case and locality in North S6mi Causatives 

1. Introduction 

ln Chapter 5 we argued that the Causee in a North Sâmi causative like (1) is a special kind of 

applied object 

(1) Mahtte cuvke-h-ii (Mâreha) lase. 

Mahtte.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pst3s Maret.Acc window.Acc 

'Mahtte caused Maretlsomeone to break the window.' 

The applicative analysis of the North Sâmi Causee has a number of consequentes. For instance, it 

makes North Sâmi causatives such as (1) look deceptively similar to a Faire Infinitive 

construction on the surface. This superficial similarity impacts on issues relating to Case and 

Locality. As the reader may recaU, North Sâmi causatives cannot undergo passivization in the 

presence of the Causee, (2). (2a) shows that the Base Object cannot move mto the Subject 

position of the clause when the Causee is expressed, and (2b) reveals tOOt the Causee itself 

cannot become the Subject: 

(2) a * Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-i Mahte. 

cup.Nom breakTr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Mahtte.Acc 

'The cup was caused to be broken by Mahte (by someone).' 



b * Mâhtte cuvke-h-uvvu-i guVSSl. 

Mâhtte.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s cup.Ace 

'Mâhtte was caused to break the cup.' 

However, ifthe Causee is not expressed, which in our terms means that the derivation does not 

consists of an ApplC projection, passivization yields a fully grammatical output, (3). 

(3) a 

b 

Mon cuvke-h-in gUVSS1. 

I.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pst.l s cup.Acc 

'I caused someone break the cup.' 

Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-i. 

cup.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The cup was caused to be broken.' 

Two descriptive genemlizations emerge from (2) and (3). Firstly, the Causee blocks raising to 

Subject orthe Base Object, as illustrated by the contrast between (2b) and (3b). In theoretical 
- --

terms, thls means that (2b) is an example of a par excellence violation of Minimal Link Condition 

(Chomsky 1995), whlch can he stated as in (4) (adopted in modified version from Pesetsky & 

Torrego 2002): 

(4) THEMINIMALLINKCONDITION(MLC) _ (Adapted fromPesetsky & Torrego 2002:2) 

A PROBE feature F on (l takes ~ as a GOAL if 

(i) ~ bears F; and 

(ii) ~ is c-commanded by o.; and 

(iii) noy!hat also bears F c-commands ~ and is c-commanded by o.. 

Thus (4) rules out the (2b) as shown in (5). The GOAL closest to the PROBE T is the Causee and 

therefore the Base Object may not mise to T: 
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(5) *[TP GukSii T [YoiP cuvke-h-uvvu-i [AppIC-P Mahte [vP ~i v [vP ... ]]]]] 
+ * 1 
1 ________________________________ _____ 

cup.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Mâhtte.Acc 

'The cup was caused to be broken by Mâhte (by someone).' 

The second descriptive generalization that can be extracted from (2) and (3) is that the Causee 

itself cannot raise to Subject, (2c). The theoretical underpinning of this descriptive statement is a 

constraint ofthe kind proposed in McGinnis (1998) and Chomsky (1998, 1999), which prohibits 

an argument !hat has entered a Case motivated AGREE relation from participating in further A

related operations, such as movement whose purpose is to satisfy an EPP property. Following 

McGinnis (1998) we refer to the relevant constraint as the Case Identity Constraint. 

(6) 

[TP T [y;" Voi t o~ 1 

X 

[AppIC-P 

Case 

Causee 

1 1 

Appl-C [ ... ]]]] 

EPP 

In this Chapter, we shaH argue !hat the Causee in (6) enters an AGREE relation with Voi in 

passives, which in accordance with the Case Identity Constraint has the effect of barring further 

movement of the Causee. 

The Chapter is organized as foUows. Section 2 oudines the theory of Case and Locality 

that we shaH assume, essentially the PROBE-GOAL based theory of AGREE oudined in Chomsky 

(1998, 1999). Section 3 deals with Case in North Sâmi causatives. We propose that ApplC 

licenses structural Case on the Base Object, whereas the Causee enters an AGREE relation with 

Voi for Case. In passives, we daim, a language specifie constraint dictates that in the presence of 

two Case licensingheads, the Case of the lower head is suppressed, and moreover, North Sâmi 

ApplC does not have the option of substituting an EPP feature for a Case feature. Section 4 

discusses sorne instances of Scrambing in North Siimi causatives. Here we will show that within a 
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given domain, scrambling in active clauses by and large exhibits the same kind of locality effects 

as we observe in passives. Finally in section 5 sorne concluding remarks are given. 

2. Case and Locality 

We shaH now outline sorne basic ingredients of the theory of Case and Locality that we assume, 

essentially Chomsky's (1998, 1999) PROBE-GOAL based theory of AGREE. This theory is in 

sorne respects considerably different from the Attract based theory of feature movement of 

Chomsky (1995), in that it does not necessitate movement to establish the equivalent of 

checking. However, sorne basic assumptions remain intact, for instance the idea that the 

fundamental force that triggers syntactic operations is so-caUed uninterpretable features, and the 

requirement that such features must be deleted by the end of the derivation. Failure to delete 

uninterpretable features has the eITect that the derivation crashes. Among the uninterpretable 

features we notice for instance, person and number features on T and structural Case features as 

weH as wh-features on C. In the Attract-based theory of Chomsky (1995), it is assumed that a_ 

feature of a head, for instance a Case feature on Voi, attracts a matching feature, namely Case on 

DP. Attracting Case features are assumed to be uniformly weak, i.e., they trigger covert 

movement of the feature on the Object. l Thus, the Case feature [K] on Voi attracts [K] on the 

Object, after the application of Spell-Out: 

(7) 
VoiP 
~ 
tb'~ 
SU~ V' P 01 V 

[K] ~ 

t ~Obj ~oot 
-~ 

The PROBE-GOAL based theory of Chomsky (1998, 1999) dispenses with the notion of 

feature movement. The checking operation is replaced by the relation AGREE which establishes a 
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connection between a feature on a head and a matching feature on say a DP. Unlike covert feature 

movement, Agree applies as soon as possible,2 hence dispensing with the need to posit two 

cycles. A PROBE is essentially a head with an uninterpretable feature, which consequently 

requires deletion, and the GOAL the is the syntactic object hosting a matching feature. Thus, the 

PROBE plays the same role as the attracting feature in (7), and the GOAL corresponds to the 

attracted feature. AGREE can be characterized as in (Sa), (cf. Chomsky 1998, 1999) and it is 

subject to a locality condition such as (Sb), which we refer to as the Minimal Link Condition 

(MLC) 

(8) a AGREE (a ~ ), where a is a PROBE and Il is a matching GOAL 

b THE MINIMAL LINK CONDITION (MLC) 

A PROBE feature F on a takes Il as a GOAL if 

(i) ~ bears F~ and 
(ii) Il is c-commanded by a; and 
(iii) no y !hat aiso bears F c-commands ~ and is c-commanded by a. 

(Adapted from Pesetsky & Torrego 2002:2) 

In the light of (S), consider (9) whereVoi has an uninterpretable Case feature, which 

requires deletion.3 Voi is now a PROBE searching for a GOAL in its c-commanding domain that it 

can enter an AGREE relation with. In (9), the GOAL is the object DP. If the features on the PROBE 

and the GOAL match, then the features deI ete. Matching obtains under feature identity, and thus 

the AGREE relation in (9) amounts to licensing of accusative Case and there is no need to 

stipulate movement. 

(9) 

[VoiP Subj Voi [vp Obj v ...,tRoot]] 

1 1 
Agree 
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Weak features and AGREE do not result in overt displacement of syntactic objects. Overt 

movement is triggered by the presence of a so-caUed EPP feature. As the EPP feature is 

uninterpretable, it must he deleted, with the requirement however that something must be merged 

into a specifier of the head hosting it. This situation is exemplified in (10), where Voi has an EPP 

feature. Chomsky (1998) suggests that the EPP feature seeks out a syntactic object that has the 

uninterpretable feature [person], which is found on nouns (DPs).4 The EPP feature triggers 

MOVE, which raises the GOAL, i.e. the object (or a copy of the object). DPobj is then merged into 

an outer specifier ofVoi, whereupon the features on the PROBE Voi and the GOAL DP match and 

delete. 

(10) 

[VoiP A,bJ_' __ S_Ub_~_V_Oi_[_vP------,t v ~Root]] 
L [EPP] 1 

Move + Agree 

So far we have considered licensing of the object. We shall now tum our attention to the 

extemal argument, i.e~DPsubj which is theta-merged into SpecVoiP. Consider now (11), where T 

has merged with VoiP: 

(11) 

[TP T [VoiP Subj Voi [vP Obj v "Root]]] 

1 1 
Agree 

Assume that T has a Case feature and that it is also equipped with the EPP property. The 

PROBE T now scans the search space in its c-command domain, and there are two potential 

GOALs in this domain, namely DPsubj and DPobj. However, since DPsubj asymmetrically c

commands DPobj, DPsubj raises in accordance with (Sb) and merges with TP, whereupon the 

features on the PROBE and the GOAL match and delete, (12): 
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(12) 

[TP Subj T [VoiP t 
• 1 

Voi [ vp Obj v 

l 1 

~Root]]] 

Move + Agree Agree 

Let us finaHy consider a case where T has merged with a VoiP consisting of multiple 

specifiers, as in (13). Here there are two GOALS visible for the PROBE T, namely the Subject and 

the Object, assuming along the !ines of Chomsky (1995) that the two specifiers of Voi count as 

being equaHy close to T. However, as shown in (13), only the Subject can raise to SpecTP. 

(13) 

• (J) Move + Agree 

[TP -- T [VoiP Obj Subj Voi [vp t v ~Root]]] 

t • * 
1 

1 

Chomsky (1995) accounted for this fact in terms of economy. Raising of the Object to SpecTP 

with ensuing checking ofT's EPP feature could be followed by covert attraction of the Subject's 
_. 

Case feature, which would be a convergent derivation. However, this derivation would require 

two syntactic operations, which should be compared to a derivation where the Subject raises to 

SpecTP. In the latter scenario, one syntactic operation would result in checking of two features, 

which would he a more eoonomical choice. McGinnis (1998) offers an alternative account, which 

daims that a DP which has checked Case, cannot undergo further movement that amount to 

deleting an EPP feature. McGinnis (1998:36) caUs this constraint Case Identity: 

(14) Case Identity 

Once an argument has checked Case, it camot undego further movement to check 

EPP. McGinnis (1998:36) 

As we shaH see presently, (14) plays a crucial role in our acoount of North Sâmi causatives. 
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In this Section we have introduced and outhned the basic theoretical assumptions that will 

guide the rest of the chapter. 

3. North Simi 

Let us now tum to our main issue, namely productive morphological causatives in North Sâ.mi 

and the issues of Case and locahty. 

North Sâ.mi causatives whose syntactic structure does not involve a Causee introducing 

ApplC (see Chapter 5) are on par with simple transitives clauses for the purposes of Case 

licensing. We have argued that such causatives involve a single Voi projection, as in (15). 

(15) a 

b 

Mâ.htte cuvke-h-ii lase. 

Mâ.htte.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pst.3s window.Acc 

'Mâ.htte caused someone to break the window.' 

[VoiP Mahtte cuvke - h-1vtl [vp li (cause [0 .. III 

Agree 

Consider (15b), a standard Faire Par structure where no Causee is expressed. In line wÎth our 

basic assumptions, the Case feature on Voi (the PROBE) canAGREE with the features on the 

GOAL, i.e. the Base Object. Given our structural representation ofFPs, (15b), locality is 

respected because there is no DP aside from the Base Object closer to the PROBE Voi tOOt 

qualifies as a GOAL. Subsequently, T merges with Voi. In addition to hosting an umnterpretable 

Case feature, T is also equipped wÎth the EPP property, which, recall, triggers movement. The 

result is tOOt the external argument raises to SpecTP, satisfying the EPP and since it also has a 

Case fearore that matches !hat on T, a11 relevant features are deleted: 

(16) 

[TP T [v iF Mâ.htte cuvke - h-L 0 1 tcause [ ... lm 
Move + Agree 
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This aceount straightforwardly extends to passivized causatives, such as (17). The crucial 

difference between (15) and (17) lies in the feature composition of Voi. Recall that the Case 

feature on Voi is standardly taken to be parasitic on the [+ Active] specification (cf. Chapter 3 

and Kratzer 1996) . Since Voi in (17) does not introduce an external argument, it a180 lacks a Case 

feature. 

(17) Lâse cuvke-h-uvvu-i. 

window.Nom break.Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'The window was caused to be broken.' 

After VoiP bas been formed, it is merged with T. The only GOAL in the search space of the 

PROBE T is the Base Object, which bas aH its features intact, as the non-active Voi head does not 

host any AGREE inducing features. As before, T contains an EPP feature in addition to a Case 

feature. Hence, the Base Object raises to SpecTP because of Ts EPP property and the Case 

features on T and DP AGREE and delete. 

Thus, the fact that a passivized North Sami causatives like (17) is grammatical, follows 

from the theory outlined The account, furthermore, mnges on the basic standard assumption that 

FP-causatives do not involve a syntactically present Causee .. 

3. 1. The Applied Causee 

We shan now mm our attention to the more challenging parndigm illustmted in (18), which 

involves the applied North 8âmi Causee. 

(18) a Mon divu-h-in Mâhte biilla. 

I.Nom repair-Cause-Pst.1 s Mâhtte.Acc car.Ace 

'1 caused Mâhtte to repair the car.' 

b * Mâhtte divu-h-uvvu-i biilla. 

Mâhtte.Nom repair-Cause-Pst.3s car.Ace 

Mâhtte was caused to repair the car (by someone).' 
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c *Biila divu-h-uvvu-i Mâhte. 

car. Nom repair-Cause-Pst.3s Mâhtte.Acc 

'The car was caused to be repaired by Mâhtte (by someone ).' 

The problem presented by (18) lies in the fact that it is impossible to passivize causatives that 

cousist ofboth a Base Object and a Causee. We also know that this restriction must be due to the 

presence of the Causee in (18). However, the Causee is not inherently implicated in preventing 

passivization. RecaH from previous chapters, that the Causee in a causative based on an 

unergative verb arguably has the same structural status as the Causee in (18). Nevertheless, as 

shown in (19), if the Base Verb is unergative, then the Causee may raise to subject. 

(19) a Mon . viega-h-in Mâhte. 

LNom run-Cause-Pst.1s Mâhtte.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte to fun.' 

b Mâhtte viega-h-uvvu-i. 

Mâhtte.Nom run-Cause-Pst.3s 

IMâhtte was caused to run.' 

In other words, the underlying structural position of the entity bearing the grammatical function 

of Direct Object is irrelevant for the purposes of passivization. Rather, the problem arises when 

there are two accusative objects within the verbal complex. Descriptively speaking, there are two 

ways to view the issue. On the one hand, one can say tbat neither object can become the subject, 

or alternatively that a passive does not accept any verb phrase internaI accusatives. Both of these 

two descriptive statements are closely reminiscent of Levin & Rappaport's (1986) Sole 

Complement Generalization. That is, an argument can become the subject of a passivized North 

Sâmi causative if and only if it also can serve as the sole object of an active causative clause. 

One appealing idea would be to say that there is a single PROBE feature for Case on Voi in 

North Sâmi causatives, which is matched with two DPs in the search domain. Hence, both the 
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Causee and the Base Object enter an AGREE relation with a single Voi. Assume further that 

passive has the familiar effect of suppressing the sole Case feature from Voi, with the 

understanding now that the Causee and the Base Object have to enter an AGREE relation with T. 

However, T is aiso equipped with the EPP property, which has the eITect of forcing movement 

into its specifier. The effect would be that the Causee raises to SpecTP and AGREEs with both 

the EPP feature and the Case feature on T, with the result that the uninterpretable Case feature 

on the Base Object survives. This strategy, however, has a severe problem, namely the idea that a 

single Case feature on the active Voi head can enter two AGREE relations. SpecificaUy,-Chomsky 

(1999:13) daims that the head on an A-chain blocks matching of features. Thus, in (20) the 

Causee blocks the establishment of an Agree relation between Voi and the Base Object, which is 

in line with the Minimal Link Condition (8b) aoove. 

(20) 
[ ... Voi [ Causee. .. [ Base Object ... ]]] 

Agree 1 

Therefore, since-we are assuming that sentences like (18) above are a variety of an applied 

construction, we shaH digress from North Sâmi causatives and take few moments to consider 

sorne influential ideas concerning the syntax of applicative constructions in geneml. 

3.2. Double Object Constmctions 

Double object constructions across languages share the common characteristic that the first 

object, i.e. the Indirect Object (10) asymmetrically c-commands the second object, i.e. the Direct 

Object (DO), Barss & Lasnik (1986), Larson (1988), Aoun & Li (1989) among several others. 

While a number of structural solutions have been proposed (see the aforementioned references), it 

bas become increasingly accepted that the 10 is introduced into the specifier of an Applied 

Phrase (Marantz 1993), yielding (21): 
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(21) 
VoiP 

D~ 
Voi ApplP 

I~ 
Appl vP 

D~ 
v ...fRoot 

The standard assumption is that Voi and Appl can each license a structural Case (Ura 1996, 

McGinnis 1998). So, for instance, in both the English sentence (22a), and the Chichewa applied 

benefactive construction (22b), the DO AGREEs with Appl, and the 10 AGREEs with Voi, (22c): 

(22) a John gave M.w:l:. a book. 

b Chichewa (Baker 1988b) 

Mavuto a-na-umb-ir-a mfunu mtsuko. 

Mavuto S-Pst-mold-Appl-FV chief waterpot 

'Mavuto molded the waterpot for the chief' 

c [voiP DP Voi IApplP 10 Appl [vp v DOn] 
1 Agree 1 1 Agree 1 

It is aiso a weU-mown fact that passivization of applicatives exhibits a certain degree of cross

linguistic variation. For instance, passivization of a double object construction in American 

English always has the descriptive effect ofpromoting the 10 to subject:5 

(23) a Mary was given a book. AmE 

b >1< A book was given Mary. AmE 

The pattern in (23) is accounted for by assuming that passive has the effect of suppressing the 

Case feature on Voi, while leaving the Case on Appl intact. Now, both Ura (1996: 166) and 

McGinnis (1998:41) notice that because the verbal complex in (21) hosts two structural Case 

features distributed over!wo heads, passivization may very weU have the effect of suppressing 

one or the other of the !wo features. Thus, McGinnis (1998) for instance assumes that Voi 
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detennines voice, but there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between voice and 

Case in tenn of syntactic heads.6 The fact that some languages do allow "long passives" of the 

type given in (23b) lends strong support to this hypothesis. For instance, while (23b) is iH

fonned in American English, it is perfectly grammatical in British English, which allows both the 

"short" and the "long" passive of double object constructions, (24). 

(24) a 

b 

Mary was given a book. 

A book was given Mary. 

BrE 

BrE 

Thus, according to Ura (1996) and McGinnis (1998), passivization may result in the suppression 

of the Case feature on either Voi or Appl in British English. However, McGinnis (1998:45) 

observes that mere suppression of the Case feature on Appl is nôt sufficient to derive say (24b). 

Consider (25). Granted out our background assumptions, the Minimal Link Condition has the 

effect that the 10 in SpecApplPprevents the DO from raising to SpecTP. 

(25) 
TP 
~ 

Spec ~. 
T VoiP 
~ 

nVoi ApplP .rass 

ppl vP 

'--------+----Y-_t___ D~ 
v "Root 

McGinnis (1998:45) therefore proposes that when the Case feature on Appl is suppressed it 

"instead has an EPP feature, which attracts the DO into its specifier."7 Thus, instead raising in 

one fen swoop to SpecTP, the 10 moves into a specifier of Appl, which renders the 10 and the 

DO equally dose to T, as shown in (26).10 can still enter an AGREE relation with Voi, and now 

DO can raise into the Spec of TP: 8 
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(26) 
TP 

S~ 
T VoiP 

[K] ~ 
[EPPI-,,voi ApplP 

r'llSS ~ 

[K] DO ~ 
[K] 10 ~ 

t 
[K] Appt vp 

[EPP] ~ 
too~ 

'------ v ~Root 

However, McGinnis (1998: 55) and Ura (1996:181) notice that in sorne languages double 

object constructions may fail to passivize altogether, in spite of the independent presence of 

passive. McGinnis cites Modem Greek as one such language. Such languages are of particular 

interest for us, because they have the kind of profile that we find in North Sâmi causatives. Let 

us consider the analysis McGinnis proposes for Modem Greek. The 10 in a Greek double object 

construction carries morphological dative Case, and it precedes the accusative DO, (27). Notice 

furthermore, that the 10 is optionaUy doubled by a clitic, (27a) versus (27b): 

(27) 

a 

b 

Modern Greek (McGinnis 1998: 56) 

Tu edosa tu Janni tovivlio 

mm.Dat gave-l the John.Dat the book.Acc 

1 gave the book to John' 

Edosa tu Janni to vivlio 

gave-I the John.Dat the book.Acc 

1 gave the book to John' 

In (27a) McGinnis assumes that the DO AGREEs with Appl. Appl also specifies the Indirect 

Object for morphological case. The dative clitic is now assumed to represent the AGREE relation 

between the 10 and the Case feature on Voi. (27b), on the other hand, involves an alternative 

derivation, where Voi by hypothesis does not host a structural Case feature. While the relation 
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between Appl and the DO is as before, the 10 is now hcensed in a different way, namely by an 

inherent Case. This is possible, according to McGinnis, because Appi is the head responsible for 

introducing the 10 Thus, when the 10 is merged into the Spec of Appl, the operation results in 

bona fide AGREE with accompanying feature deletion. The consequences for passivization are 

quite drastic, depending on whether the 10 checks a structural Case on Voi, or an inherent Case 

on Appl. Consider the foHowing contrast: 

(28) Modern Greek (McGinnis 1998) 

a To vivlio tu dotbike tu Janni apo tin Maria 

the book him.Dat was glVen the John.Dat the Maria 

'The book was given to him by Mary.' (p. 55) 

b *To vivlio dothike tu Jauni apo tin Maria 

the book was glVen the John.Dat by the Maria 

'The book was given to him by Mary.' (p. 56) 

McGinnis proposes that the gram.matical (28a) bas the same derivation as the British English 

passive (24b). TMt is, the Case feature on Appl is suppressed and instead Appl is equipped 

with an EPP feature, with the ensuing result that the DO raises to a specifier of Appl. 

Furthermore, the dative clitic in (28a) is the overt reflex of the AGREE relation that holds 

between 10 and Voi. The DO is now free to raise to SpecTP, as we explicated previously. The 

more interesting question is of course why (28b) is iU-formed in the absence of a dative clitic. 

McGinnis proposes that when Appl has the option of licensing an inherent Case feature on the 

10, then Appl also lacks the EPP property. Consider (29). 
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(29) 
TP 

Spe~ 
T VoiP 

1t V~plP 
1 Pass I~ 
X Appl vP * ~ DO 

In (29) Appt AGREEs with 10 for inherent Case. Moreover, Appl has no structural Case feature 

and, by hypothesis, it lacks the EPP property. Therefore, given the Minimal Link Condition, DO 

cannot mise directly to SpecTP, because of the the intervening 10. Moreover, since the 10 has 

entered an AGREE relation for Case, the Case Identity constraint (14), repeated here as (30), 

prevents the 10 from raising to Subject.9 

(30) Case ldentity 

Once an argument has checked Case, it cannot undergo further movement to check 

EPP. McGinms (1998:36) 

In short the analysis of double object constructions as involving an ApplP has been 

shown in various works to provide a good model for capturing not orny hierarchical relations 

among the objects, but also for the diverse Case properties found across languages. 

3.3. The Case of the North Sdmi Causee 

The fact that it is impossible to passivize North Sâmi causatives with two Accusative objects 

suggests that we are potentiaHy dealing with a phenomenon similar to the Modem Greek scenario 

sketched above. At this point it is therefore important to consider what kind of Case is found on 

the Causee in (31): 
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(31) Mon divu-h-in Mâhte biilla 

I.Nom repair-Cause-Pst,ls MâhUe.Acc car.Ace 

fI caused Mâhtte to repair the car.' 

We have glossed the Case as "Accusative" throughout this work, wmch of course is not a 

coincidence. However, one should be aware that tms is not necessarily an obvious matter, since 

the Accusative and Genitive Cases are suppletive in North Sâmi, as shown in the paradigms given 

in (32): 

(32) a 

b 

mânnâ 'cmld' 
Nominative 
Accusative 

Genitive 
lllative 

1 Locative 
Committative 

beanatdo ' 
Nominative 
Accusative 

Gemtive 
lllative 

Singuhu Plural 
mânât 

mana manaid 
manaid 

mAnâs 

bea 

Thus, without hàving seen the complete picture, it might be tempting to consider Mâhte in (31) 

as an inherent Genitive Case, which would enable us to treat the Causee fuUy on par with the 

Greek dative. This hypothesis can be tested 'luite easily, because the Accusative-Genitive 

suppletion is not complete, only near complete (Svonni & Vinka 2002b). The prenominal 

quantifier moadde/moatti 'sorne' provides a good example. Descriptively speaking, this quantifier 

shares the Case of the noun that it modifies, and, most importantly, it manifests a distinction 

between Accusative and Genitive. The Genitive form moatti appears when modifying a 

possessor, and the form moadde is restricted to modification of Accusative DPs. In (33a), the 
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quantifier modifies a Direct Object, and here the forro moadde 'sorne. Ace' is required, as 

confirroed by the iU-forroedness of (33b), where the Genitive moatt:i 'some.Gen' appears: 

(33) a Mon oidnen (moadde o!bmo]. 

I.Nom see.Pst.1::; some.Ace people.Acc 

'1 saw sorne people.' 

b *Mon oidnen [moatti olbmo). 

I.Nom see.Pst.1s some.Gen people.Acc 

'1 saw sorne people.' 

Le~ us now tum to (34). Here, the quantifier occurs on the noun QlbmQ 'people' wmch serves as 

the possessor of the DP h.i.iJhl'car.Acc.' Since Qlbmo is a possessor, we would expect it to hear 

Genitive Case. The contrast between (34a) and (34b) shows that moatti Isome.Gen' can modifY 

the possessor, whereas the Accusative forro moadde 'some.Ace' is illicit: 

(34) a Biera bilistii n moatti olbmo] [binta]]. 

Biera.Nom destroy .Pst. 3s some.Gen people.Gen car. Ace 

'Biera destroyed sorne people's car.1 

b *Biera bilistii n moadde olbm.o] [biilla]]. 

Biera.Nom destroy .Pst. 3s some.Acc people.Gen car.Ace 

'Biera destroyed some people's car.' 

In other words, the forro moadde is restricted to occur with Accusative head-nouns (33), and 

moatti with Genitive head-nouns (34). 

Now we are in a position to test the hypothesis that the North Sarni Causee is marked by 

Genitive case. Ifmoatti 'some.Gen' can oceur with the Causee, then we have an important piece 

of support for the hypothesis. But if rooadde 'some.Ace' is required, then the hypothesis IS 

clearly refuted. Consider (35): 
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(35) a Mon cuvke-h-in moadde olbmo gUVSSl. 

I.Norn break. Tr -Cause.Pst.l s sorne. Ace people.Aec cup.Ace 

'I caused sorne people to break the eup.' 

b *Mon cuvke-h-in moatti olbmo gUVSS1. 

I.Norn break.Tr-Cause.Pst.ls sorne.Gen people. Ace eup.Acc 

'I eaused sorne people to break the eup.' 

As we can see in (35), the evidence is that the Causee in fact is rnarked by Accusative case, due 

to the well formedness of (35a), involving the Accusative form moadde 'sorne. Acc' and the iU

formedness of(35b), where the Genitive form rnoatti 'sorne.Gen' appears. IO Thus on the basis of 

the distribution of the fOrfis moadde 'sorne. Ace' and moatti 'sorne. Gen' we conclude that the 

Causee in North Sâmi appears with a rnorphological Accusative case. 

3.4. Liceming 

Given !hat we have provided evidence !hat the North Sâmi Causee appears with Accusative 

Case, rather than with an inherent Genitive Case, we have an indication !hat we should refrain 

from treating the ill-formedness of say (36) on par with the Greek sentence (28b) repeated below 

as (37): 

(36) *Biila divu-h-uvvu-i Milite. 

car.Norn repair-Cause-Pst.3s Mâhtte.Acc 

'The car was caused to be repaired by Mâhtte (by sorneone).' 

(37) *To vivlio dothike tu Janni apo tin Maria 

the book was glVen the John.Dat by the Maria 

'The book was given to John by Mary.' (McGinnis 1998: 56) 

However, it would not be particularly outrageous to postt that the Causee appears with an 

inherent accusative Case, which would enable McGinnis' analysis of Modem Greek (37) to be 
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extended to (36). The question that arises if we analyze the Causee in (36) as an inherently Case

marked DP is why we do not find the same effect in (38), which shows that passive may 

successfuHy apply to causativized unergatives? After aU, we have claimed that aiso in these 

instances, the Causee is introduced by AppiC. 

(38) Mabtte viega-h-uvvu-i. 

Mâhtte.Nom run-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s 

'Mâhtte was caused to fun.' 

It could be claimed that ApplC does not check an inherent Case when it does not license a 

structural Case, as would be the case in a causativized unergative; however, by parity of 

reasoning tbis would hold of passive clauses like (36) as weIl. Because the Case feature on ApplC 

in (36) is suppressed by passive, it is not a Case licensing head, and therefore it should not 

license an inherent Case. But now we cannot extend McGinnfs' analysis of Modem Greek to 

(36), because the punch-hne of her account is that Appl checks an inherent Case also in the 

passive, which is exactly what prevents the 10 from becoming the subject in a passive, granted 

Case Identity (30). This being the case, we cannot maintain that the Causee in (36) is inherently 

Case-marked Therefore, if inherent Case does not play a IOle in ruling out (36), it would 

complicate the theory if we assumed that it were involved active clauses. Thus, an alternative 

account should be sought. 

The other possibility, which would not have to stipula te checking of an inherent Case, 

would be to assume that in active clauses the Causee and the Base Object AGREE for Case with 

Voi and ApplC respectively, as in illustrated in (39b). 

(39) a Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte lâse. 

I.Nom break. Tr-Past.l s Mâhtte.Acc window.Acc 

'1 caused Mâhtte to break the window.' 
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b 

'" [voiP mon 
,--_[A_PP_IC_-p_

M
--1

ilhte 1 APre 1_[ v_p_--,li
e 

... m··· 
Agree Agree 

In the previous discussion, we emphasized the point that the Case properties of double 

object constructions are subject to parametric variation, and therefore different languages exhibit 

different possibilities in passives. In the Minimalist Program, the locus of fuis variation is taken 

to be a matter of whlch licensing head in the verbal geometry will have its case suppressed. For 

instance, passive of a double object construction in American English can only amount to 

suppressing the Case feature on Voi, whereas in British English either Voi or Appt may have 

their Case features suppressed. Whether or not suppression of Case on Appl yields a weU 

formed outcome or not, depends on whether Case suppression is accompanied by the insertion 

of an EPP feature. Alongthese lines, the oontrast hetween the American English and British 

Englishjudgments in (40) can he accounted for, as we have explicated previously. 

(40) a 

b 

* A book was given Mary. AmE 

A book was given Mary. BrE 

It is noteworthy, however, that the ill-formedness of the American English passive in (40a) can 

be ruled out either by assuming that passive oruy suppresses Case on Voi, or that suppression of 

Case on Appl does not entai! the presence of an EPP feature. On the latter possibility, American 

and British English are set apart solely by the availability of an EPP feature on Appt 

However, in order to maintain an account of the illcit sentence (41) below in terms of Case 

suppression, where the Causee serves as the Subject of the passive clause, we must resort to 

more stringent measures. SpecificaUy, the ill-formedness of (41) prevents us from assuming that 

the Case feature on Voi can be freely suppressed. If it could, whlle at the same time leaving Case 

on ApplC intact, (41) would be fully grammatical, oontrary to fact. 
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(41) "'Mahtte cuvke-h-uvvu-i guVSSl. 

Mahtte.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s cup.Acc 

'Mahtte was caused to break the cup.' 

Rather, the Case Identity constraint (30), which states that a DP that has AGREEd for Case Is 

prevented from undergoing EPP motivated movement, suggests that the Causee has entered an 

AGREE relation for Case with Voi, and that this is the undedying reason why the Causee cannot 

raise further. By taking this route, we daim that under specific circumstances, the Case feature of 

VOl cannot be suppressed in North Sami. 1 will assume that Case suppression in this languages is 

subject to a restriction that requires the most deeply embedded Case feature in the verbal 

,complex to be suppressed under Passive. Rence, 1 assume that Case on ApplC is obligatorily 

suppressed. From this, then, the ill-formedness of (41) follows straightforwardly. Now, if 

ApplC independently lacks a Case feature, as we assume is the case in causativized unergatives, 

then Case ofVoi is suppressed, with the result that the Causee can mise to SpecTP, (42): 

(42) Mon viega-h-in 

I.Nom run-Cause-Pst.1 s 

'1 caused Mahtte to fun.' 

Mahte. 

-Mahtte.Acc 

b Mahtte viega-h-uvvu-i. 

Mahtte.Nom fun-Cause-Pst.3s 

Mahtte was caused to fun.' 

Our account of (41) and (42) also provide a straightforward answer to the question why it is 

impossible for the Base Object to mise to SpecTP, (43): 

(43) "'Guksi cuvke-h-uvvu-Î Mahte. 

cup.Nom break. Tr-Cause-Pass-Pst.3s Mahtte.Acc 

'The cup was caused to be broken by Mahtte.' 
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While we have proposed that the Case feature on ApplC is suppressed, it is important to recaU 

that this does not necessarily entaü the presence of an EPP feature in Appl. The iH-formedness 

of (43), therefore strongly suggest that ApplC does not have the option to be equipped with 

such a feature, with the consequence that Base Object cannot raise to a specifier of Apple. 

Therefore, the only way ~ 'cup' in (43) could have reached SpecTP is by moving in one 

uninterrupted step from its base position, across the Causee. This explains the in-formedness of 

(43), in violation of the Minimal Link Condition. 

3.5. Summary 

We have argued that North Sami causatives based on transitive verbs cannot he passivized, 

hecause passive has the effect of suppressing the lowest Case feature on a licensing head in the 

verbal complex, wbich in tbis instance Ïs AppiC. Furthermore, unlike what is found in double 

object applicatives in a great numher of languages, suppression of Case on ApplC in Sami Ïs not 

accornpanied by the insertion of an EPP feature. Consequently, the Base Object cannot bypass 

the c-oommanding Causee, which in tum AGREEswith Voi, whose Case feature is intact. 

However, it is possible to passivize causatives based on unergative verbs, since now ApplC does 

not host a Case feature as weIl as causatives whose derivation does not involve an ApplC 

projection. 

4. Scrambling 

In this section we shan consider sorne basic properties of scrambhng in North Sami causatives, 

wbich exhibits sorne effects that closely resemble what we have seen in passives. The facts to be 

presented in this section provide additional support for a basic view on scrambling, proposed by 

Saito (1992, 1994) and further defended and developed in Richards (1997) and McGinnis (1998). 

Saito (1994) for instance proposed that scrambling is a substitution operation that is not driven 

by any sort of standard feature checking. ll McGinnis (1998) by and large agrees with Saito. 
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Scrambling is substitution, i.e. movement into a specifier position. Scrambling is not driven by 

any of the standard features invoked in movement, in particular EPP. Nevertheless, given the 

basic assumptions of the overaH theory assumed, McGinnis claims that some sort of feature is 

involved, namely [SCI]. This is also the view we shaH assume. 

4. 1. Basic lacts 

In the previous discussion we have seen that the Base Object in passivized causatives can be 

characterized as frozen in place when the Causee is present. As we shaH presently see, this 

observation is in a non-trivial sense also highly relevant in active causative sentences. Although 

North Sâmi can be characterized as a "free word order" language, causative clauses are a point of 

interest since they exhibit some restrictions on word order permutations that bear a close 

resemblance to what we have observed in passive clauses. First of aU, our descriptive 

characterization of the Base Object as frozen in place when appearing together with a Causee has, 

as we explicated in the previous section, the repercussion that it cannot not serve as the subject 

of a passive clause. This effect we have attributed to the Minimal Link Condition, wmch 

prevents the Base Object from moving into an A-position to the left of the Causee. Closer 

examination of North Sâmi causatives reveals that fuis observation also extends to active 

sentences. Consider (44), which illustrates a basic causative sentence in North Sâmi. Notice that 

(44) has an additional element of complexity, namely an auxiliary vern, whose presence is helpful 

for the purposes of distinguishing certain word order options from one another, as we shall see. 

(44) Mon lean loga-h-an 

I.Nom be.Prs.ls read-Cause-Ptc child.Acc book.Acc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book.' 

(44) shows, among other things, that the Causee linearly precedes the Base Object. If we attempt 

to reverse the linear order among these two participants, the outcome is ungrammatical. In (45a) 

the order of the Causee and the Base Object bas merely been flipped, whereas (45b) is slightly 
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more sophisticated in terms of complexity, since the Base Object not only precedes the Causee 

but also the causativized verb, albeit following the auxiliary. 

(45) a *Mon lean loga-h-an giIjji ~ 

I.Nom be.Prs.1s read-Cause-Ptc bookAcc child.Acc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book' 

b *Mon lean gu]l loga-h-an ~ 

I.Nom be.PIS.1s bookAcc read-Cause-Pte cbild.Acc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book' 

In order to provide a complete picrure, notice that if the Base Object is moved far enough, for 

instarlce to a position immediately to the left of the auxiliary) as in ( 46a), or to the sentence initial 

position (46b), then the outcome is fully grammatical. 

(46) a 

b 

Mon girjji- lean loga-h-an ~ 

I.Nom bookAcc be.PIS.1s read-Cause-Ptc childAcc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book' 

mon lean loga-h-an 

bookAcc I.Nom be.Prs.l s read-Cause-Ptc cbild.Acc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book' 

There are good reasons to beHeve that (46) exemplifies A-bar dependencies, and as such it fans 

outside ofthe scope of our immediate interest. Turning to (45), (45a) shows that ApplC cannot 

host the kind of feature required to lift the Base Object across the Causee. The ungrammaticality 

of (45b), we daim is directly contingent on the ungrammaticality of (45a). Because the Base 

Object cannot make the shorter move in (45a), it is also prevented from making the shghtly longer 

move in (45b). We should be careful to notice that the iH-formedness of tbis sentence cannot be 

attributed to the fact that Base Object occurs in the preverbal position. In fact, if the Causee is 

not expressed, as in (47), this word order is perfectly grammatical: 
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(47) Mon lean loga-h-an. 

I.Nom be.Prs.1s book. Ace read-Cause-Ptc 

'1 have caused someone to read the book.' 

The weH formedness of (47) bears a striking resemblance to passives of Causeeless causatives, 

which as the reader may recall are fuHy grammatical (e. g. (17) above). In short, the mobility of the 

Base Object is contingent on whether or not a causative sentence includes a Causee. Moreover, 

since the Causee MS a blocking effect on word order permutations targeting positions below the 

auxiliary, and because we find similar restrictions in the passive, the indication is that we are 

dealing with an A-dependency. 

While we have encountered ample evidence that the Base Object in paSSIve clause 

containing a Causee is frozen in place, one should also recaU that it is equally true !hat the Causee 

too is frozen place in passives, (e.g. (41) above). However, in active clauses the Causee exhibits a 

certain degree of mobility not found in passives. The Causee can move to the preverbal position, 

as we can see in (48).12 

(48) Mon lean ~ loga-h-an gu]1. 

I.Nom be.Prs.! s child.Ace read-Cause-Ptc book.Ace 

'1 have caused the child to read the book.' 

Furthermore, once the Causee has moved to the preverbal position, as in (48), also the Base 

Object acquîres the ability to move. However, it must still not appear to the left of Causee, but it 

may indeed precede the verb, as shown by the contrast between (49a) and (49b): 

(49) a Mon lean loga-h-an. 

I.Nom be.Prs.1s child.Ace book.Ace read-Cause-Ptc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book.' 
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b "'Mon lean loga-h-an. 

I.Nom be.Prs.ls book.Acc child.Acc read-Cause-Ptc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book.' 

In short, the Base Object in an active causative sentence may move, but only if the Causee has 

moved first, or altematively if the Causee is not present in the derivation. 

It is important to notice that we have stressed that the Base Object CaMot occur in an A

position to the left of the Causee. This naturaUy pertains to locality in A-movement, which is 

defined over A-positions. However, as we mention with regard to (46), it would he a too strong a 

statement to say that the Base Object ca:n:not Decur to the left of the Causee, because it would 

wrongly prohibit the Base Object from entering any kind of A-bar dependency. Quite 

unsurprisingly we can for instance question the Base Object, as shown in (50): 

(50) Maid don leat loga-h-an 

what.Acc you.Nom be.Prs.2s read-Cause-Ptc 

'What have you caused the child to read?' 

mana? 

child.Acc 

What is more noteworthy, however, is that a natural a:nswer to the wh-question (50) involves the 

word order given in (51) (=(46a)), where the Base Object not only occurs to the left of the 

Causee, but also occurs between the Subject and the auxiliary kml 'be.Prs.ls.' 

(51) Mon g:t1JJl lean loga-h-an 

I.Nom book.Acc be.Prs.ls read-Cause-Ptc child.Acc 

'1 have caused the child to read a book.' 

(45b), where the Base Object immediately precedes the causativized verb, is still ungrammatical, 

and hence it is not a possible answer to the question in (50). It is therefore reasonable to assume 

that (51) is weIl formed for the same reason as (50) (and (46c)), that is, in these cases the Base 

Object has undergone A-bar movement. Moreover, it appears from the facts presented that 
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scrambling fans into the typology of A-movement if it targets a position below the auxiliary, 

whereas it fits into the A-bar typology if it targets a position above the auxihary. The fact that 

the former type of movement is subject to quite strict locality restrictions, unhke the latter type, 

lends support to this conclusion. In the remainder of this Section, we shaH be exclusively 

ooncerned with A-scrambling. 

T 0 summarize the empirical facts, we can oonclude that the Base Object may never oceur 

in an A-position that linearly precedes the Causee. 

4.2. Complex W01'd Order Pennutatio1!S 

There are in principle two possible factors that could have triggered movement of the Causee 10 

the preverbal position in (52) below. On the one hand, an optionally oceurring EPP feature on 

Voi could have forced the Causee to move into an outer specifier of VoiP. Another possibility is 

that the Causee has scrambled into a specifier of VoiP, in which case the movement is triggered 

by an optional scrambling feature [Scr] (see McGinnis 1998). 

(52) Mon lean .mânâ. loga-h-an gt1JJ1. 

I.Nom be.Prs.1s child.Ace read-Cause-Ptc book.Ace 

'1 have caused the child to read the book.' 

The main question is whether the word order in a sentence like (53) where both the Causee and 

the Base Object appear to the left of the causativized verb is derived by EPP movement of the 

Causee followed by scrambling of the Base Object, or whether movement of the two arguments 

have been triggered by scrambling. 

(53) Mon lean loga-h-an. 

I.Nom be.Prs.ts child.Ace book. Ace read-Cause-Ptc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book.' 
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McGinnis (1998: 115) offers a way to tell the two types of rnovernent apart. McGinnis notices 

that in many languages exhibiting scrambling, a Direct Object rnay scramble to position where it 

c-commands the subject of the clause. This variety of scrambling has the well-known effect that 

it can for instance undo weak crossover (WCO) effects, as shown in (54): 

(54) Hindi (McGinnis 1998:103) 

a *Unkiij bahin sab-koi pyaar kartii thii. 

their sister everyone love do be 

'TheÎri sister loved everyonCi.' 

b Sab-kOi unkiij bahin t pyaar kartii thii. 

everyone their sister love do he 

'Theifj sister loved everyonei.' 

(54a) is a standard éxample ofWCO. The sentence can be saved by A-scrambling of the object 

sab-ko 'everyone' to a position higher than. or equally high as the subject. Sirnilar phenomena are 

known from Japanese. (55a), for-inst:mce, is ill-forrned because the anaphor in the subject 

position fails to he bound. However, if the object scrambles as in (55b), it provides an antedecent 

to the anaphoric expression, and consequently also saves the sentence: 12 

(55) a 

b 

sensel-ga [Taroo-to Hanako]i-o hometa. 

each other-Gen teacher-Nom Taroo-and Hanako-Acc praise,Pst 

'Bach other's teacher praised Taroo and Hanako.' 

[Taroo-to Hanako]i-o otag~-no sensel-ga 

Taroo-and Hanako-Acc each other-Gen teacher-Norn 

'Bach other's teacher praised Taroo and Hanako.' 

t hometa. 

praise.Pst 

What is crucial about these sentences, according to McGinnis, is that prior to the application of 

scrambling, the Subject has raised to SpecTP for EPP reasons, as schernatically illustrated in (56): 
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(56) 
TP 
~ 

Obj ~ 
S~bj~ ~ t T t ~ 

EPP+Case t 
Scrambling 

McGinnis' daim is that if scrambling takes place to a projection with a pre-existing specifier filled 

by a DP that has checked an EPP feature, then the scrambled DP moves into an outer specifier, in 

accordance with the extension condition (e.g. Chomsky 1998). In contrast, McGinnis argues, 

multiple scrambling targeting specifiers of the same head result in "tucking-in" (Richards 1997), 

where by the moved item moves into a specifier beneath the original specifier, as shown in (57): 

(57) Tucking-in 

XP 

Spe~~ 
Speel ~ "'-. 

X yp 

t~ 
'-(1-) -+-- Y ZP 

~ 
L-------t ~ 
(2) Z 

With tbis background, let us now consider (49), repeated here as (58): 

(58) a Mon lean ~ gtUU loga-h-an tCausee 

I.Nom be.Prs.1s cbild.Acc book Ace read-Cause-Ptc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book' 

b *Mon lean gtUU ~ loga-h-an tCausee 

I.Nom be.Prs.ls bookAcc child.Acc read-Cause-Ptc 

'1 have caused the child to read the book' 

tBase Object· 

tBase Object· 
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If the Causee had raised for EPP reasons in (58), then scrambing of the Base Object would be 

expected to obey the extension condition, with the prediction that (58b) should he weIl formed. 

However, the weIl formed sentence (58a) shows a classical tucking-in profile, where the linear 

order of the two moved items refleet their underlying depth of embedding. Granted that 

McGinnis' hypothesis is on the right track,13 we conclude that the Causee in (58a) has not 

moved for EPP reasons, but rather, it has scrambled into a specifier ofVoiP. 

4.3. Summary 

In this section we have shown that the Locality restrictions encountered in passivized causatives 

carry over to active clauses as weIl. Specifically, the observation that the Base Object cannot 

occur in a derived A-position to the left of the Causee has the distinct flavor of a phenomena 

faHing under the Minimal Link Condition. 

5. Conclusions 

-ln the previous Chapter we have that the North Sami Causee is an applied object. This, we have 

argued, has wide-spread consequences throughout the grammar. For instance, the possibility to 

form an FP-causative from an unergative verb mnges on the presence of the applied Causee. 

Moreover, this analysis explains why the Causee like an object, and it provides a straightforward 

way to approach issues pertaining to Case and Locality. The Causee we have argued AGREEs 

with Voi for Case, whereas the Base Object enters an AGREE relation with the Applicative head. 

Passive of Causatives where the Causee is expressed, which implies the existence of ApplC, are 

impossible. The reason is that the passive has the effect of suppressing the Case of the lowest 

licenser in the verbal complex, which is AppiC. This, coupled with the absence of an EPP feature 

in the lower domain has the effect that the Base Object cannot raise to the specifier of T. 

Likewise, the Causee is prevented from becoming the subject, because of the fact that it has 

entered an AGREE relation with Voi. Hence, the Causee cannot become the subject in a passive, 
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because of the Case Identity Constraint. We have also provided a first, preliminary look ai 

scrambling in North Sâmi. We have shoWl1, in accordance with Richards (1997) and McGinnis 

(1998) that A-scrambling is subject to Locality. Furthermore, we have claimed that the 

occurrence of a preverbal Causee in Sâmi cannot he seen as evidence for positing an EPP feature 

in Voi, because of the interaction of the creation of multiple specifiers. 

Notes to Chapter 6 

lSee also Richards (1997) and Pesetsky (1999) for discussions about various typologies of overt and covert 
movement. 
2Hence resembling Pesetsky's (1989) Earliness Principle. 
3Unlike Chomsky (1995), Chomsky (1998, 1999,2001) assumes that Case featmes are unvalued. Por ease of 
exposition, however, we continue to sporadically refer to Nominative and Accusative features. 
4Thls again is a divergence from previous work (Chomsky 1995, ChA), where the EPP feature was assumed to 
attract the interpretable categorial feature D( eterminer). 1 have nothlng to say about tms matter. 
5Cmchewa exhlbits the same pattern. See for instance Baker (1988b), Alsina & Mchombo (1993), Marantz (1993), 
among others. 
60ne may for instance assume that the Case absorption phenomenon is- deferred to the Numeration. 
7Por Ura (1996), thls boUs down to whether a language permits one unforced violation of Procrastinate or not. 
8Given the hypothesis of Chomsky (1995) that multiple specifiers of a single head count as mutually c
commanding each other, it is of course possible that Voi Agrees with DO and that JO mises to SpecTP. 
9This is explicitly mentioned in McGinnis (1998:57), although no explicit example illustrating the point is given. 
l OThe surface string (35b) is of course grammatical under the irrelevant reading whêre moatti olbmo 'some people' 
modify ~ 'cup,' in whlch case we are dealing with a Causeeless causative: . 
(i) Mon cuvke-h-in moatti olbmo guvssi. 

I.Nom break..Tr-Cause.Pst.ls some.Gen people.Gen cup.Ace 
'1 caused someone to break some people's cup.' 

11See ruso Mahajan (1990), Webelhuth (1992), Kikuchl, Oishi & Yusa (1994) among others for further discussions 
about scrambling. 
12In fact (48) represents the word order preferred by native speakers. Recallthat the accusative and genitive Cases 
are more or less suppressive in North Sâmi, and consequently, a sentence (44) &bove, repeated here as (i), is 
ambiguous. 
(i) Mon lean loga-h-an ~ 

I.Nom be.Prs.ls read-Cause-Ptc chlld.Acc 
'1 have caused the chlld to read the book' 

giriji. 

bookAcc 

Por instance, (i) can mean either that 1 made the child read a book, or that 1 made someone read the childs book 
Thus ~ 'child' in (i) can be interpreted as the Causee or as the possessor of the base object. However, the 
sentences i~ (48) is unambiguous; here ~ 'child' cau only be interpreted as the Causee. Another way to 
disambiguate sentences like (i) is as we mentioned above by means of the prenominal quantifier moadde!moani 
'some.' 
13The types of A-scrambling illustrated in (54) and (55) are not possible in North Sâmi. 
14McGinnis' assumption that e.g. Japanese involves EPP driven movement to SpecTP is not entirely 
uncontroversial. Several studies have suggested that the Japanese subject remains in-situ, for instance Kuroda 
(1988). See ruso Lasnik & Smto (1992:44-46) for a discussion. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

This thesis has been concemed with the syntactic properties of causatives in the Tome dialect of 

North Sâmi. The discussion in the preceding cbapters have made it abundantly clear that 

productive morphological causatives in this language are of the so-caHed Faire Par-variety. Faire 

Par causatives are distinguished by the following characteristics: 

(l) a 

b 

the Causee is optional 

the Base Vero is ageritive, 

c the range of Base Objects is restricted 

The three points listed in (1), we have argued, has far-reaching consequences for both the 

conception ofFPs in general, and the anatomy orthe verb phrase. Point (la) bas since long heen 

taken as evidence that the complement of the causative formative is a bare VP that does not 

include the external argument of the Base Vero (Kayne 1975, Burzio 1986, among others). This 

hypothesis receives strong support from the fact that agent-oriented material can not he relate to 

the Causee in FPs, which is natural consequence if the embedded domain does not include an 

agent. In this thesis we bave assumed, foHowing Kratzer (1996), that extemal argument is 

introduced into the specifier of the functional projection VoiP, which is the locus of agentivity. 

Thus, we have concluded, the Base Verb in an FP is not associated with Voi. 



Point (la), however, conflicts with (lb), which states that the Base Verb must be 

agentive. lndeed, as we have discussed, an influential alternative has claimed with sorne success 

that FP-forroation is constrained by an affectedness constraint (e.g. Alsina 1992, Guasti 1993), 

whose effect ts that oruy those transitive verbs that take an affected object are legitimate 

candidates for the FP-causative. We have argued against tms approach, however, on the basis that 

it predicts, contrary fact, that unaccusative verbs can be embedded under the FP-causative. One 

potential problem in this regard, lies in the fact!hat the unaccusative diagnostics in North Sâmi 

are by and large unknown. For instance, we find no equivalents to the ltalian ~-cliticization test 

(Burzio 1986), the Russian genitive of negation (Pesetsky 1982), Romance and Dutch auxiliary 

selection (Hoekstra & Mulder 1990), and so on. What we find, aside from causativization, is the 

ability to forro adjectival participles, and consequently the inventory of diagnostics is at best 

sparse. However, the exact nature of unaccusativity is not crucial in any sense for the theory 

presented. Rather, the important point that we demonstrated in detail in Chapter 3, is the fact 

that verbs that do not qualify as agentive, regardless of their argument taking abilities, cannot 

serve as Base Verbs in the FP-causative. Unaccusatives are, of course, important in this respect 

because (a) they often take an-affected argument, wmch sets them apart from transitive 

perception verbs, and (b) they are non-agentive, which makes them similar to transitive 

perception verbs. 

However, we have also argued that the agentivity restriction on the Base Verb must be 

understood as potentially agentive, because the embedded domain fails to provide structural 

support for agent-oriented material such as purpose clauses and adverbs. Potentially agentive 

verbs, we have argued, are those verbs that have a Cause component. On these grounds we have 

proposed, along the Unes of Baker & Stewart (1999) and Pylk:k:anen (1999, 2002) that 

Kratzer's(1996) Voi and Chomsky's (1995) v are distinct syntactic heads. In a decomposed verb 

phrase, one of the subcomponents of an agentive verb is vP, whereas non-agentive verbs lacks a v 

projection. This analytic strategy goes against accounts of syntactic and lexical causatives like 

Hafley (1995a, b), who argue that Cause is a property ofVoi. However, we have shown that the 
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complement of the causative head in FPs does not include Voi, and we have presented additional 

evidence that the Base Vern may consist of overt morphological encoding of the Cause 

component. This, provided that we wish to maintain a radically syntactic view, and thus a 

unified account of causativization, urges a separation of Voi and Cause. SpecificaUy, the causative 

formative in an FP selects a vP complement. 

Point (1 c) manifests itself in at least two ways. On the one hand, the Base Verb and the 

Base Object may not form a Verb-Object idiom, and on the other band, the Base Verb may not 

take a clausal complement. These considerations, we have proposed, indicate that the Base 

Object is in fact not an object of the Base Verb. Rather, in the vein of Alsina (1992), what is 

understood as the Base Object is an argument of the causative formative. 

Furthermore, North Sami FP-causatives differ in one salient way from FP-causatives in 

the Romance languages and Chichewa, namely in the expression of the Causee. While the Causee 

in Romance and Chichewa is optionally expressed in an adpositional m:.,-phrase, the North Sami 

Causee surfaces by meims of an optionally occumng applicative projection. Therefore, the 

immediate impression conveyed by North Sami is that the language acoommodates FI-causatives. 

This parametric difference, we have suggested, has the consequence that North Sâmi frcely allows 

FP-causativization of unergative verbs. The applied Causee, moreover, has been shown to exhibit 

a blocking effect in passives. 

(2) 

Everything taken together, we have arrived at the fcllowing basic structure for the FP: 

VoiP 
~ 

DP ~ 
Voi vP 
~ 

DP 
Base Object V 

Cause 
vP 
~ 

V "Roct 
Base Verb 
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While we have shown in detail that a North Sâmi causative like (3) must be viewed as a 

Faire Par construction, a child learning North Sâmi does not nm through the battery of tests that 

we have exphcated in tm3 thesis. The question, then, is how could they know that they are 

dealing with an FP? 

(3) Mon cuvke-h-in Mâhte lâse. 

I.Nom break.Tr-Cau3e-Pst.ls Mâhtte.Acc window.Acc 

'I caused Mâhtte to break the window.' 

One might speculate that the fact that the Causee is optional, along with the general absence of 

h-phrases in the language provides the necessary dues. Furthermore, the particular Case frame 

associated with (3) differs from other constructions that are ditransitive on the surface. (3) has 

two Accusative objects, whereas "simplex" ditransitives only aUowone Accusative: 

(4) a Mon atten Mâremi giJjji. 

I.Nom give.Pst.ls Mâret.Ill bookAcc 

'1 gave Maret a book' 

b *Mon atten Mâreha gu]J1. 

I.Nom give.Pst.l s Mâret.Acc book.Acc 

'1 gave Mâret a book' 

Thus, Baker's (l988a) Case Frame Preservation Principle is seemingly violated in (3). Baker 

(1988a) and (1995b) points out that the Case properties of productive morphological causatives 

in most languages tend to mimic the pattern found in "simplex" ditransitive constructions. Thus, 

the fact that North Sâmi lacks h-phrases, and that the Case frame in (3) does not comply to 

(4a), might provide the child learning North Sâmi with the dues required to figure out that he or 

she is dealing with Faire Par causatives. 
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